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Summary 

The conventional multilayer feedforward network having continuous-weights is expen- 
sive to implement in digital hardware. Two new types of networks are proposed which 
lend themselves to cost-effective implementations in hardware and have a fast forward- 
pass capability. These two differ from the conventional model in having extra con- 
straints on their weights: the first allows its weights to take integer values in the range 
[-3,31 only, whereas the second restricts its synapses to the set {-1,0,11 while allowing 
unrestricted offsets. The benefits of the first configuration are in having weights which 
are only 3-bits deep and a multiplication operation requiring a maximum of one shift, 
one add, and one sign-change instruction. The advantages of the second are in having 
1-bit synapses and a multiplication operation which consists of a single sign-change 
instruction. 

The procedure proposed for training these networks starts like the conventional error 
backpropagation procedure, but becomes more and more discretised in its behaviour 
as the network gets closer to an error minimum. Mainly based on steepest descent, 
it also has a perturbation mechanism to avoid getting trapped in local minima, and 
a novel mechanism for rounding off 'near integers'. It incorporates weight elimination 
implicitly, which simplifies the choice of the start-up network configuration for training. 

It is shown that the integer-weight network, although lacking the universal ap- 
proximation capability, can implement learning tasks, especially classification tasks, 
to acceptable accuracies. A new theoretical result is presented which shows that the 
multiplier-free network is a universal approximator over the space of continuous func- 
tions of one variable. In light of experimental results it is conjectured that the same is 
true for functions of many variables. 

Decision and error surfaces are used to explore the discrete-weight approximation 
of continuous-weight networks using discretisation schemes other than integer weights. 
The results suggest that provided a suitable discretisation interval is chosen, a discrete- 

weight network can be found which performs as well as a continuous-weight networks, 
but that it may require more hidden neurons than its conventional counterpart. 

Experiments are performed to compare the generalisation performances of the new 
networks with that of the conventional one using three very different benchmarks: the 
MONK's benchmark, a set of artificial tasks designed to compare the capabilities of 
learning algorithms, the 'onset of diabetes mellitus' prediction data set, a realistic set 
with very noisy attributes, and finally the handwritten numeral recognition database, 

a realistic but very structured data set. The results indicate that the new networks, 
despite having strong constraints on their weights, have generalisation performances 
similar to that of their conventional counterparts. 

xvi 
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Feedforward Networks 

1.1 Implementing Feedforward Networks in Hardware 

Ease of hardware implementation is one of the features which distinguishes the feedfor- 

ward network from competing statistical and machine learning techniques. The most 

distinctive feature of the graph of a feedforward network is its homogeneous modular- 

ity. Because of its modular architecture, the natural implementation of this network 

is a parallel one, whether in software or in hardware. Although most current activ- 

ity is in software implementations on serial computers [1271, the unique benefit of the 

feedforward network, i. e. fast speed of execution, can only be achieved through its 

realisation in parallel hardware: electronic or optical, analogue or digital. Of these 

parallel realisations, the digital electronic is the one that holds the most interest cur- 

rently - the modular architecture of the feedforward network is well matched with the 

current VLSI design tools and therefore lends itself to cost-effective mass production. 

There is, however, a hitch which makes this union between the feedforward network 

and digital electronic hardware far from ideal: the network parameters (weights) and 

its internal functions (dot products and activation functions) are inherently analogue. 

It is too much to expect a network trained in an analogue (or high resolution digital) 

1 



1.2 Multilayer Feedforward Networks: Introduction 

environment to behave satisfactorily when transplanted into a low resolution hardware 

setup. Use of the digital approximation of a continuous activation function, and/or 

range-limiting of weights should, in general, lead to an unsatisfactory approximation 
due to the nonlinear nature of the network. The solution to this problem may lie in a 
bottom-up approach - instead of trying to fit an analogue network in hardware after 

training, train the analogue network in such a way that it is suitable for implementation 

in hardware after training. This approach is the main theme of this thesis. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to present the principal concepts behind the 

conventional multilayer feedforward network and to define some of the terminology that 

will be invoked in the coming chapters. Many of the concepts presented here will be 

discussed in more detail in later chapters. 

After explaining the structure and functionality of the prototype feedforward net- 

work, some of its recent applications will be presented. Its connections with biological 

and statistical models will then be briefly discussed. The answers to the questions 

'what is this network capable ofT and 'how difficult is it to trainT are the topic of the 

next two sections. Pre-training data processing techniques and an overview of methods 

for network training are then presented. The ability of a network to learn the main 

concepts hidden in noisy data will be discussed. Some examples of its implementation 

in hardware are also presented. In view of the hardware implementation requirements, 

the capabilities of networks with constraints placed on their weights are then explained. 

After a short note on the major milestones in the development of feedforward networks, 

this chapter concludes with an outline of this thesis. 

1.2 Multilayer Feedforward Networks: Introduction 

Multilayer feedforward networks are general-purpose modelling devices which can ex- 

tract the functionality of the underlying process from examples generated by that pro- 

cess. Each of these examples consists of the input vector and the response of the process 

to that input vector. Feedforward networks are non-parametric in their modelling abil- 

ity, in the sense that they do not demand any structural information about the process 



1.2 Multilayer Feedforward Networks: Introduction 

that they are modelling, merely its characteristic in the form of a set of input/output 

examples. They "let the data speak for itself" [44]. 

Figure 1.1 shows the details of the fundamental processing element used in forming a 

feedforward network. This element is conventionally known as the artificial neuron' 2 

because its function is somewhat analogous to the biological neuron. Each neuron 

calculates the dot product of the incoming signals x with its synaptic strengths w, 

adds the offset 0 to the resultant, and outputs a value which is calculated by applying 

an activation function to that sum. Two of the most common nonlinear activation 

functions, logistic and hyperbolic tangent, are shown in Figure 1.2. 

Figure 1.3 shows how the artificial neurons can be connected to form the conven- 

tional multilayer feedforward network. From now onwards, this network will be referred 

to as the Continuous-Weight Network (CWN). This d: q: l CWN has only a single out- 

put, but in general it can have any number of outputs. For analytical studies however, 

one needs to study only this single output prototype, as any k-output CWN can be 

represented as an ensemble of k separate, single output CWNs. This particular CWN, 

having two layers of neurons, is termed a 2-layer CWN. The input layer is not counted 

as a layer as it does not perform any processing and consists of fan-out units only. 

The middle layer is termed the hidden layer, due to its lack of direct connections 

with the outside environment. The edges connecting the nodes to each other are called 

synapses. The extra vertical edges coming into the hidden nodes are termed offsetO 

It is assumed that the unconnected end of the offset edges is connected to a constant 

value of 1. The term weight is used to refer both to the synapses and offsets. The 

neurons in the hidden layer must have nonlinear activation functions for the CWN to 

be able to perform nonlinear mappings. If the hidden neuron activation functions are 

linear, the 2-layer CWN can be collapsed into a 1-layer d: 1 CWN, commonly known as 

'Important new terms appear in boldface on first usage and their definitions are included in the 

glossary as well. 
2 Also known as a node. 
3 An offset for the output neuron is not required for the 'universal approximation' property (to be 

discussed in Section 1-6) of the CWN to hold, but has customarily been used by the practitioners. 
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Figure 1.3 The conventional 2-layer d: q: l feedforward network with d inputs, q hidden 

neurons, and a single output. 
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a perceptron! 

1.3 Application Examples 

This thesis discusses the 2-layer CWN, from now on termed as CWN only, exclu- 

sively. CWNs with many hidden layers may have advantages in having more profound 

mapping capabilities - they can implement a mapping with fewer weights as compared 

with a 2-layer network having a similar performance. They are not, however, as well 

understood as 2-layer networks and are harder to train [3]. 

1.3 Application Examples 

It has been 10 years since the pioneering work of Rumelhart et al. [123], in which learn- 

ing in multilayer feedforward networks was first introduced. A large number of papers 

on the application of CWNs have since been published, in areas of application ranging 

from medicine, finance, process industry, high energy physics, automotives, telecommu- 

nications, robotics, to aerospace [85,111,159]. These applications are generally divided 

into two groups: function approximation5 and classification. This division is based 

on the type of the desired outputs required to accomplish the task. If the output values 

are continuous, the CWN is performing function approximation, whereas if the outputs 

are restricted to a finite set of values, it is doing classification. The examples presented 

below highlight recent applications in high energy physics, autornotives, meat industry, 

and nuclear material processing. 

A fully parallel hardware implementation of a feedforward network is being used 

for the closed-loop real-time control of the shape of the magnetic confinement field of a 

high- temperature plasma in a Tokamak fusion reactor [171. This feedforward network, 

having digitally stored weights but analogue signal paths, and a bandwidth of > 20 kHz, 

was trained using analytically generated data to simultaneously control the currents in 

4 Only an identity activation function is required in the output neuron for the 'universal approxi- 

mation' property (to be discussed in Section 1.6) of the CWN to hold. It is however customary to use 

a logistic or hyperbolic tangent function for 'classification tasks' (to be defined in the next section). 

Having a logistic function as the activation function in output neurons also helps in the probabilistic 

interpretation of their responses [12]. 

'5AIso known as regression. 
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all of the coils generating the confinement magnetic field. 

An example of an application in automotive safety is Delco Electronics' supplemen- 

tal inflatable restraint (air bag) controller which uses a feedforward network to distin- 

guish between deployment and nondeployment events [70]. Time series data collected 
from instrumented vehicle crash tests, along with the requirements of when and if air 
bag must be inflated for different type of situations, was used to train the feedforward 

network. 

The Danish Meat Research Institute has recently announced' that it has successfully 

completed the trial run on the prototype meat classifiers and will be deploying 8-10 

units of these completely automated systems during the next year. These classifiers 

determine the value of cow carcasses, with the help of weight and visual information. 

It employs three feedforward networks to extract the class (cow, bull, or heifer) and 

shape of the carcasses which are then used in a linear model to determine the payment 

to be made to the farmer [191. 

Urneco (Capenhurst) Ltd. employs a pair of feedforward networks for the closed- 

loop control of copper lasers, which are used in isotope separation for uranium enrich- 

ment [24]. These feedforward networks have been trained according to the actions of 

experienced human operators to avoid certain load discharge conditions that reduce the 

lifetime of expensive laser modulator components and therefore improve the efficiency, 

due to decreased running costs and down time. 

1.4 Biological -vs- Artificial Neural Networks 

Although the original inspiration for work in the artificial neural network area was the 

human brain, the emphasis has since shifted from biological plausibility to usefulness 

as a computational tool. Artificial multilayer feedforward networks do, however, share 

some features with the biological brain [38]: both are layered structures formed by 

a number of homogeneous and simple processing elements - neurons. Both types of 

neurons have many inputs and produce an output signal which is a nonlinear function 

'31n a press conference on 25 June 1996. 
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of the dot product of inputs and weights. The key factor that distinguishes neural 

networks, both biological and artificial, from traditional computing paradigms is that 

processing is asynchronous and local to the individual neurons. The major emergent 

properties that these two classes of networks have in common are associative memory 

and a degree of fault tolerance [38]. 

The main barrier to the wide acceptance of the plausibility of artificial feedforward 

networks as analogues of the real ones is the learning procedures. It is well known 

that synapses in a human brain change with experience, but the exact mechanisms 

are not well understood because of the complex and distributed nature of the system. 

There is some agreement, however, that it is nothing like the popular procedures used 

for training feedforward networks. This, due to the fact that those procedures involve 

some global computation steps, which is in violation of the strictly local theories of 

learning in biological networks [391. 

1.5 The Statistical Connection 

Many neural network paradigms have their analogues in the statistical arena. The two 

fields, however, cannot be considered as being identical twins - more like step-brothers. 

The main differences between them are perhaps more cultural than technical [107]: 

statistics has its roots in mathematics, neural networks in engineering, biology, and 

computer science. Statisticians are usually conservative and pessimistic, neural folk 

enthusiastic. Statisticians are often concerned with small samples, neural workers with 

large data sets. Statisticians mostly deal with static data, while neural workers are 

also interested in in-situ learning! The majority of statisticians do mathematical 

modelling, neural workers run computer solutions. Researchers in the artificial neural 

network field also differ in having a long-term goal of designing artificially intelligent 

systems. Both communities can, however, benefit from each other's expertise: for 

example, only recently the neural network community has started to benefit from the 

7 In-situ learning is performed by a deployed network which has already been trained. The deployed 

network constantly adapts its weights with respect to changes in the input/output behaviour of its 

target task. 
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rigorous frameworks, such as Bayesian. techniques, available in statistics [11,113]. 

The feedforward network, the only neural paradigm discussed in this thesis, has a 
direct analogue in statistics: projection pursuit regression [66]. Projection pursuit 

is a generalisation of the CWN in that it allows more than one type of activation 

function in the hidden layer. These non-homogeneous activation functions are data- 

dependent and constructed during learning. Projection pursuit learning differs from 

conventional CWN learning in that it is performed one hidden neuron at a time. The 

output weight of a hidden neuron is optimised followed by the shape of the activation 

function and then the input weights. It will be discussed in the next section8 that, 

the CWN can approximate almost all functions9 to any desired accuracy. Projection 

pursuit regression, a generalisation of CWN, must also be able to approximate almost 

all functions, and therefore does not hold any advantage in that area. The advantage 

may, however, lie in its ability to construct more compact representations of arbitrary 

training data sets due to its freedom in having data-dependent activation functions. 

1.6 Approximation Properties 

2-layer CWNs are universal approximators in the space of Borel measurable func- 

tions'O (see for example [63]). In other words, a 2-layer CWN exists that can, given 

enough training data and enough hidden neurons, approximate virtually any function 

of interest to any desired degree of accuracy [1271. This is a very powerful statement 

and provides great comfort to experimentalists in reinforcing their beliefs about the ca- 

pabilities of CWNs. This, however, guarantees only the existence of an approximating 

network and does not give any clues about how to construct one. 

Correspondingly, loading a CWN, that is finding the set of optimal weights for 

a CWN for a given set of training data, is an intractable problem. This problem has 

been shown to belong to a class of very tough problems, called NP-complete problems, 

8AIso in Chapter 2. 

9See next section for the definition of 'almost all'. 

10Just about all functions that one may encounter are Borel measurable. Functions that are not 

Borel measurable do exist but are known to mathematicians only as mathematical peculiarities. 
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which are generally accepted to have no polynomial-time solution [421. The difficulty 

of solving problems belonging to this class increases exponentially with the number of 

inputs. Intractability of loading, however, is the case for a fixed-size CWN only - if 

hidden neurons can be added and eliminated during training then loading is tractable. 

Moreover, fixed-size CWNs can be trained to achieve 'good enough' solutions instead 

of optimal ones, which, in practice, is not as time consuming as achieving optimal 

solutions, and is certainly better than having no solution at all [421. 

1.7 Feedforward Network Training: Prerequisites 

The cardinal choice in the training of a CWN is the choice of the number of neurons 

in the hidden layer. This number is a function of the complexity of the concept to 

be learned from the training data. In most cases, the complexity of that concept is 

not known prior to training. In those cases, one of the following three schemes can be 

employed: training several networks, ontogenic techniques, reducing the complexity of 

a large network. The most frequently used technique is to start by training the simplest 

network and try several networks with an increasing number of hidden neurons until the 

required performance is achieved. Ontogenic schemes are self-constructing techniques, 

of which the Cascade-correlation method is the most well known example [37]. This 

method starts with a network without any hidden neurons and systematically increases 

their number during training until the required performance is achieved. Finally, one 

can also start with a large network and try to decrease its complexity during training to 

match the complexity of the concept being learned. The thinking behind this technique 

can be explained by the analogy of fitting an arbitrarily shaped object in a container 

which is only slightly larger than the object in all dimensions. In general, fitting that 

object in the container will be quite difficult, if possible at all. It is simpler to start 

with a large container, place the object in the container, and then somehow shrink" 

the size of the container to achieve a very snug fit. 

Pre-training data processing can be used to reduce training time and to improve 

"Such 'shrinking' techniques in regard to CWNs will be discussed in Section 6.3. 
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the quality of learning. For example, the standardisation of inputs to zero-means 

and small magnitudes results in all the input vectors clustering around the origin. 

This, combined with the initialisation of the CWNs at the start of training with small 

randomly distributed weights which results in the start-up decision boundaries bunching 

up around the origin, gives the CWN the best chance of fast learning [129]. Moreover, 

Le Cun et al. have shown analytically that standardising the inputs to zero mean 

improves the convergence properties of some learning procedures [821. 

For discrete inputs or outputs, categorical variables should not be treated as con- 

tinuous variables [131. For instance, one of the input variables for the training data to 

be used in Section 6.5.2 represents shapes and can have one of three values: round, 

square, or octagon. This variable will not be represented as a single tri-state input, as 

that imposes an ordering of square being somehow greater than round and less than 

octagon [131, but as a triplet, having three possible states (1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1) 

depending upon the shape being round, square, or octagon, respectively [144]. 

In classification problems, outputs are generally encoded as 10,11 or 1-1,11. Due 

to the fact that weight modifications computed by some learning procedures are pro- 

portional to the output value of a neuron [122), the first encoding has the disadvantage 

in that the weight modifications calculated by the learning procedure for class 0 are 

smaller relative to the ones for class 1. The bipolar binary encoding does not have 

this problem but suffers from the drawback that no learning takes place for the most 

'confused' neurons, i. e. the ones with output values around zero. On balance, the 

bipolar-binary encoding should be preferred as in that case the learning procedure 

treats both output states in the same fashion during training. 

1.8 Feedforward Network Training: Procedures 

A training procedure is a collection of heuristics that finds appropriate weights for 

a particular CWN, given a set of training examples, such that an appropriate cost 

function, also known as an error measure, is minimised. The most often used error 
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measures, Lp-norm measures, have the general form of- 

i 
jp 

I tj - ojlP E N, 

where W is the weight vector of the network, tj is the target or desired value of the 
jth output, and oj is its value computed by the CWN. Popular values for p are 1,2, 

and oo, with the p=2 case, i. e. the least-squares measure, which emphasises the larger 

errors, being the most common one. The p=1 and p= oo cases are mostly used in 

hardware implementations because they are easier to compute [591. 

CWN training procedures can be divide into two major categories: those based on 

steepest descent methods and those influenced by stochastic optimisation techniques. 

Steepest descent methods attempt to minimise the cost function by taking small 

steps on the error surface12 in the direction of the maximum gradient. This process 
is analogous to a near-sighted skier trying to find the quickest way to the base of 

a mountain by skiing down the slopes with the largest gradient. A computationally 

efficient way of implementing this process in a CWN, called error backpropagation 

(BP), was popularised by Rumelhart et al. [1221. In the batch13 version of BP, the 

14 16 weights are updated at the end of every epoch, whereas in the on-linell, version 

weights are updated after the presentation of every training example. Both versions 

are guaranteed to converge to a solution in appropriate circumstances (see Section 2-3). 

The latter version is, however, faster for large training sets having some degree of 

information redundancy among examples [14]. Two of the most common parameters 

related to BP are learning rate, 77, and momentum, ji: 77 determines the size of 

12Error surface is the plot of the cost function with respect to aH of the weights in a network. 
13 Also known'as off-line and total gradient-descent learning. 

"An epoch is the cycle in which all examples in the training set are presented to the network. 
"Also known as instantaneous, incremental, pattern, and stochastic gradient descent learning. 

16 On-line learning differs from the in-situ learning mentioned in Section 1.5 in that the latter is the 

property of a network requiring the deployed network to have adaptive weights, whereas the former is 

a property of the learning procedure, requiring the weights to be updated on the presentation of every 

example. 
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the weight modification at each training step, and ji controls the effect of the weight 

modification of the previous step over the weight modification of the current step. If 

17 is small and ji close to 1, on-line BP approximates batch BP [128]. As training 

examples are usually presented to a network in a random order, on-line BP does its 

search in the weight space in a stochastic manner, and therefore is less prone (compared 

with batch BP) to getting stuck in local rninirna17 of the error surface [53]. Weight 

perturbation is an alternative to BP learning. In this method, all of the weights are 

perturbed in turn and the associated change in the output of the network is used to 

approximate local gradients [59]. This technique requires only feedforward calculations 

for its operation, which simplifies its implementation in hardware [166]. It lacks the 

mathematical efficiency of BP however, and therefore requires a large number of epochs 

to reach acceptable solutions. 

Stochastic methods are the less common alternative to steepest descent. A popular 

representative of these methods is simulated annealing. This method is analogous to 

the physical process of annealing [691. It is different from methods based upon steepest 

descent in that the myopic skier of the last paragraph is not always going downhill, but 

going downhill only 'most of the time' [541. This way the skier will not get trapped 

in local minima. In this method, weight modifications are made permanent if the new 

value of the cost function is lower or equal to the old one. If the new value is higher then 

the weight change is accepted with a probability which diminishes with the number of 

epochs. Besides the global minimum search advantage, stochastic techniques have the 

added advantage that they do not require gradient computations, which is attractive 

from the hardware implementation point of view. The main drawback of this class of 

techniques is speed: they generally require a large number of epochs for convergence and 

each epoch generally requires the recalculation of the cost function for every training 

example and every weight change. 

Steepest descent methods are fast but can get trapped in local minima, whereas 

stochastic techniques have the ability of finding global minima but are slow. Methods 

"Local minima are points of zero gradient on an error surface which are not global minima. Global 

minima are the points of minimum error on an error surface. 
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that combine the speed of steepest descent with the global optimisation character of 
stochastic techniques are an attractive alternative. An example of this approach is a 
modified version of on-line BP with a diminishing learning rate: the modification being 
the addition of decreasing amounts of random noise to the weights at each weight BP 

modification step [75]. This procedure is guaranteed to converge to a global minimum. 

1.9 Generalisation Performance 

Generalisation performance18 - the accuracy of a trained network on a set of data which 
is similar to but not the same as the training data set [531 - is the key metric which 
determines a learning paradigm's usefulness [15]. This metric can be maximised by 

selecting a data set which completely represents the concept to be learned, and using 

that set, along with a global-minimum finding procedure, to train a network having a 

complexity that matches that of the concept to be learned. 

A trained network will be a good generaliser if it has learned the concept embedded 
in the training data [161. Training a network to be a good generaliser is not a trivial 

task because most real-life applications demand training with noisy data. A good gen- 

eraliser usually has a smooth input to output mapping, which generally means that it 

will not have many large weights [16]. More complex networks givd a better fit to train- 

ing data but are not good generalisers. The best generalisers are neither too complex 

nor too simple, but match the the complexity of the problem exactly. Training the best 

generaliser is quite difficult, just like fitting an object into a container which exactly 

matches the dimensions of the container. Poor generalisation results from the networks 

over- or under-fitting the training data. An over-fit is due to the network having a 

higher complexity than the concept embedded in the training data. This causes the 

network to essentially become a 'look-up table' for the training data [531: the network 

behaves very well for the training data, but gives erroneous responses to inputs which 

are nearby but not actual training data. This situation in the one dimensional case 

is shown in shown in Figure 1.4(c). An under-fit is caused by the network having a 

18AIso known as statistical inference. 
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Figure 1.4 Example of a good fit (a), an under-fit (b), and an over-fit (c) of training 

data. The first case will results in good generalisation, whereas the latter two in poor. 
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complexity lower than that of the concept embedded in the training data. In general, it 

is harder to detect an under-fit during training as compared with an over-fit. The tech- 

niques for avoiding an over-fit and consequently improving generalisation performance, 

i. e. regularisation techniques, will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

1.10 Hardware Implementation 

Although most feedforward networks are implemented in software on serial comput- 

ers [1271, a very attractive feature of CWNs, i. e. fast speed of execution, can only be 

achieved through their realisation in parallel hardware: general purpose or customised, 

optical or electronic, analogue or digital, or any combination thereof. Custom hard- 

ware has the advantage in speed19 and the disadvantage in cost. Electronic hardware is 

generally compact and cost-effective. Optical hardware has the advantage of free-space 

connectivity. Analogue electronic systems are usually very, fast, but suffer from suscep- 

tibility to noise, manufacturing difficulties, and lack of non-volatile on-chip adjustable 

weights [56]. Digital electronic systems have the drawbacks of limited resolution com- 

putation and slow speed. They are less susceptible to noise and have non-volatile 

adjustable weights. Their main advantage is however in the ease of implementation 

due to the availability of a wide variety of mature VLSI. toois and manufacturing fa- 

cilities. This is the reason for their popularity, as is clear from the large number of 

reported systems [56,671. This section discusses digital electronic systems along with 

an analogue-digital electronic hybrid that has overcome the limited resolution compu- 

tation drawback of the digital systems and the lack of non-volatile on-chip adjustable 

weights of analogue systems. 

The L Neuro 1.0 chip manufactured by Philips [921 is an example of a simple digital 

implementation of feedforward networks with adjustable weights. It can be configured 

as having 64 neurons with 8-bit weights or 256 neurons with 4-bit weights. Each neuron 

has 16 inputs. During learning, 16-bit weights must be used, allowing a maximum of 

"And in many cases, better accuracy as well, because the hardware is designed to be very well 

matched with the target CWN. 
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32 neurons only. The output of the neurons are computed sequentially with the help 

of a serial-parallel multiplier which performs the products and accumulations for the 

matrix-vector products. The activation function calculation is done with the help of 

an off-chip look-up table -a major drawback. This chip was designed to do on-chip 

Hebbian learning20 only, but can be trained with BP with the help of a host processor. 

More than one chip can be cascaded to increase the number of neurons or the number 

of inputs for each neuron. 

The RN-200 chip by Ricoh [108] is a unique design in that it implements its input, 

internal, and output signals as stochastic pulse trains. The advantage of this encoding 

is in the ease of computation: sums can be implemented as a logical OR, products 

as AND, and 1-x as COMPLEMENT(x). The sigmoidal activation function is also 

implemented implicitly with an OR operation. Negative quantities are expressed in 

terms of inhibitory and excitatory synapses. There are 16 neurons on a chip, each having 

up to 16 inputs. Weights have a resolution of 8-bits. The computational accuracy of 

this chip depends upon the absence of correlation between pulse trains. This is achieved 

by implementing each weight with its own random number generator. The presence of 

on-chip BP training makes this chip very useful for embedded applications. 

The WS121 neurocomputer from Hitachi [168] uses an input, an address, and an 

output bus to connect 1152 neurons in a SIMD22 array. The address bus is used to 

sequentially select the 8-bit weights from common memory, and the dot product of 

inputs and weights is sequentially accumulated. A single activation function calculator 

is used by all neurons. The output bus is used to sequentially communicate the outputs 

to other neurons. The number of possible neurons is halved during on-chip BP training. 

For simplifying the implementation of BP, each neuron consists of two physical neurons 

during training. The resolution of weights is increased to 16-bit during training. An 

8-bit 166'Wold (the change in weight during the last modification step) is assigned to each 

20The idea behind Hebbian learning is that the synapse between two neurons should be strengthened 

if they fire simultaneously. 
21 Wafer Scale Integration. 

22 Single instruction, multiple data 
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weight for the momentum term calculations. A unique feature of this implementation 

is that to reduce storage requirements, only the 64 largest weight values are ever kept 

in the memory - all others are forced to zero. 
The analogue-digital hybrid feedforward network used in the Tokamak reactor of 

Section 1.3, which has an output resolution of at least 8 bits and a bandwidth of 
ý: 20 kHz, was implemented as three separate VME-bus cards. The first card uses 

analogue electronics to buffer and normalise the inputs. The second one consists of 

12-bit digital to analogue converters, configured as 4-quadrant multipliers of analogue 

signals with digitally stored 12-bit weights. The third card implements an analogue 

activation function, hyperbolic tangent, with the help of two temperature compensated 

transistors configured as a long-tailed pair. This hybrid scheme exploits the individual 

strengths of the analogue and digital domains - the non-volatile weight storage of the 

former and the high resolution and fast signal processing of the latter - while avoiding 

their weaknesses - the volatile weight storage of the latter and the low resolution and 

slow signal processing of the former. 

At least one of two bottlenecks on processing speed and/or size of the implementa- 

tion manifest themselves in all four of the above examples: storage of high-resolution 

weights and the multiplication operation. The multiplication operation is the main bot- 

tle neck due to the large number of multiplications required, inherent slowness of the 

serial multiplication operation, and the physical size of the multiplier. The main con- 

tribution of this thesis relates to the characteristics of the feedforward networks having 

low-resolution weights and the simplification or complete exclusion of the multiplication 

operation. 

1.11 Feedforward Networks with Constrained Weights 

With the exception of the last section, all the discussion so far has been about CWNs 

having continuous weights of arbitrarily large magnitudes. Such weights are not possi- 

ble in practice. In digital electronic hardware, a designer has to determine the amount 

of memory required to store the weights by considering two factors [1121: the mini- 
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mum variation by which a weight can be modified, Jw, and the difference between the 

maximum and minimum value of weights, the dynamic range. The ratio of these two 

factors determines the weight depth b,,,, the number of bits of storage required for 

each weight: 

log, 
Wmax - Wmin 

Jw 

Clearly, any desired increase in either the precision or dynamic range of weights in- 

creases the weight depth. Weight depth not only affects the storage requirements but 

also the speed and cost of computational circuitry. Consider the multiplication oper- 

ation: the number of multiplication operations required for a forward pass in a CWN 

is the number of synapses in that network. The quickest way to perform a multiplica- 

tion is with a flash multiplier. An n-bit fixed-point VLSI flash multiplier consists of 

nxn full adders, each one of which is made up of 31 transistors. The slower but more 

cost-effective option is to have a single multiplier in each hidden and output neuron, 

and to perform the multiplications in a sequence instead of all in parallel. To reduce 

the transistor count even further at the expense of slower computations, a sequential 

multiplier can be used. Clearly, any desired increase in the weight depth results in slow 

and/or expensive multiplier. 

The above discussion points towards placing constraints on weights due to the re- 

quirement of the smallest possible b,,, for achieving fast and cost-effective hardware 

implementations. The question that now arises is: does this requirement effect the 

approximation capabilities of a feedforward net? If it does affect the approximation 

capability, then in what way? Is the reduction in capability gradual with b" or abrupt? 

Can it somehow be compensated for by adjusting the only other variable in the CWN ar- 

chitecture: the number of hidden neurons? And what about the training procedure: are 

the conventional continuous weight methods appropriate for networks having weights 

with limited resolution? The answers to these questions will be discussed by consid- 

ering three variations on the constrained weight theme: bounded weights, bounded 

weights having li mited- resolution, and bounded and limited- resolution synapses, but 

continuous valued offsets. 

Stinchcombe and White 11371 have shown analytically that provided the activation 
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function meets certain criteria, the bounds on a CWN's weights can be traded off with 

a possible increase in the number of hidden neurons without sacrificing the universal 

approximation property. In particular, the input-layer weight vectors for the hidden 

neurons can be restricted to unit-magnitude provided that the activation function is a 

logistic or hyperbolic tangent function. Further details on this topic will be presented 

in Chapter 2. These networks can be trained using conventional techniques with the 

modification that disallows weights to exceed set bounds. 

Networks with small discrete weights are ideal for digital implementation for having 

low storage requirements and a simplified multiplication operation. It will be shown 

in Chapter 3 that these networks do not possess the universal approximation capa- 

bility. Experiments with these networks, in particular with networks having small 

integer weights, however, show that approximation capability of these networks is not 

significantly affected despite having strong restriction on weights. The loading of a 

discrete-weight perceptron is known to be NP-complete [147]. This, combined with 

the fact that the loading of a 2-layer CWN is NP-complete, makes the task of loading 

the discrete-weight feedforward network quite formidable. The learning procedure pro- 

posed for the training of these discrete-weight networks relies on the modification of the 

BP cost-function along with a separate discretisation mechanism for 'nearly discrete' 

weights. 

Networks with discrete synapses but continuous offsets have the unique advantage 

over CWNs in that they do not require a continuous domain multiplier. In particular, 

if the synapses are restricted to the set 1-1,0,1), the conventional multiplier can be 

discarded altogether. But how does that affect the approximation capability? It will 

be analytically shown in Chapter 5 that such networks can approximate functions of 

one variable with any desired accuracy. Moreover, experiments with multi-variable 

functions show that this multiplier-free network has approximation capability similar 

to the CWN. The learning procedure for these networks is a slightly modified version 

of the one for discrete-weight networks of the last paragraph. 
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1.12 Historical Note 

Artificial multilayer feedforward networks draw their inspiration from the studies on 

the structure of the biological nervous systems. Such artificial layered structures were 

first investigated in the late 50's. Their usefulness as iterative learning machines did 

not manifest itself in that era due to the lack of a suitable learning algorithm [1041. The 

breakthrough came in 1986 with the publication of two volumes by the PDP group titled 

Parallel Distributed Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition [123, 

124]. Although ideas similar to the BP learning rule had been presented earlier [79, 

109,154], it became popular only after the publication of these volumes. The next big 

step in the continued development of the feedforward network was the development 

of proofs on the universal approximation capability of the 3-layer CWN [801 and later 

on the 2-layer CWN [29] in the late 80's. The last major achievement in this field, 

though still in its infancy, has been the integration of CWNs in a Bayesian framework 

(see, for example [86,102,141]). This recent approach about the architecture and 

learning parameters selection is based on Bayesian statistics 23 and holds the promise 

of delivering optimal generalisation performance. 

1.13 Overview of the Thesis 

After a presentation of the main theoretical concepts of the work, experiments on a 

variety of data sets will be used to substantiate the claim that the two constrained- 

weight networks proposed here are just as effective as conventional networks in practice. 

Chapter 2 first provides a simple view of the universal approximation property and 

then a detailed analytical treatment of a special case of feedforward networks - networks 

with bounded weights. This bounded-weight result will be required in a later chapter for 

proving a theorem on the existence of multiplier-free networks. Results focusing on the 

backpropagation heuristic will then be presented in terms of the relationship between 

23 Bayesian approach differs from the conventional Ifrequentist' approach to statistics in that it allows 

the probability of an event to be expressed as 'degree of belief' in a particular outcome instead of basing 

it solely on a set of observations [151. 
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the form of the learning rate and the type of convergence that can be guaranteed for 

that form. This result will be used in the next chapter in support of the integer-weight 

learning procedure. 

Chapter 3 provides experimental evidence that feedforward networks with low- 

resolution discrete weights are a viable alternative to networks having continuous 

weights. These discrete-weight networks, although lacking the universal approximation 

capability, can implement learning tasks, especially classification tasks, to reasonable 

accuracies. After highlighting the hardware implementation advantages and justifying 

the choice of discretisation scheme, this chapter presents one of the main contributions 

of this thesis - the integer-weight learning procedure. Only the preliminary results on 

the functionality tests of this procedure will be presented in this chapter. The main 

results on generalisation performance will be held back until later, where they will be 

contrasted with those for continuous-weight networks and multiplier-free networks. 

Chapter 4 explores the capabilities of discrete-weight networks with the help of the 

decision and error surfaces of a set of 2-D classification problems, which are generali- 

sations of the conventional 'exclusive or' problem. It is shown that provided a suitable 

discretisation interval is chosen, a discrete-weight network can be found which performs 

as well as a continuous-weight network, but that it may require more hidden neurons 

than its continuous-weight counterpart. 

Chapter 5 starts by presenting a new theoretical result on the 'universal approxima- 

tion in the space of continuous functions of one variable' property of a multiplier-free 

feedforward network. The multiplier-free functionality of this single-input single-output 

network has been made possible by restricting the input layer synaptic strengths to 

{-1,11. This chapter also provides experimental evidence that multiple-input multiple- 

output multiplier-free feedforward networks with synapses from {-1,0,1) and unre- 

stricted offsets are a viable alternative to networks having high-resolution weights. 

Chapter 6 is concerned with comparing the generalisation performance of the two 

new feedforward networks proposed in this thesis - integer-weight and multiplier-free - 

with that of the conventional continuous weight feedforward network. This chapter pro- 

vides experimental evidence that the new networks, despite having severely constrained 
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weights, are as effective as conventional feedforward networks. It starts by discussing 

the techniques that are commonly used for estimating the generalisation performance. 

Various regularisation techniques used for tailoring the complexity of a network with 

respect to the learning task at hand are then presented. The target network of the 

generalisation experiments, the optimal network, is then defined. After presenting the 

the methodology of the learning experiments, this chapter concludes with the results 

on three very different data sets. 

The final chapter brings together the key ideas presented in this thesis. It also 

suggests some interesting problems for further work on the 'hardware-friendly' networks 

proposed here. 

Proofs of the theorems and lemmas of Chapter 2 are presented in Appendix A. 

Appendix B contains the details of the integer-weight learning procedure and the values 

of the learning parameters used in each of the experiments reported in this thesis. 

Appendix C displays the decision surfaces mentioned but not shown in Chapter 4. The 

publications which have resulted from the author's work on this thesis, particularly on 

the work presented in Chapters 3 and 4, appear in Appendix D. A list of abbreviations 

and symbols, an extensive glossary, a list of references, and a comprehensive index 

follow the appendices. 

This and the next chapter largely comprise review material, whereas the remaining 

chapters mainly consist of original work. 
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Theoretical Preliminaries 

2.1 Theoretical Questions 

For a given artificial feedforward architecture, it is possible to theoretically explore 

many an interesting issue: What kinds of mappings can it learn (linear, nonlinear, con- 

tinuous, smooth, measurable) [63,136]? What type of neuron activation functions are 

permissible [27,83,136]? Is it capable of 'universal approximation' [29,62,68]? What is 

the relation of the quality of approximation with the number of neurons or the depth 

of weights [22,64]? How difficult is it to train the network [18]? What is the expected 

generalisation performance and its relation with the number of necessary training ex- 

amples [7]? Similarly, questions can be raised about the convergence properties of a 

given combination of a neural architecture and a specific learning heuristic [74]. This 

chapter discusses only two of these issues because of their relevance to the work pre- 

sented in Chapters 3&5: a feedforward network's approximation properties and its 

convergence characteristics with respect to the error backpropagation heuristic. 

The theoretical results on the universal approximation property have their impor- 

tance in the confidence they instil in feedforward network users: they are assured that 

provided they employ a data set that completely describes the process to be learned, 

24 
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to train a feedforward network of a suitable complexity with the help of an appropriate 

learning procedure, they can model the input/output characteristic of any mapping 

that is Borel measurable. Similarly a theoretical analysis can be used to fine tune the 

convergence characteristics of an individual learning procedure as well as to compare 

the merits of two competing procedures - all without utilising costly empirical studies. 

After providing a simple view of the universal approximation property and a review 

of the various universal approximation results, this chapter provides a detailed ana- 

lytical treatment of a special case of feedforward networks - networks with bounded 

weights. An application of this result will be used to prove the 'multiplier-free net- 

work existence' theorem in Chapter 5. It then presents results on the backpropagation 

heuristic which focus upon the relationship between the form of the learning rate and 

the type of convergence that can be guaranteed for that form. Some of these results 

will be used in support of the integer-weight learning procedure presented in Chapter 3. 

2.2 Universal Approximation Property of CWNs 

The discussion in this section will be restricted to feedforward networks with a single 

layer of hidden neurons having sigmoidal activation functions, and a single output 

neuron with a unity activation function. The only property of interest is universal 

approximation in C(Rd), the space of continuous functions on Re 

To start with a simple example, Figure 2.1 shows a continuous function f being 

approximated with the help of a series of rectangular pulses. The error in the approx- 

imation is: 
XM+l 

C=[ 
(lxm 

f (x) dx - 

1 
(x. + X. +i 

) 
A., 

2 ], 

This error, i. e. the cost function, can be decreased to any desired levell by selecting an 

appropriate value for Ax. As Ax = (xm+l - xi)IM, the quality of the approximation 

is proportional to the total number of the pulses in the summation, i. e. M. The 

approximator generating these pulses is a 'universal approximator' in C(R) if it can 

'With the exception of identically zero. 
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H 

Figure 2.1 Universal approximation in one dimension. 

achieve any desired value of e for any fE C(R). This requires the approximator to be 

capable of generating pulses of arbitrary widths, heights, and positions. It can generate 

such arbitrary pulses if it is capable of generating step functions of arbitrary heights 

and positions. Therefore, the universal approximating capability of an approximator 

is solely dependent upon its ability to generate step functions of arbitrary heights and 

positions. Such arbitrary step functions can obviously be constructed with any desired 

level of accuracy with functions of the form 

w0 u(wx 

where WO, w, 0ER, and o, (. ) is the logistic function. The sum of the magnitudes of 

the error in this approximation and that in approximating I with rectangular pulses 

bounds the total error of approximation due to the triangle inequality? As both of 

the component errors can be reduced to any required level, their combination can be 

reduced to any desired level. This discussion leads to the conclusion that for a suitable 

value of q, a sum of the form 
q 

Z 

wjoo, (wjx + 
j=l 

ja + bl :5 ial + Ibl 
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where w,?, wj, Oj E IR, can approximate any function in C(R) to any desired toler- 

ance, i. e. sums of this form are universal approximators in C(R). Similar arguments 

for approximation in C(R2) or C(Rd) require the capability of constructing 2- (or 

d)-dimensional 'bricks' of arbitrary sizes at arbitrary positions that can be 'stacked 

together' to form 2- (or d)-dimensional function. 

2.2.1 Universal Approximation in C(RI 

Numerous results, utilising a vast array of mathematical tools and making various 

assumptions about the construct of the network, are available on the universal approx- 

imation in C(Rd) property of feedforward networks [26,27,29,41,55,62,63,83,1361. 

Cybenko [29) employed Hahn-Banach and Riesz Representation Theorems, Carroll and 

Dickinson [261 used Radon transforms for a constructive proof, Funahashi [41] invoked 

Fourier analysis and Paley-Wiener theory, while Hornik et al. [631 utilised the Stone- 

Weierstrass theorem to show the universal approximation property with continuous 

activation functions on compacta3,4 in C(R) with respect to the supremum5 norm. 

Leshno et al. [83] showed that non-polynomial activation functions which are lo- 

cally bounded and piecewise continuous are necessary for universal approximation. 

Hornik [621 proved universal approximation capability on compacta for networks hav- 

ing activation functions which are locally Riemann integrable and non-polynomial. 

Chen et al. [27] presented a constructive proof which shows that the sigmoidal activa- 

tion function need not be monotone or continuous, only bounded for approximation in 

O(Rd)ý 

All of the above universal approximation results assume that the CWN can have 

weights of arbitrary precision and magnitude. This assumption is not biologicaly plau- 

sible, and is a hindrance from the hardware implementation point of view. Stinchcombe 

3 Closed and bounded subsets of R". 

4 Focusing on compact domains in R instead of the whole of R makes the problem easier. 

5Supremurn is the least upper bound for a set. 
"O(Rý) is the extended C(W). If a continuous function is defined in Rd and f (x) exists, 

then f is called a continuous function in the extended Rd, i. e. Rd, 
- and the set of all continuous functions 

on fid is C(le) [271. 
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and White [137] have come up with a result which trades off bounds on the magnitude 

of network weights with a possible increase in the number of the hidden neurons, which 

is highly relevant to the work presented in Chapter 5 and will therefore be discussed in 

detail in the next section. 

2.2.2 CWNs with Bounded Weights are Universal Approximators 

This section will follow the closely the approach chosen by Stinchcombe and White [137], 

in which they enforced some restrictions on activation functions to achieve the universal 

approximation property for networks with bounded weights. The results of this section 

will be used in proving the multiplier-free network existence theorem of Section 5.2.1. 

Only the statements of the main results are presented in this section. The detailed 

mathematical proofs are provided in Appendix A. 

Consider the approximation of functions fE C(Rd) with a 2-layer feedforward network 

Ard (a, B), where a is the continuous hidden layer activation function and B, 0< 

B< oo, is the maximum allowed weight magnitude. Let Ad be the set of real affine 

transforMS7 on Rd, A: Rd -4 R, i. e. A(x) =w-x+0, where wE Rd, 0ER, and 

JAI = maxilwil, 101). A d-input feedforward network is defined as 

yd( E wj0a(Aj (x)): Aj E Ad and a, B) j(x) = ý-, I 
j :: I 

max (Iwj*l, JAjj: 15 i :5 q) <B 

where, q is the number of hidden neurons, x is the d-dimensional input vector, wj is 

the input layer synaptic vector for the j-the hidden neuron, Oj is the offset and wjO ER 

the output layer synapse of that hidden neuron. This network is the same as that of 

Figure 1.3 except for the restriction on the magnitude of the weights. 

network JV is defined to have the universal approximation property over C(Rý) 

7 Rotations, shifts, and scalings, or any combination thereof, are affine transforms. 
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if Ar is dense8,9 in C(Rd). Ard(or, B) is said to be uniformly dense in C(Rd) on the 

compact set KC Rd if for all fE C(R) and every c>0 there exists jE Ard(u, B) such 

that sup(If (x) - 
j(x)j :XE KI < c. In this case, , Vd (a, B) is also uniformly dense 

in C(K). Nd(a, B) is uniformly dense on compacta in C(Rd) if it is uniformly 
dense in C(R) on every compact K. The goal of this section is to prove this 'uniform 

denseness on compacta' property for the CWN with bounded weights. 

The following theorem can be used to simplify the investigation into the universal 

approximation property. It shows that the existence of a universal approximation proof 

in 1-dimension guarantees its extension in d-dimensions. 

Theorem 2.1 Let a: R -+ R be a Borel measurable function and let 0<B< oo. If 

Arl (o-, B) is uniformly dense in C(R) on some non-empty compact interval [-s, s], s 

0, then for dEN, Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on compacta in C(Rd). 0 

The main result of this section is that enforcing bounds on the weights does not de- 

stroy the universal approximation capability of a network as long as the activation func- 

tion is superanalytic at some point with a positive radius of convergence. aE C(R) 

is defined to be analytic at aER with a radius of convergence r>0 if there is an infi- 

nite sequence of real numbers, {c,, ), n>0, such that for Ix - al < r, F,;: ýO C,, (x - a)" n= 

, =o cn(x - ar Flurthermore, this analytic function a is defined converges and o, (x) 

to be superanalytic at a with a radius of convergence r if for every n>1, Cn 0 0. By 

the next lemma, this superanalyticity property holds if a is analytic at a with radius r 

and cn :A0 for infinitely many n. 

Lemma 2.1 If or is analytic at aER with radius r>0, or(A) = Eno c, (A n= 

JA - al < r, and cn 00 for infinitely many n then for every b in a dense subset of 

8A set A is dense in a set S if ACS and CI(A) = S. The closure of a set A is defined as 

CI(A) =AU {Limit points of A). A point p is a limit point of A if every neighbourhood of p contains 

a point q0p such that qEA. 

gFor example, rational numbers are dense in irrational numbers. That means between any two 

irrational numbers there is a rational one or alternatively any irrational number can be approximated 

within any desired tolerance with a rational number. 
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(a - r, a+ r), a is superanalytic at b with radius of convergence s= min(b - (a - r), 

+ r) - 

Some examples of functions that are superanalytic almost everywhere are sine, cosine, 

logistic, and hyperbolic tangent functions. Finite polynomials are examples of functions 

which are analytic but not superanalytic. 

The statement of the main result: 

Theorem 2.2 If for some aE IR, aE C(R) is superanalytic at a, with radius of 

convergence r>0, then Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on compacta in C(Rd) for any 

B> max[lal, 11.0 

The activation functions are required to be superanalytic so that they can be repre- 

sented as an infinite power series containing all powers of x. This 'infinite and complete 

polynomial' nature of these function makes them dense in all continuous functions. 

The next theorem allows further restrictions on the weight values without sacrificing 

the universal approximation characteristic. The input layer synaptic vectors wj can be 

confined to the unit sphere Sd at the expense of limiting the superanalytic activation 

functions to those whose derivatives form a basis for the continuous functions. This is 

due to the Stone-Weierstrass theoremlo which implies that the set of polynomials in a 

- which in the present case is formed by the derivatives of a- is uniformly dense in 

C(R). 

The following theorem uses the term span of a class of functions. For any function 

fE C(R) and r>0, fI (-r, r) denotes the restriction of f to the interval (-r, r), and for 

any set of functions F, Fl(-r, r) denotes If 1(-r, r) :fE F). For any 17 defined on a 

set 0, the span of Y, sp(. F), denotes the closure of the set of finite linear combinations 

of elements of Y in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of 0. 

Theorem 2.3 If the conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold and wj E S' U (0) then Arl (a, B) 

is uniformly dense on compact subsets of (-r, r) in Sp({Or(k)l(-r, r) :ký: 01) for 

loSee Appendix A for a statement of this theorem. 
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any B>1 where a(k) is the k-th derivative of a. If in addition sp({a(k)l(-r, r) : 

k> 01) = C(R) I (-r, r) then for wj E Sd U 10}, Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on 

compacta in C(Rd). 0 

Theorem 2.3 states that the superanalyticity requirement for a, although necessary, 

is not sufficient for universal approximation if synapstic vectors in the input layer are 

restricted to the unit-sphere. Consider the case of sine function, which is superanalytic 

everywhere except at 0, but the span of its derivatives is not dense, and therefore 

uniform approximation by Ard(a, B) with input-layer synapses on the unit-sphere fails. 

This can be easily illustrated in the 1-dimension case. Let a(. ) = sin(. ) and consider 

the set 

q 

Af'(sin, S') i: j(x) =E wj' sin(±x + Oj), 1<j :5n, nEN, Oj ER 
j=l 

I- 

By the addition formulas for the sine function, any Such 1 must be of the form cl sin(x)+ 

C2 COSW for some C1 i C2 ER This set of functions, Arl (sin, Sl), is clearly not dense on 

compacta in C(R), being unable, for example, to universally approximate sin(20x) on 

An application of Theorem 2.3 provides the following very useful result: 

Lemma 2.2 If a is the logistic function then for wi E Sd U (0}, jVd (a, B) is uniformly 

dense in compacta in C(Rd). 

A similar application of Theorem 2.3 will be used in Chapter 5 to prove the universal 

approximation property of the multiplier-free net. 

2.3 Convergence of Error Backpropagation 

The error backpropagation heuristic for training feedforward networks, the method of 

choice for many users, is not a completely new training procedure: the batch version 

is known as (total) gradient descent [94], the on-line version is familiar to statisticians 

as stochastic gradient descent [1561, and the momentum modification of the batch 

version can be recognised as the 'heavy ball' method discussed in the numerical analysis 
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literature [1261. The convergence characteristics of BP can be empirically analysed by 

the Monte Carlo techniques [122] or theoretically by various statistical and numerical 

analysis tools. The theoretical results presented in this section will comment on the form 

of permissible cost functions, and the effect of the learning parameters on convergence 

to a solution. 

Tesauro et al. [1391 have examined the asymptotic behaviour of the batch version of 

BP in terms of the decrease in error with respect to the number of epochs t. This study 

found the error to decrease as 11t for large t. It is also shown that best convergence 

was achieved using logistic activation function in the hidden layer. In terms of learning 

parameters, it was found that for a constant learning rate, the rate of convergence is 

unaffected by the addition of a momentum term or addition of the margin heuristic" 

to the BP learning procedure. Moreover, the results showed that convergence rate can 

be increased by adapting the learning rate with respect to the second derivative of the 

error surface. 

From the classical steepest descent results, it is known that the batch version of 

BP converges to a solution for a fixed learning rate. The on-line version with a fixed 

learning rate, however, starts to wander around the error surface as the error becomes 

small and does not settle into a stable solution. A diminishing learning rate is the 

weakest requirement for on-line BP to settle down [155]. White [155] views on-line BP 

as can application of Robbins-Monro stochastic optimisation procedure [118) to solve 

the first order conditions for a nonlinear least squares regression problem'. He considers 

a sequence of independent, identically distributed, and bounded training examples, and 

bounded and twice continuously differentiable hidden layer activation functions. This 

study concludes that on-line BP converges with probability 112 for successive values 

of the learning rate 77t, ? 7t+,, ... if 77t oc t-11,0 <v :51. 

Kuan and Hornik [741 investigated on-line BP learning with a small, constant learn- 

'Error in the output of a neuron is not backpropagated if it is within a specified small margin. 

121f {an) is a sequence of random variables then 'in converges with probability I to a, i. e. an -+ a 

as n -+ oo or an E24 a, if -. 
`_-=P[an = a] =1 for some real number a. Also known as almost sure 

convergence, convergence almost everywhere, and strong convergence [1551. 
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ing rate. They considered the weight update steps as an interpolation process and 

analysed this process by associating an ordinary differential equation (ODE) with it 

and by studying the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the ODE. The asymptotic 

study of the behaviour serves only as a 'first order approximation' to the algorithm. 

They made two assumptions about the learning procedure: first, all training examples 

are bounded and the sequence of examples is strongly stationary13 and erjgodiCý4 

Secondly, the cost function is continuously differentiable with respect to weights and 

training examples! ' This result of this study indicates convergence in probabiI- 

ity16 for the BP procedure. This convergence in probability result is weaker than the 

'convergence with probability 1' result, and means that convergence to optimal weights 

in most training runs is expected but not guaranteed in general for on-line BP with a 

small constant learning rate [74]. 

The discussion in this section has so far been about networks converging to a min- 

imurn in the error surface: this minimum can be a local one or a global minimum. A 

modified version of on-line BP with a diminishing learning rate has been proposed for 

finding global minima, the modification being the addition of decreasing amounts of 

random noise to the weights at each weight modification step [751. This procedure is 

similar to simulated annealing and is guaranteed to converge with probability 1 to a 

global minimum. 

2.4 Summary 

The two key results of this chapter were: 

13 If a random variable X is strongly stationary then the distribution of. X(t) is the same for all times 

t [45). 

14 A random process is ergodic if its ensemble and temporal averages are the same. 

"The cost function, e. g. the one shown in Equation 1.1, depends upon the output of the network, 

which, in turn, is a function of the activation function a(-), which transform the x-w+0 terms. This 

condition is satisfied if all a(x -w+ 0) terms are continuously differentiable for all x, w, and 0. 

"'If {a. 1 is a sequence of random variables then 4. converges to a in probability, i. e. a,. -f+ a, if 

there exists a real number a such that for any e>0, Pfla. - al < c] as n -+ oo. Also known as 

weak convergence 1155). 
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First, a feedforward network having hidden layer activation functions that are super- 

analytic and these superanalytic activation functions having derivatives that form a 

basis for the continuous functions, can have input layer weight vectors restricted to the 

unit-sphere without sacrificing its ability to approximate all continuous functions to 

any desired degree of accuracy. 

Secondly, the BP learning heuristic with a small constant learning rate converges in 

probability to a solution as long as the cost function is continuously differentiable with 

respect to weights and training examples. 
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Integer Weight Networks 

3.1 Why Integer Weights? 

Compared with their continuous-weight counterparts, feedforward networks having in- 

teger synapses and offsets are easier to implement in electronics as well as in optics. 

For example, integer weights in the range [-3,31 can be represented by just 3 bits. This 

property reduces the amount of memory required for weight storage in digital electronic 

implementations. It also simplifies the digital multiplication operation as multiplying 

any number with this 3-bit weight requires a maximum of three basic instructions - one 

shift, one add, and one sign-change. Moreover, if the inputs are restricted to the set 

{-1,11, the neurons in the first hidden layer require only sign adjustment for multipli- 

cation operations, and only integer addition. The activation function of these neurons, 

e. g. hyperbolic tangent, can be accurately' implemented by using a lookup table with 

only 4 entries augmented by sign adjustments. For binary bipolar inputs, the addition 

and multiplication operations in the output layer neurons of a 2-layer network are not 

as simple as that for the hidden ones, but can be streamlined, keeping in mind the 

limited number of possible output levels of the hidden neurons. 

'With an approximation error which is always less than 0.5%. 

35 
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In analogue implementations, where weights can be stored as resistances, the in- 

teger weight scheme requires only 3 distinct resistance values, which streamlines the 

manufacture by avoiding the expensive trimming schemes required to achieve the pre- 

cise resistances for conventional networks. The presence of zero valued weights also 

simplifies the design of analogue hardware. 

In optically implemented networks, where weight values can be represented as grey- 

scale masks or voltage levels for spatial light modulator, the complexity of implemen- 

tation is again reduced because of integer valued weights. 

These features of the Integer-Weight Network (IWN) make it very attractive for 

efficient hardware implementation. It should, however, be stressed here that these 

benefits are valid only when the IWN has been trained, as the learning task still re- 

quires high-resolution arithmetic. This makes the IWN unsuitable for in-situ learning. 

Moreover, a high-resolution activation function is required during training and for the 

trained network. 

IWNs may have some performance related benefits besides the obvious hardware 

implementation advantage. For example, the integer-weight learning procedure pro- 

posed in this chapter generates networks with some weights having a value of zero. 

The number of these zero-valued weights is higher if larger-than-optimal IWNs are 

used for training. The reduced number of effective weights, combined with the fact 

that all non-zero weights are restricted to only six values, limits the complexity of the 

network. This can result in reduced over-fitting and therefore improved generalisation 

performance: it is known from shrinkage2 estimation and ridge regression3 analysis 

in linear models that generalisation can be improved by reducing the size of the weights 

from estimates that give best fit in the sample [128]. The case of restricting the weights 

to small integers is most similar to penalised ridging, in which the cost function is 

2 The difference between training set accuracy and the test set accuracy. 
3 The precision of least-squares estimates gets worse with an increase in dependence between the 

input variables. Ridge regression estimators are more precise in those situations and are obtained as 

the estimators whose distance to an ellipsoid (the 'ridge'), centred at a least-squares estimate from the 

origin of a parameter space, is a minimum [461. 
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Table 3.1 Weight resolution terminology 
Weights Bits 

Low resolution 1-4 

Medium resolution 5-16 

High resolution 16+ 

augmented by a penalty terM4 [1301. 

Another potential advantage of the IWN is its relatively immunity to noise in train- 

ing data. The IWN only captures the main features of the training data in its discrete- 

valued weights. The low amplitude noise present in the training data cannot perturb 

the discrete weights, because these weights require relatively larger variations in order 

to jump from one discrete value to anotherý 

This chapter provides experimental evidence that feedforward networks with low- 

resolution discrete weights are a viable alternative to networks having continuous 

weights. These discrete-weight networks, although lacking the universal approximation 

capability, can implement learning tasks, especially classification tasks, to reasonable 

accuracies. After highlighting the hardware implementation advantages and justifying 

the choice of discretisation scheme, this chapter presents one of the two main contribu- 

tions of this thesis - the integer-weight learning procedure. Only the preliminary results 

on the functionality tests of this procedure will be presented in this chapter. The main 

results on generalisation performance will be held back until Chapter 6, where they will 

be contrasted with those for continuous-weight networks and multiplier-free networks. 

3.2 Discrete-weight Networks 

Most of the experimental work on feedforward networks is based on weights of high res- 

olution (see Table 3.1). There has been some work on networks with medium resolution 

4The other two types of ridging are constrained ridging, in which some norm of the weights is 

constrained to a specific value, and smootlied ridging, in which noise is introduced in the inputs [1301. 

5Examples indicating such a behaviour will be presented in Section 6.5-2. 
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weights but very little on ones with low resolution weights. Various claims have been 

made about the minimum b,,,, required to learn problems of varying complexity, but no 

generally agreed standards exist [33,58,60,77,88,89,112,138,148,166,167,169]. Most 

workers, however, agree that networks with weights of medium resolution are adequate 

to model many learning tasks to the desired accuracy [33,169], [58,60,112,166,167]6 

. The networks with low resolution weights have mostly been considered by the work- 

ers who were interested in streamlining the multiplication operation in neurons. They 

considered weight values that were either powers-of-two [77,138]6 or sum-of-powers-of- 

two [88,89]6 
. For such weights, multiplication operations can be replaced by much 

simpler shift operations or a sequence of sum-and-shift steps, respectively. 

Results on some very simple leaning tasks with feedforward networks having binary 

and ternary weights were presented by Perez Vincente et al. in [148]. There is, how- 

ever, a wealth of literature available on single-layer perceptrons with binary weights 

(e. g. [1471). 

3.3 The Hidden Neurons -vs- Weight-Depth Trade-Off 

In selecting the architecture (i. e. complexity) of a feedforward network, the designer has 

to make choices about two information resources - the number of hidden neurons, q, and 

weight depth, b,,,. The combination of these two must match or exceed the complexity 

of the learning task at hand. In general, the two can be traded off with one another 

to achieve a desired level of error at the output of the network. This trade off process, 

however, does have its limits - one neuron with weights of infinite resolution cannot 

implement most mappings, and a network with only single-bit weights may require 

a prohibitively large number of neurons to implement many mappings. Therefore, 

the combination of q and b,,,, the network complexity, is not a linear function of its 

components [22]. The optimal combination of these two parameters to implement a 

desired network complexity may or may not be unique. General methods to find the 

optimal combination are not currently available. An attractive option would be to 

6 The results of these papers were based on discrete weights as well as discrete activation functions. 
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dynamically vary q and b.. during training to find their optimal values. Currently, 

many sets of heuristics exist that dynamically modify q (e. g. Cascade-correlation [37]), 

but the author is unaware of any work in which just b., or both q and b. simultaneously, 

were varied during training. 

3.4 Approximation Capabilities 

It has been pointed out by Wray and Green [165] that the very fact that feedforward 

networks are implemented in software/hardware on computers of finite word-lengths 

implies that the hidden-neuron activation functions are finite polynomials 7 and are 

therefore not capable of universal approximation, as was shown by Leshno et al. in [83]. 

Does this statement mean that the universal approximation results of Section 2.2 do 

not have any practical significance and are useful only as a theoretical curiosity? The 

significance of the universal approximation results is in the guarantee they provide - 

for any desired degree of precision, a realisable network exists that can achieve that 

degree of precision. The choice of machine word-length limits only the upper limit on 

the achievable degree of precision. 

The choice of machine word-length controls both b. and the precision of the net- 

work's activation functions. It can be demonstrated that even if a network's activation 

functions were non-polynomials, the limitations imposed by bounded discrete weights 

are enough to destroy its universal approximation capability. This can be easily demon- 

strated by the argument that the set of basis functions, 

{Wioa(wi -x 

t, Wi, Oi E {finite subset of ZI, is a finite set. As Z is finite, it cannot be dense where w9 

in C(Rd) for any d. Hence: 

An IWN, or any feedforward network having bounded and 

discrete weights only, cannot be a universal approximator. 

TIn the case of analogue computers, their inherent inaccuracy due to imperfections in fabrication 

and fluctuation in operating conditions result in similar problems [106]. 
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This means that IWNs may not be able to learn every given mapping with arbitrary 

accuracy. This is quite a drawback! On the other hand, it is always useful to try to 

model a given mapping with integer weights. If the results do meet the desired level of 

accuracy then all the benefits of networks having low resolution weights are at hand. 

If, however, the results are not as desired then weights of a finer resolution can be 

employed. This increase in resolution can be repeated to obtain the desired level of 

performance. The increase in resolution and non-integer discrete weights will be further 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

The above discussion points towards the suitability of IWNs for learning pattern- 

classification tasks as opposed to function approximation ones. This is due to the fact 

that the error tolerance requirements for function approximators are usually less flexible 

as compared with those for pattern classifiers. 

3.5 Learning Heuristics 

It was stated in Section 1.6 that loading a perceptron with integer weights is NP- 

complete and loading a fixed architecture CWN is also NP-complete, hence loading an 

IWN should be very difficult, which indicates that the mean number of learning epochs 

for IWNs should be quite large compared with that expected for the comparable CWNs. 

While selecting a set of heuristics for training a network, a choice has to be made 

between gradient descent and stochastic techniques, as was discussed in Section 1.8. 

For CWNs the choice is usually quite clear because gradient descent has been found 

to be quite effective on most learning tasks discussed in the literature. Stochastic 

techniques are generally used for learning tasks for which the error surfaces are perceived 

to be particularly 'choppy' and full of local minima. The other advantage of stochastic 

methods is that they do not involve the computation of gradients, which from the 

hardware implementation point of view, can be a very expensive task. 

The integer-weight learning heuristics proposed in this chapter are mainly based 

on gradient descent. In the initial versions of the collection, they were just that, but 

later some stochastic flavour was added to enhance the probability of convergence to an 
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acceptable solution. Other modifications were also applied to improve implementation 

efficiency. The feature unique to the design of discrete-weight networks is the selection 

of the weight discretisation scheme: the discretisation can be either uniform or non- 

uniform. It can be selected before training, during training, or at the end of training. A 

choice has also to be made about the initialisation of weights: should they be discrete 

or continuous? In either case, what should be their initial distribution? 

These choices, combined with the choices about the size of the hidden layer, the 

neuron activation function, and the frequency of weight updates, make the task of 

designing efficient learning heuristics particularly difficult. Keeping this in mind, it 

was decided from the very beginning to concentrate on designing heuristics that will 

get the job done in a reasonable number of epochs and the task of achieving the fastest 

convergence times was therefore not considered at all. 

3.5.1 Weight Discretisation Schemes 

Networks having powers-of-two weights represent an interesting discretisation scheme 

for digital implementations [76,77,138]. They have the advantage in arithmetical ma- 

nipulations - multiplying a number with a power-of-two weight can be accomplished by 

a simple shift operation on that number, which is faster and requires much less hardware 

than the conventional digital multiplier. In this scheme, only the synapses have to be 

power-of-two, the offsets can still be real numbers as they are never involved in multipli- 

cation operations. A variation on this scheme - simple sums of powers-of-two weights - 

can provide better resolutions while somewhat maintaining the ease of multiplication: 

multiplying a number with a sum-of-power-of-two weight can be accomplished by a 

short sequence of simple shift-and-add operations [88,89]. These two schemes and the 

related learning procedures were inspired by similar hardware streamlining work on 

FIR filter design [170]. 

Another possible avenue is to take a trained CWN, and analyse its weight dis- 

tribution to find any clusters. After determining an appropriate number of clus- 

ters depending upon the desired number of discretisation levels, the weights in each 

cluster are assigned to the centre value of the cluster. The discretised network is 
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now tested and if the performance is below par, then it is trained again and the 

clustering-+ discretisation-+ testing-+ training sequence is repeated until a satisfactory 

result is achieved. This method results in weights which are non-uniformly discre- 

tised through a problem dependent multiple-thresholding discretisation function. This 

8 technique, sans clustering, was evaluated by Fiesler et al. in [40]. The authors claimed 

their results to be quite encouraging. They did not, however, provide much information 

about the complexity of the benchmark learning tasks. 

The most popular learning scheme is just to use medium resolution weights through- 

out training [33,58,60,112,1661. In this scheme the network is trained with a preselected 

b,,, on the target learning task. If learning to a desired level of accuracy is not accom- 

plished then training is restarted with an increased b.. 

The prototype set of low resolution weights used in this chapter is 1-3, -2, -1,0,1, 

2,3). The choice of integers as discrete weights was made due to their ease in arith- 

metical manipulations, and the range was restricted to 3 because it required the lowest 

number of bits for which trained networks gave acceptable performance on a set of 

benchmark learning tasks. In the preliminary experiments, networks with 1-bit and 

2-bit weights did not learn the target tasks to acceptable tolerances, and therefore were 

eliminated from further study. The weight set {-2, -1,0,1,2) was not considered be- 

cause it required 3 bits/weight for storage without utilising the full dynamic range of 

3 bits. The eighth available level in 3-bits was not used because of the fear that an 

asymmetric set of weights may result in poor learning performance. It should be noted 

here that the selected set of integer weights are easily expressible by simple sums of 

powers-of-two, and therefore require at most a single shift, a single sum, and a single 

sign-change instruction to accomplish the multiplication operation. 

3.5.2 Discrete-weight Learning Techniques 

The simplest approach taken for forming networks with discrete weights is to truncate 

bits from the weights of a network trained with high resolution weights. This is based on 

the suggestion that numerical algorithms require temporary 'guard bits' on each weight 

8They used a static and uniform discretisation (stair-case like) scheme instead. 
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during training, and these guard bits, though essential during training, do not affect 

the network's performance if removed after it has been fully trained [30]. Based on this 

idea, a multiple-thresholding method has been proposed for generating discrete-weight 

networks [28,164]. In this simple method, the continuous weights of a fully trained 

network are discretised using a staircase function. This technique was used by Chieueh 

and Goodman for training with ternary weights [28] and it was found that a large 

percentage of the resulting networks failed to perform correctly when the weights were 

discretised. This was a rather drastic example of the truncation technique. Truncating 

the last bit or two of high-resolution weights should give more reasonable results. 

The Continuous-Discrete Learning Method [401 follows a more fruitful strategy. In 

this method, a trained CWN is discretised according to a predetermined stair-case 

function, and then trained again using the standard BP procedure. The discretisation- 

training cycle is repeated until the network converges to a satisfactory solution. The 

authors claimed the results to be quite encouraging. They did not, however, provide 

much information about the complexity of the benchmark learning task. The fun- 

damental assumption behind this learning scheme is that the locations of acceptable 

minima for discrete-weight networks and CWNs are the same. This author is, however, 

unaware of any evidence, theoretical or experimental, which supports this assumption. 

The method put forward by Marchesi et al. [88,89] for generating networks with 

powers-of-two or sum of powers-of-two weights and unrestricted offsets uses a trained 

CWN as the starting point. Its weights are discretised and then a modification of BP 

is used for further training: the modification being that the weights are updated only 

if the new weight is also an allowed discrete value. This training method will surely get 

trapped in shallow local minima because the update rule does not account for a long 

sequence of very small BP weight changes. 

Weight perturbation is an alternative to the BP learning procedure and can be used 

for discrete-weight learning. In this method, all of the weights are perturbed in turn 

and the associated change in the output of the network is used to approximate local 
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gradients [59). The weight update rule for this technique is: 

Aw = _, 7Einitial- 
E,, perturbed AE,, 

Winitial - Wperturbed 6W 

This technique, although not as efficient as BP, requires only feedforward calculations 
for its operation, which simplifies its implementation in hardware [166]. It does, how- 

ever, have two major disadvantages: a) the effect of changes in the input layer weights 

on the output is relatively small and therefore difficult to measure accurately; b) the 

computational complexity depends more strongly on size than in standard BP [33] as 

E,, has to be recalculated after each weight is updated. A modification of this method, 

the Chain Rule Perturbation (CHRP) technique [59], overcomes both of these draw- 

backs. This technique uses Equation 3.1 for updating output layer weights. It then 

perturbs a hidden neuron output by Ju to determine AE/Ju. All weights feeding into 

that hidden neuron are then simultaneously perturbed to compute Au/bw. The com- 

bination of these two measurements is then used to update the hidden-layer weights as 

follows: 

"�wij 
AE� AE� Auj (3.2) 
Awij Juj öwij 

CHRP is advantageous in that the two derivatives of Equation 3.2 can be calculated 

more accurately compared with the only derivative of Equation 3.1, especially when 

that derivative has a small value. It also has the added benefit of semi-parallel op- 

eration compared to the strictly serial updating procedure of Equation 3.1 [591. For 

learning with discrete-weights, this method can be restricted to take discrete steps only. 

This learning technique is very suitable for on-chip implementations. It lacks the math- 

ematical efficiency of BP however, and therefore requires a large number of epochs to 

reach acceptable solutions. 

The 'backpropagation with quantisation' technique, put forward by Dundar and 

Rose, uses BP for learning until the network reaches the 'paralysed' stage of a local 

minimum - the BP weight updates are too small to change weights from one discrete 

value to another. It then 'jolts' the network out of this condition by incrementing 

weights with the larger updates to the next discrete level [33] depending upon the 

comparison between the sum of the last k updates and a user selectable threshold. This 
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scheme needs to be augmented with some stochastic mechanism because in its current 

form, although it does take care of the static paralysis i. e. no changes in weights, it 

could result in a dynamic paralysis in which weights are 'jolted' back and forth between 

two values. 

Stochastic techniques like simulated annealing [691 can also be used to train CWNs 

or discrete-weight networks. These techniques have the advantage of global optimisa- 

tion - they search for global minima in error surfaces, and do not get stuck in local 

minima, as BP can. Stochastic techniques have the added advantage that they do not 

require gradient computations, which is very attractive from the hardware implemen- 

tation point of view. The main drawback of this class of techniques is their speed. 

They generally require a large number of epochs for convergence and each epoch gen- 

erally requires the recalculation of E,, for every training example and every weight 

modification. 

Combining the gradient-descent based and stochastic steps can also be fruitful. 

The Combined Search Algorithm [166] algorithm is an example of such an approach. 

It uses BP to search for solutions, and stochastic steps to jump out of shallow local 

minima. The stochastic step, termed as the Partial Random Search (PRS), involves 

the replacement of a single weight with a random number selected uniformly from a 

predetermined range. If this replacement decreases the output error then it is made 

permanent; otherwise the weight is restored to its original value. The main problem 

with this method is that every single weight change caused by PRS requires the time 

consuming recalculation of E,, for the whole network. 

Hoehfeld and Fahlman used the gradient-descent based Cascade-correlation onto- 

genic method combined with probabilistic rounding for training networks with medium- 

resolution weights [58]. If the Aw calculated by gradient-descent was smaller than the 

minimum discrete step then the relevant weight was incremented according to a prob- 

ability proportional to the size of Aw. This technique showed promising results on 

test problems of reasonable complexities. Those results were, however, for medium- 

resolution weights only. 

All of the above methods either can start or do start with a trained CWN as the 
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initial point. In starting with a trained CWN, the designer is hoping that the error 

minimum found for the CWN is the same, or is very close to, the one for the desired 

discrete weight network. This may or may not be the case in general, especially for 

networks with complex error surfaces. In such cases, it is better to start looking for 

a discrete solution from the very beginning of the training phase. A start can be 

made with an untrained network with its weights randomly initialised to small discrete 

values according to some random distribution and use one of the many stochastic 

optimisation techniques for training. This procedure is very useful for those silicon 

implementations which require on-chip learning, because the absence of continuous 

weights and of backward propagation of errors simplifies the design immensely. 

The integer-weight learning procedure presented in this chapter uses the gradient 

descent heuristic for both output error minimisation and weight discretisation. The 

procedure minimises both error in the output of the network, E,,, and the weight 

discretisation error, E., simultaneously. Each weight modification is a simple sum 

of the independently calculated updates which minimise each of the two errors. The 

learning cycle is stopped only when E,,,, becomes zero and E,, reaches an acceptable 

level. 

3.5.3 Integer-weight Learning 

An outline of the new integer-weight learning procedure will now be presented. The 

procedure starts by initialising the network with small continuous weights selected ac- 

cording to a uniform random distribution. The conventional on-line BP algorithm is 

used for the minimisation of the error in the network's output. A new weight discreti- 

sation mechanism is superimposed on this BP procedure. This weight discretisation 

mechanism minimises the difference between weights and a static weight discretisation 

function Q(w) in the mean-squared sense. Therefore, the combined error function to 

be minimised is: 

E(W) = E,, (W) + E.. 

=E [t - 0], + 1: [Q(W) - W], (3.3) 

alloutputs all weights 
&Ilexamples 
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Figure 3.1 Two choices for the discretising function Q(w) [84]. 
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Table 3.2 Integer-weight learning 

Initialise weights in the range (-0.5,0.5) 

Select example 

Select a weight, w 
Of ww- 77 I'rw 

P-Qt.. h(w) WW- X(Qtanh(W) - W) W- 
Loop 

Loop until E,, <c and Ew =0 

The choice of Q(w) is critical for the efficient discretisation of weights. The two choices 

that were considered are shown in Figure 3.1. The key feature of these functions is that 

the zeros of (Q(w) - w) have the required integer values. In practice, the application 

of these functions is restricted to the interval [-3,3], since any weight values outside 

this interval are truncated to 1-3,31. Of the two, Qtanh(W) is computationally more 

expensive to generate, yet it does have the advantage in having an adjustable slope 

between discrete values. It also uses the same hyperbolic tangent function as the 

neuron activation function. 

The weight modification that can be used to minimise the combined error function 

is: 

Aw = -Aw,, - Aw" (3.4) 

Awo = 77 
OE,, (3.5) 
i9w 

Aw,, =X 
aE,, 

(9w 
anh =X 

(Qtanh(W) 
- W) 

( 19Qt 
aw 

(W) (3.6) 

where X is the weight discretisation rate. A summary of the integer-weight learning 

procedure is shown in Table 3.2. 
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3.5.4 Convergence Properties 

The above described integer-weight learning procedure is a modified version of the 

conventional on-line BP procedure, the modification being the addition of a nonlinear 

weight shaping function to the objective function. This modified objective function 

contains a combination of hyperbolic tangent functions only. As the hyperbolic tan- 

gent function is continuously differentiable, all the discussion of Section 2.3 applies. 

Hence, integer-weight learning with a constant learning rate is guaranteed to converge 

in probability to a solution provided that the sequence of training examples is strongly 

stationary and ergodic. Convergence with probability 1 can be achieved by using a 

sequence of diminishing learning rates. 

3.5.5 Practical Considerations 

The results on the initial trials with the integer-weight learning procedure were not very 

promising. Many of the trial runs failed to converge even on simple learning tasks. The 

number of epochs required for convergence to a solution was unacceptably large because 

the weight values hovered around discrete levels for too long without actually reaching 

them. This problem was mainly caused by the interaction of the error minimisation 

and the discretisation mechanisms - the two mechanisms were nullifying each other's 

weight modifications which was resulting in learning paralysis. The learning procedure 

was modified to improve its convergence efficiency. The following set of guidelines was 

drafted for the design of the learning procedure keeping in mind the results of the initial 

experiments: 

The procedure must mainly be based on gradient descent to benefit from 

the faster speed of that heuristic. It should, however, have a stochastic 

component to account for the large number of local minima observed during 

the initial experiments. The paralysis observed during the initial stages 

of learning should be avoided by letting the BP mechanism dominate the 

learning process when E,, is large. The weight-d iscre tisat ion mechanism can 

have the upper hand when E,, is small. The weight-d iscret isat ion process 
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should be augmented with a weight-rounding mechanism to overcome the 

slowness of convergence when weights have 'nearly discrete' values. Lastly, 

the non-critical but time consuming exact calculations should be replaced 

by their approximate but faster incarnations. 

Keeping these goals in mind, it was decided that the learning process should start 

with little attention to weight discretisation: the discretisation mechanism should 

slowly come into play as the network starts moving towards a solution, and should 

become stronger with progress in learning. This was accomplished by computing a new 

E,, -dependent X before each learning epoch: X was made exponentially dependent upon 

the negative of E,,. 

x: = ax e('-E. 
)ßx (3.7) 

-- where a. and ox are empirical parameters, and c is the maximum acceptable value 

of E,,,. This strategy did help in the initial stage of training but not during the inter- 

mediate stage. The most likely reason was the formation of new local minima due to 

discretisation. It is well known that the standard BP algorithm sometimes gets stuck 

in local minima [122]. The superposition of the weight discretisation process on BP 

can result in changes in the shapes of these minima [166] or even an increase in their 

number. At the start of discrete-weight learning, E,, is large, and the output error 

minimisation process dominates. Conversely, the weight discretisation process has the 

upper hand when E,, is small. At intermediate values of E,,, the two processes may 

nullify each other's effect - resulting in a local minimum. To avoid this type of local 

minimum, the weight discretisation process was augmented by a random perturbation 

mechanism: 

Aw. i- Aww tan(RND), (3.8) 

where RND is a random number selected uniformly from (0,7r/2). tan(RND) has a 

small value most of the time but infrequently it can become very large (see Figure 3.2). 

This perturbation strategy is akin to shaking a marble enclosed in a sealed box having 

an unknown landscape, with the goal to move the marble to the global minimum in 
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Figure 3.2 Frequency distribution of numbers generated by tan(RND). 

the landscape without peeking inside the box? One way of accomplishing this goal is 

to shake the box gently most of the time and vigorously for short bursts only. Shaking 

gently will move the marble out of shallow local minima, and will not have any effect if 

the marble is residing in one of the relatively deeper minima. A vigorous shake every 

once in a while, will dislodge the marble from all but the deepest minimum. At the 

end of many such gentle-vigorous shaking cycles, the marble will, with high probability, 

come to rest in the global minimum. 

The tan(RND) perturbation strategy was successful, except in cases where a dis- 

crete-weight network with an unacceptably large Eo was generated. The solution that 

was adopted in those cases was to strengthen the E,, minimisation process. This was 

accomplished by temporarily boosting the value of 77 for one learning epoch. 

The weight-discretisation process uses a mean-squared error minimisation heuristic. 

The progress of this method is dependent upon the magnitude of the error. This 

progress becomes painfully slow as the system becomes closer to a solution. To overcome 

this problem, a rounding mechanism for weights with 'nearly integer' values was added 

OThis 'marble in a box' analogy is adapted from [431. 

: 51 5 10 15 20 
tan(RND) 
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to the discretisation process. This mechanism acts as a set of 'black holes' centred at 

each integer value. If a weight falls within the black hole radius, p, its value is forced 

to the centre value of the black hole. The radius was computed before each learning 

epoch, and was made exponentially dependent upon the negative of E.. 

p: = ap e 
(c-E,, )Pp 

where cý and P. are empirical constants. 

(3.9) 

As a finishing touch, the (Qtanh(W) - W) 
( Manh "W 

_1 term was replaced by Ow 

an easily computed approximation (w - Qp,,,, (w)) (see Figures 3.3 and 3-4). Easier 

computation is not the only advantage of the approximate term - it also provides 

stronger 'pull' when a weight value is midway between two discrete level. On the other 

hand, this approximation is contrary to the requirement of the convergence guarantee 

of Section 3.5.4. 

After making all of the above changes the final version of the Aw. modification is: 

Aw,, = ax e(c-E. )Px (w - Qp,,,, (w)) tan(RND). (3.10) 

A momentum term was added to the BP mechanism to strengthen E,, minimisation 

throughout the learning process. 

9E,, 
_ IlAwoold 

(9w 

where Awo. 1d is the Aw,, calculated in the previous step. These weight modifications 

and the black-hole mechanism are applied sequentially to generate the required IWN. A 

summary of this more practical version of the integer-weight learning procedure is shown 

in Table 3.3. A more detailed version of this procedure is available in Appendix B. 

How does this new discrete-weight learning scheme compare with the ones discussed 

in Section 3.5.2? It does not use the direct discretisation approach in which the extra 

bits are removed through truncation which has been known to result in unacceptable 

solutions. It does not make the assumption that the acceptable error minima for both 

the IWN and CWN are located at the same location. It does look for the CWN minima 

in the beginning, but gradually starts drifting toward an integer-weight solution. The 

closer it gets to a CWN minimum, the harder it tries to go towards an integer-weight 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of the actual error term and its approximation in the range [-3,3]. 
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Figure 3.5 The black-hole function. 
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solution. If E,, starts increasing as the network moves closer to E,, = 0, the integer- 

weight learning procedure changes direction and starts steering the network towards 

another E,, =0 solution. It uses direct measurements of the error surface's local gra- 

dient for calculating weight updates instead of inferring it from indirect measurements. 

It does not require the expensive recalculation of E,, for every weight adjustment. Its 

error minimisation mechanism is based on gradient descent, which, on many problems 

of interest, is quicker than one based on a purely stochastic process. It does, however, 

have a stochastic mechanism to avoid getting trapped in local minima. Its rounding 

mechanism, the black hole function, is superficially similar to the probabilistic rounding 

of Hoehfeld and Fah1man. In fact, the black-hole mechanism is more effective, in that 

it adapts its strength according to the value of E,,. Moreover, if a weight gets trapped 

in a black hole, it can only come out due to a very strong push by the BP mechanism. 

The main implementation drawback for integer-weight learning is the time consum- 

ing calculation of the perturbation term in Equation 3.8, tan(RND). This term has 

to be recalculated before the update of each weight. This term is required to perturb 

the IWN out of the learning paralysis caused by the mutual cancellation of the BP up- 

date and the weight-discretisation modification. It was determined experimentally that 

tan(RND) worked better than just RND. This may be due to the fact that tan(RND) 

has a small value most of the time but infrequently it can become very large (see Fig- 

ure 3.2). These large but infrequent perturbations can force the IWN out of learning 

paralysis. Because of its random nature, tan(RND) can sometimes take the network 

far away from the E,, minimum, but BP is there to pull the reins and get the network 

back on course quickly. 

The discussion on integer-weight learning was mainly focused on the optimisation 

of the discretisation mechanism and not on the optimisation of the E, ' minimisation 

mechanism. Only a simple E,, minimisation method, i. e. BP, was considered. This was 

done to streamline the experiments and to concentrate on the study of interaction of E. 

minimisation and E. minimisation in the simplest possible, but workable, framework. 

Many E,, minimisation algorithms are available, which although superior to BP in 

performance on many learning tasks, always require more learning parameters, and 
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hence complicate the design of learning experiments by a great deal. 

There is wealth of literature available on efficient E,, minimisation techniques (see [51 

for a survey). Many of these techniques are 2nd-order methods - they use information 

about the 2 nd derivative of the error function E,, (W) to compute weight modifica- 

tions. The weight changes made by the discretisation mechanism, however, destroy 

the 2nd_order information at each step, making the superpositioning of the E, ' and E. 

minimisation mechanisms impractical. 

3.6 Functionality Tests 

A set of three learning tasks was used for testing the functionality of the integer-weight 

learning procedure - XOR and two encoder/decoder problems. The XOR problem 

was selected because of its historical significance and due to the fact that it was the 

easiest non-trivial learning task. The encoder/decoder problems, 4: 2: 4 and 8: 3: 8, were 

selected because of their closeness to 'real world' pattern classification tasks - small 

changes in the input pattern cause small changes in the output pattern [35]. A d: q: d 

encoder/decoder, normally with q<d, is an auto-associator, with the number of binary 

training patterns equal to d, each d-bit pattern consisting of all but one bit 'on' at a 

time. During the learning phase, the encoder/decoder tries to find an efficient encoding 

of the input pattern so that it can be squeezed through the hidden-layer bottleneck 

without any loss of information. 

Feedforward networks with offsets and hyperbolic tangent activation function in 

both the hidden and output layer neurons were used for these simulations. The training 

data was scaled to the range [-1,1]. These simulations involved clean data therefore 

the L,,. -norm, E,,,,,, was used as the error function: training was stopped when Eý. was 

less than a prespecified c and all the weights had reached integer values. The values of 

the discretisation parameters, ax, Px, oý, and flp, were empirically determined and were 

found to be problem insensitive. The selected values for these coefficients are shown 

in Table 3.4! 0 The network was reinitialised if it did not converge to a satisfactory 

loThese same values were used for all of the simulations discussed in this thesis. 
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Table 3.4 Values of weight discretisation parameters 
Parameter a0 

Weight discretisation rate, X 0.001 16 

Black hole radius, p 0.1 

Table 3.5 Comparison of CWN and IWN Learning epochs 
Problem Config. Network Min. Max. Avg. Median 

CWN 9 127 32 22 
XOR 2: 2: 1 

IWN 10 77 33 26 

CWN 7 31 14 12 
Encoder/Decoder-4 4: 2: 4 

IWN 7 71 20 17 

CWN 75 1241 269 172 
Encoder/Decoder-8 8: 3: 8 

IWN 131 808 332 294 

solution within a fixed number of epochs, CR. 

25 simulations were performed on each the three learning WWI The results are 

displayed in Table 3.5. The number of IWN learning epochs is higher compared with 

the ones for CWN for all three learning tasks. Because of the constraints on its weights, 

the IWN possesses a limited number of possible functions that fit the learning task, 

whereas the CWN possesses an infinite number. During the learning phase, the network 

iteratively checks the suitability of various possible functions on the data to be learned. 

The CWN reaches an appropriate function very quickly. The IWN, however, has a 

more arduous route to follow: it has to not only check the fitness of the functions on 

the learning task at hand but on closeness to the discretisation objective as well. This 

double checking, combined with the strictness of the second objective, results in longer 

training times. 

Table 3.6 shows the performance results for the direct discretisation of the weights 

"The training parameters for this and all oiher sets of simulations discussed in this thesis are 

available in Appendix B. 
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Table 3.6 Direct discretisation to integer weights of trained CWNs of Table 3.5 

Problem Successful Discretisation 

XOR 16% 

Encoder/Decoder-4 20% 

Encoder/Decoder-8 

of the trained CWNs of Table 3.5. The weights were discretised to integer values 

1-3, -2, -1,0,1,2,31. The results indicate that the easier problems, signified by the 

smaller number of learning epochs, are more suitable for direct discretisation. The very 

poor performance of this direct discretisation experiment confirms the conclusions of 

Chieueh and Goodman [28]. 

The reason for testing the integer-weight learning procedure on these three simple 

problems was to check its functionality and to fine tune the learning parameters by 

monitoring the interaction of the E,, minimisation and the weight-discretisation mech- 

anisms. The fine tuning was made tricky due to the presence of the many adjustable 

parameters. An exhaustive study of the effect of variations in parameter values was not 

attempted because of the sheer magnitude of the task. Instead, the values of the weight 

discretisation parameters were frozen after some initial experiments and only the BP 

learning rate 77 was used as the control parameter. The values of it and E were also kept 

constant for these simulations and for those in Chapters 4&5 and were varied only 

for the experiments of Chapter 6. 

3.7 Discussion 

The integer-weight discretisation scheme proposed in this chapter has a definite hard- 

ware implementation advantage. Although the powers-of-two weights are more attrac- 

tive from the multiplier design point of view, they lack the uniform distribution of 

simple integers, and therefore have a weaker ability of expression. This new scheme 

does not contain any problem dependencies. Problem dependent schemes result in more 

compact solutions but lack the generality of the uniformly distributed integer weights. 
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The maximum magnitude of the integer-weights was restricted to 3 to make them ex- 

pressible by 3 bits only. This was done because the initial experiments with 2-bit and 
1-bit weights were not successful on the three test problems. 

The new integer-weight learning procedure starts off like conventional BP, but be- 

comes more and more discretised in its behaviour as the network gets closer to an error 

minimum. It does look for the CWN minima in the beginning, but gradually starts 
drifting toward an integer-weight solution. The closer it gets to a CWN minimum, the 

harder it tries to go towards an integer-weight solution. If E. starts increasing as E,,, 

approaches zero, the integer-weight learning procedure changes direction and starts to 

move towards another E. =0 solution. Mainly based on steepest descent, it does, 

however, have a perturbation mechanism to avoid getting trapped in local minima. Its 

weight rounding mechanism, the black hole function, adapts its strength according to 

the value of E,,. If a weight gets trapped in a black hole, it can only come out due to 

a very strong push by the BP mechanism. 

This integer-weight learning procedure was found to work well on the three simple 

learning tasks. These tasks were used to monitor the behaviour and interactions of 

the various mechanisms present in the learning procedure. Experiments with these 

tasks were valuable in the fine tuning of the learning parameters. Only the preliminary 

work with this learning method was presented in this chapter. The more meaningful 

generalisation-performance results will be discussed in Chapter 6, where a comparison 

with the performances of CWNs and multiplier-free networks will also be presented. 

IWNs require high-resolution arithmetic during the training phase. This makes 

them unsuitable for in-situ learning. Many commercial neural network applications (for 

example [135]), however, do not require in-situ training. The number of training epochs 

for IWNs is generally higher than for CWNs. This is not a major drawback because 

in many practical applications [159] the learning period occupies only a small fraction 

of a network's lifetime usage. When products incorporating such applications are mass 

12 the length of training produced, e. g. a neural network controlled microwave oven, 

time becomes a completely insignificant part of the combined design and manufacture 

I'Sharp Logicook microwave oven Model R-4N76. 
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process. 

Another practical issue has to do with input and output variable scaling. In a 

conventional feedforward network, the scaling of inputs is not compulsory, as the weights 

can do the scaling automatically during training (although taking more learning epochs 

compared with the epochs for scaled inputs). In an IWN, however, the weights are range 

limited, and cannot compensate for the magnitudes of very small but important inputs. 

The only way they can handle it is through using more hidden neurons, which results 

in more expensive training. Similarly, for the outputs, if very fine tolerances are set, 

it may require large weights to achieve those tolerances, which again results in more 

expensive training [911. 

This chapter was exclusively devoted to integer valued weights. The next chapter 

highlights the weaker learning capability, especially the lack of affine group invari- 

13 ance, of this integer-weight scheme, and also discusses the relationship between weight 

depth and size of the hidden layer. 

13 The property of a group due to which it stays unchanged after the application of a rotation, shift, 

or scaling transformation. 



4 
Discrete-weight Approximation 

of Conti n uous-weight Networks 

4.1 Introduction 

The response of a multilayer feedforward network having continuous weights can be 

approximated with one having discrete weights only. The quality of this approximation 

can be improved in one of two ways [22] - either by allowing a larger number of discrete 

levels [40,1691, or by having more hidden neurons [581. This chapter, while discussing 

both, will emphasise the latter approach, and will mainly be concerned with weights 

having small integer values. The experimental results of this chapter suggest that 

in many cases, the decrease in the quality of approximation caused by finite weight 

resolution can be offset by an increase in the number of hidden neurons. 

Discrete-weight networks have a very attractive feature not found in CWNs - the 

amount of information stored in their weights is quantifiable [22). The CWN can store 

an infinite variety of information, whereas the discrete-weight networks have only a 

limited capability. Varying the discretisation scheme shows how much complexity is 

required to get a reasonable approximation to a given learning task. This can be a 

61 
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significant step towards understanding the fundamental relationship between approxi- 

mation and memory. 

Multilayer feedforward networks with integer weights can be used to approximate 

the response of their counterparts with continuous-weights. Integer weights, when re- 

stricted to a maximum magnitude of 3, require just 3 binary bits for storage, and 

therefore are very attractive for hardware implementation of these networks. However, 

these integer-weight networks have a weaker learning capability and lack the affine 

group invariance of continuous-weight networks. These weaknesses, although compen- 

satable by the addition of hidden neurons, can be used to one's benefit for closely 

matching the network complexity with that of the learning task. 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the capabilities of discrete-weight networks 

with the help of the decisionl and error surfaces of a set of 2-D classification problems, 

which are generalisations of the conventional XOR problem. It is shown that provided a 

suitable discretisation interval is chosen, a discrete-weight network can be found which 

performs as well as a CWN, but that it may require more hidden neurons than its 

continuous-weight counterpart. 

The collection of learning heuristics used for the simulations of this chapter is the 

same as the one used in the last chapter. 

4.2 Approximating Continuous-weight Perceptrons 

A perceptron with continuous weights has the ability to implement an infinite variety 

of hyperplanes in its input space. On the other hand, a perceptron having W integer- 

weights in the range [-K, KI, is limited to (2K + 1F choices only (see Figure 4.1). 

This restriction is the reason for the lack of the affine group invariance in integer-weight 

perceptrons. It will be shown experimentally that the addition of a hidden layer to this 

perceptron can restore this invariance. 

All ten data sets shown in Figure 4.2 are linearly separable and therefore can be 

classified correctly by a continuous-weight perceptron. IWNs with increasing number 

'A decision surface is a plot of the response of an output neuron with respect to the inputs. 
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= 

= 

Figure 4.1 The set of decision boundaries of an integer [-3,3] weight 2-input perceptron 

with offset. Some of the possible 73 decision boundaries lie outside the {(-1, -1). (1,1)) 

square, and therefore are not shown. 
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Figure 4.2 Linearly separable data sets with decision boundaries at gradually varying 

angles. 

of hidden neurons were used to classify these data sets and it was found that 

decreased (roughly) logarithmically with the number of neurons (see Figure 4.3). This 

logarithmic rate of decrease in error is different from the theoretically calculated degree 

of approximation result: E,, was found to decrease at rate of q-1/2, where q is the 

number of hidden neurons [4,641. 

4.3 Approximating CWNs with IWNs 

In the work reported here, mappings of the form f: IZ2 _+ I-1,111, R being a closed 

interval [-1,11, were used for comparing the IWN and CWN decision surfaces for a 

set of 10 classification problems (Figure 4.4) which were used for numerous training 

runs on 2: q: l networks, with and without skip-layer synapses? The results for those 

simulations are summarised in Table 4.1. 

Problems D, D*, E, and E* are of the same complexity, as far as the minimum 

number of required dichotomies is concerned. For all four problems, the CWN requires 

2 Skip-layer synapses are the synapses connecting neurons in two non-adjacent layers. On some 

problems, their use has been found to result in more compact solutions. Also known as short-cut 

synapses [781. Known as main effects in the statistical literature [1271. 
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Figure 4.4 Training sets used for comparing the learning capabilities of lWNs and CWNs. 

The thick lines are the examples of the minimum number of possible dichotomies. A*-E* 

are slightly deformed versions of A-E with smaller inter-point distances. 

two hidden neurons with skip-layer synapses and four without. For the IWN, however, 

the numbers are somewhat more variable, and larger. This is due to the inability of the 

IWN to implement dichotomies at arbitrary angles and for arbitrarily close training data 

points. It should, however, be pointed out that this inability was compensated for by 

the addition of hidden neurons. In a way, this apparent drawback is a beneficial feature 

of IWNs. This feature provides a fine control on matching the network complexity with 

that of the learning task. 

Problems D and E have the same number of dichotomies, but are different in terms 

of the angles of the dichotomies. E requires angles in a certain narrow range, whereas 

D can be implemented with a wider range of angles, and therefore is an easier learning 

task requiring fewer hidden neurons. A similar comparison can be drawn with respect 

to D and D*, and E and E*, with the added difficulty of smaller inter-point distances in 

D* and E*. This hierarchy of problem complexities is evident in the minimum number 

of hidden neurons required for the implementation of these problems in IWNs with 

skip-layer synapses (Table 4.1). In the case of networks without skip-layer synapses, 

however, this is not the case. This is because these networks have to have at least as 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of the minimum number of hidden neurons required by CWNs and 

IWNs for learning problems of increasing complexity. The corresponding decision surfaces 

are shown in Figures 4.7-4.10 (problems D, D*) and Figures C. 1-C. 14 (the rest) 
Minimum Number of Hidden Neurons 

with Skip-layer Synapses w/o Skip-layer Synapses 

Problem Dichotomies CW9 Iff-9 CWN IWN 

A 00 

A* 00 

B 22 
2 

B* 22 

C 33 
3 

C* 11 33 

D 22 44 
4 

D* 23 44 

E 24 44 
4 

E* 25 45 

many hidden neuronS3 as the minimum number of required dichotomies in the training 

data. 

A hexagon shaped training set was used to further study the effect of the angle of 

the training data dichotomies on the learning ability of the IWNs. The hexagon data 

set of Figure 4.5 was rotated around its centre in 5' steps, and 2. TI (i. e. 2: q: l network 

with skip-layer synapses) IWNs were trained on it. The results of those training runs 

are presented in Table 4.2. Only two data configurations, ones with rotations of 15" 

and 45, were learnable with one hidden neuron. These data configurations resulted 

in exactly the same decision surfaces except for a 90' rotation from the former to the 

latter. This, once again, shows that IWNs find it difficult to draw dichotomies at certain 

3 This is true in general but not strictly: for example, a 2: 2: 1 network can implement up to three 

dichotomies in its input space. 
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0 

. 

Figure 4.5 Hexagon training set with 0' rotation. 

Table 4.2 Comparison of the minimum number of hidden neurons required by an IWN 

(with skip-layer synapses) for learning the hexagon data set as it was rotated by 5" steps. 
The decision surfaces for 0* and 15' rotations are shown in Figure 4.6 
Rotation 0' 5* 100 15' 20' 25* 30* 35' 40' 45' 500 55' 600 

Hidden neurons 2221222221222 

angles, favouring a discrete set of angles instead. 

4.3.1 Repeated Decision Surfaces 

Almost all of the integer-weight training runs resulted in some repeated decision sur- 
faces. For example, all skip-layer training runs on the hexagon training set of Figure 4.5 

with a 15" rotation resulted in the exactly repeated decision surfaces of Figure 4.6. 

Similarly, all of the skip-layer runs for problem D resulted in similar decision surfaces, 
differing only by a rotation of a multiple of 90" (see Figure 4.9 g-1). The reason for 

the repetition with extra rotation is certainly the 4-fold symmetry of D. The decision 

surfaces for the skip-layer runs for problem D* shown in Figure 4.10 have the same 

similarity except for Subfigure j: this decision surface is an inverted version of the other 
five. The 'without skip-layer synapses' runs on D and D* did not result in such regu- 

lar and exact repetitions: the D* runs were split into the repetition of two dissimilar 

patterns, whereas the D runs had at least four distinct patterns. 
The repetition of surfaces suggests that the complexity of the network is exactly 

matched with that of the target problem. Therefore, the problem solution, i. e. the 

decision surface, can be represented in only one way by the network. The closeness 

of the match is determined by the complexity of the data and the number of free 
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Figure 4.6 Decision surfaces after 6 consecutive training runs on the hexagon data: with 

a 0" rotation for a 2.2.1 IWN (a-f); with a 15' rotation for a 2-1-1 IWN (g-1). 
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Figure 4.7 Decision surfaces after 6 consecutive training runs on problem D: 2: 4: 1 network 

with dou ble- precision weights (a-f); 2: 4: 1 network with integer weights (g-1). 
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network with dou ble- precision weights (a-f); 2: 4: 1 network with integer weights (g-1) 
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Figure 4.10 Decision surfaces after 6 consecutive training runs on problem D* 2.21 

network with dou, ble- precision weights (a-f); 2--Tt network with integer weights (g-1). 
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Table 4.3 Repetition of decision surfaces 
Repetitions Problem Problem Complexity Configuration No. of Weights 

Most D D 9 

2nd most D* >D 15 

3rd most >D 2: 4: 1 17 

Least DD2: 4: 1 17 

parameteTS in the network as is clear from Table 4.3: the problem with the smallest 

network has the most repetitions, and the simplest problem with the largest network 

has the least number of repetitions. 

aaining runs on most of the problems of Figure 4.4 resulted in some duplicated 

decision surfaces for IWNs, whereas none of the continuous-weight runs resulted in any 

significant repetitions. The corresponding decision surfaces are shown in Figures 4.7- 

4.10 (problems D, D*) and Figures CA-C. 14 (the rest). 

4.4 Error Surfaces 

Another way of comparing CWNs with their discrete-weight approximations is via 

their error surfaces. Discrete-weight error surfaces are just the low-resolution sampled 

versions of the CWN error surfaces, as can be seen in Figure 4.13, where error surfaces 

for the weight resolutions of 1 and 1 are compared . 
The locations and values of 8 

the global minima for these error surfaces are displayed in Table 4.4. The location 

of the IWN minimum is the same as that guessed from the location of the one for 

the weight resolution of g, although this may not be the case in general. The depths 

of the two minima are within one half percent of each other. There is, however, an 

important difference between the two minima: at least one of the training instance was 

misclassified at the IWN minimum, whereas in the case of the network with Lresolution, 
8 

all of the instances were correctly classified at its global minimum. 
CWN error surfaces can be analysed to find out whether a network with a certain 

weight resolution will be able to represent a given input/output mapping. If the CWN 
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error surface contains sharp minima at points which are missed by the low-resolution 

sampling, then the discrete-weight network will not be able to represent the same 

mapping with reasonable accuracy. Figure 4.11 shows the modified versions of the 

XOR problem used as the test problems to study this phenomenon. These modified 

versions were produced by gradually bringing the four data points close to each other. 

As the data points are brought closer, the slope of the error surface in the vicinity of 

the global error minimum becomes steeper. The minimum looks like the top of a funnel 

when the points are far apart, as in Figure 4.11 XOR1, and looks more like the middle 

of a funnel when the points are close by, as in XORg' -A 2-T-1 network with symmetric 

weights (Figure 4.12) was used to find the depth of the global minima for a number of 

weight resolutions. Symmetric weights were used to reduce the free parameters of the 

1 
network from seven to five. It is quite clear from Table 4.5 that, in the case of XOR81 

the error minimum has such a narrow collection region that the IWN cannot 'see' it 

because of low-resolution weight sampling, and a network with a weight resolution of 

at least 0.125 is required to correctly classify all the data points, albeit with a relatively 
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Figure 4.13 Error surface for the network of Figure 4.12 on the XOR. ' problem of Fig- 
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Table 4.4 The locations and values of global minima of Figure 4.13. 

The italicised figure indicates that one or more training instances were 

misclassifled at this zlobal minimum 
Weight Resolution Who Oh 00 Eo,.,,,,. 

13 11 -21 0.784 884 

Integer 31 -2 0.787 

Table 4.5 Global error minima (each of multiplicity 4) as a function of weight resolution. 

The italicised figure indicates that one or more training instances were misclassified at this 

global minimum 
Weight Resolution (w,,, i,, = -3, Wmax = 3) 

6321.5 1 0.75 0.5 0.25 0.125 

Number of Bits Required 

122334456 

Problem 

XOR1 0.879 0.875 0.501 0.097 0.210 0.097 0.097 0.097 0.097 

XORI 4 0.722 0.722 0.719 0.192 0.177 0.134 0.104 0.104 0.104 

XORI 2 0.875 0.875 0.212 0.148 0.212 0.148 0.148 0.139 0.139 

XORI 4 1.167 0.946 0.736 0.711 0.540 0.474 0.465 0.446 0.430 

XORI 8 1.088 0.991 0.977 0.958 0.787 0.859 0.787 0.787 0.784 

large error. 

4.5 Discussion 

Decision and error surfaces were used to explore the discrete-weight approximation of 

CWNs. Although most of the conclusions of this chapter are based on integer-weight 

results, similar behaviour has been observed for other levels of discretisation. 

The CWN can store an infinite quantity of information, whereas the discrete-weight 

network's storage is finite and depends upon the depth of weights. The latter does, 
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however, have the advantage of efficient hardware implementation. Moreover, it pro- 

vides an interesting way of quantifying information stored in a network [221. Changing 

the discretisation scheme of the weights of a fixed-size network, or keeping a fixed dis- 

cretisation scheme while changing the size of the network, are alternative techniques for 

determining the amount of network complexity required for approximating the response 

of a CWN to a specified tolerance. These two competing techniques can be used to 

understand the fundamental relationship between the maximum error admissible in the 

approximation and the storage capacity required to meet that limit. This extra level 

of control available on the complexity of discrete-weight networks can be beneficially 

exploited. Whereas the CWN has only one parameter, the number of hidden neurons, 

that can be used to adjust its complexity, the discrete-weight network has two: number 

of hidden neurons and the weight depth. Using the additional selectivity of the weight 

depth, the network designer can choose a network with a complexity that matches more 

closely the complexity of the learning task. This will result in improved generalisation 

performance. 
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Multiplier-free Networks 

5.1 Introduction 

Feedforward networks with synapses from the set {-1,0,1} and continuous offsets can 
be formed without implementing the conventional multiplier in neurons. The reduced 

complexity of the neurons, combined with the fact that all synapses require a single bit 

I for storage, makes these networks very attractive for implementation in hardware. 

The number of multiplication operations required for a forward pass' in a feed- 

forward network is equal to the number of synapses in that network. The quickest way 

to perform a multiplication in a digital electronic implementation is with a flash multi- 

plier. An n-bit fixed-point VLSI flash multiplier consists of nxn full adders, each one 

of which is made up of 31 transistors [2]. If the classic NETtalk network of Sejnowski 

and Rosenberg [132] was to be constructed in this very fast incarnation, approximately 

109 transistors will be required for n=8. The slower but more cost-effective option 

is to have a single multiplier in each hidden and output neuron, and to perform the 

IA zero valued synapse is not a synapse, it just indicates the absence of one! 
2 Forward pass is the process by which a network computes the output vector in response to an input 

vector. Also known as recall. 
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multiplications in a sequence instead of all in parallel. To reduce the transistor count 

even further at the expense of slower computations, a sequential multiplier can be 

used. All these cost cutting measures can still not compete with the elegance of the 

multiplier-free scheme, which, by restricting the synapses to the set {- 1,0,1}, elimi- 

nates the multipliers altogether, and replaces the expensive and/or slow conventional 

fixed-point multiplication operation with a fast and simple sign-adjustment instruction. 

Moreover, the presence of zero valued synapses reduces the time for a forward-pass in 

digital electronic hardware. 

In analogue electronic implementations, the use of Multiplier-Free Networks (MFN) 

considerably simplifies the manufacture due to the decreased demand for expensive 

trimming schemes required to achieve the precisely valued synapses required for con- 

ventional networks. It should be noted here that the MFN offsets still require full 

precision trimming. The number of offsets in a network is, however, generally low. For 

example, the synapse to offset ratio for the NETtalk network is 173 to 1. Moreover, 

the presence of zero valued synapses also reduces the cost of manufacture of analogue 

hardware. 

In optically implemented networks, where synapse values can be represented as 

grey-scale masks or voltage levels for spatial light modulator, the complexity of imple- 

mentation is again reduced because the grey-scale masks and the voltage levels require 

just three states each - opaque and transparent, and high and low, respectively. 

It is possible that the severity of the I-1,0,11 weight restrictions may weaken the 

MFN's approximation ability, but simulations on classification tasks indicate otherwise. 

Comfort is also provided by a new theoretical result on approximation in C(R) presented 

in this chapter. That result confirms the existence of networks with synapses from the 

set {- 1,1) and unrestricted offsets, that can approximate all continuous functions of 

one variable to any desired accuracy. 

MFNs may have some performance related benefits besides the obvious hardware 

implementation advantage. For example, the MFN learning procedure generates net- 

works with some weights having a value of zero. The number of these zero-valued 

weights is higher if larger- than-op ti mal MFNs are used for training. The reduced nurn- 
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ber of effective weights, combined with the fact that all non-zero weights are restricted 

to only two values, limits the complexity of the network. This can result in reduced 

over-fitting and therefore improved generalisation performance: it is known from shrink- 

age estimation and ridge regression analysis in linear models that generalisation can be 

improved by reducing the size of the weights from estimates that give best fit in the 

sample [128]. 

Another potential advantage of the MFN is its relatively immunity to noise in 

training data. The MFN only captures the main features of the training data in its 

discrete-valued synapses. Low amplitude noise present in the training data cannot 

perturb the discrete synapses, because these weights require relatively larger variations 

in order to jump from one discrete value to another. 

The constraints placed upon the network weights may result in an increase in the 

necessary number of hidden neurons required to achieve a given degree of accuracy on 

most learning tasks. It should also be noted that the hardware implementation benefits 

are valid only when the MFN has been trained, as the learning task still requires high- 

resolution arithmetic. This makes the MFN unsuitable for in-situ learning. Moreover, 

high-resolution offsets and activation function are required during training and for the 

trained network. 

Previous work on multiplier-free feedforward networks consists of networks having 

powers-of-two or sums of powers-of-two discrete weights (see for example [77,89]). These 

schemes were inspired by FIR digital filter design, involving the replacement of the slow 

and expensive multiplication operation with a series of faster and inexpensive shift and 

add steps. The network proposed in this chapter is even easier to implement because 

the multiplication operation has been completely replaced by a single sign-adjustment 

step. 

This chapter starts by presenting the proof of the universal approximation in C(R) 

property of a multiplier-free feedforward network. The multiplier-free functionality 

of this SIS03 network has been made possible by restricting the input layer synaptic 

strengths to (-1,1). Moreover, the output layer synapses have all been set to a con- 

3 Single-input single-output 
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stant value equal to 1. It is shown that, in spite of these strong restrictions on synapses, 

this network can approximate continuous functions of one variable to any desired ac- 

curacy. This chapter also provides experimental evidence that MIM04 multiplier-free 

feedforward networks with synapses from {-1,0,1} and unrestricted offsets are a viable 

alternative to networks having high-resolution weights. Only the preliminary results 

on the functionality tests of MIMO multiplier-free networks will be presented in this 

chapter. The main results on generalisation performance will be held back until the 

next chapter, where they will be contrasted with those for the conventional continuous- 

weight networks and integer-weight networks of Chapter 3. 

5.2 Universal Approximation 

The decision boundaries implementable with integer-weight and multiplier-free per- 

ceptrons having two inputs and an offset are shown in Figure 5.1. The very uni- 

form distribution of the decision boundaries, which is controlled by the resolution of 

the offset, is the distinctive feature of the multiplier-free case. This uniform distri- 

bution points towards MFN's possible candidature for being a universal approxima- 

tor. On the other hand, the integer-weight decision boundaries are not uniformly 

distributed, supporting the fact that multilayer networks formed with integer weights 

from {-3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3} lack the universal approximation property (see Section 3.4). 

5.2.1 Approximation in C(R) 

This section establishes that a feedforward. network with no output layer synapses, 

bipolar-binary synapses in the hidden layer, unrestricted offsets, and a single hidden 

layer of neurons requiring only sign adjustment, addition, and hyperbolic tangent acti- 

vation functions, can approximate functions in C(R) with arbitrary accuracy. 

The conventional SISO feedforward network having a single layer of hidden neurons 

and unrestricted weights can be expressed as: 
K 

g(x) qi 0(oix + pi), 

4Multiple-input multiple-output 
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Integer-weight perceptron 

Multiplier-free perceptron 

Figure 5.1 A comparison of the decision boundaries of a integer [-3,3] weight perceptron 

(same as Figure 4.1) and a multiplier-free perceptron, each with two input synapses and 

an offset. For the multiplier-free case the synapses are restricted to the set {-1,0,1}, the 

offset is unconstrained, and this figure shows the boundaries for an offset resolution of 0.1 

only. Decision boundaries which lie outside the {(-l, -1), (1,1)} square are not shown. 
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x 

Figure 5.2 Multiplier-free feedforward network. 

J(x) 

where 0 is sigmoidal, and oi, pi, qj E IR. The new multiplier-free counterpart of this 

conventional network is shown in Figure 5.2. Consider the function f of that figure: 

Ii 
j(x) or(aix + bi) +E V)(cjx + dj) +e (5.2) 

j=l 
where ai, cj E 1-1,11, bi, dj, eE 1ý a(. ) = tanh(. ), V)(. ) = aa(-), and aE R\Q. The 

universal approximation property of j can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 5.1 (MFN Existence Theorem) Finite sums of the form 1 are uniformly 

dense on compacta in C(R). 0 

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is dependent on the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1 Let 0 be a function superanalytic almost everywhere and its derivatives 

form a basis for continuous functions. Then finite sums of the form 

ti O(rix + SO, 
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where ri E {-1,0,11 and si, tj E P., are uniformly dense on compacta in C(R). 0 

Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 2.3. 0 

Lemma 5.2 Given any aE R\Q, if m, nEZ then m+ na are dense in R0 

Proof This follows immediately from the following theorem [501: 

Theorem 5.2 (Kronecker's Theorem in One Dimension) If aE R\Q, nEZ, then 

the set of points formed by the remainders of na is dense in the interval (0,1). 0 

ProoP Let y,, = (na), with n=1,2,3,..., where '(na)' denotes the remainder of na. 

Since a is irrationalt yn is never 0, and no two yn points coincide. The set of yn points, 

S, has therefore a limit point, and there are pairs (Yn, Yn+, ), with r>0, which can be 

made near to each other with an arbitrary large value of r. 

Let the directed stretch y,, y,, +, be a vector. If a stretch y,,, z, equal to YnYn+ri is 

marked off in the direction of y,, y,, +, *., from any y,,,, then z is another point of S, and 

in fact y,,, +,. It should be noted that if the Y--n't extends beyond 0 or 1, then the part 

of it so extending is to be replaced by a congruent part measured from the other end, 

1 or 0, of the interval (0,1). 

Y;; t YnYn+r 

0 Yn YM Yn+r 

There are vectors of length less than c, where c>0, and such vectors, with r 

where p<n, extending from any point of S, and in particular from yl. If such a vector 

is measured repeatedly, starting from yi, a chain of points, 

(n, a), (2n, a), (3n, a), ..., 

of any desired length can be obtained. The distance between consecutive points of this 

chain is less than c. There is therefore a point (kn1a) or (na) within a distance c of 

any ce of (0,1). Therefore, (na) is dense in (0,1). 0 

'This proof closely follows the approach presented in [491. 
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6 it must be shown that Proof of Theorem 5.1 Following the proof of Lemma 2.2, 

Sp({U(k)j(-r, r) :k> 0}) = C(R)I(-r, r). By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem it is 

known that for any continuous and strictly monotonic a the set of polynomials in 

a, (1: 
1, CA; Ok :0<k<i :5n, nE NJ is uniformly dense in compacta in C(R). Direct 

calculation shows that orM = (1 0,2), 0, 
(2) 

= -2a(l - 0,2) = -2(or - 0.3), and that 

the derivative of ak is k. 0, k-1 
. (1 0,2) =k- (Ork-1 _ Ork+1). This implies that the set 

of finite linear combinations of the derivative of a is exactly the set of polynomials in 

o,. As a(-) is superanalytic almost everywhere7, and as its derivatives form a basis for 

continuous functions, finite sums of the form 

ti a(rix + si), (5.3) 

where ri E {-1,0,1}, si, tj E IR, and a(. ) = tanh(-), are dense on compacta in C(R) 

by Theorem 2.3. The 0 value of ri is needed only for providing a constant offset in the 

output. e can be used for that constant offset and bipolar-binary ui can be substituted 

for the ternary ri. 

ti u(uix + si) + e, 
(5.4) 

where ui E {-1,11 and eER If tj is now replaced by mi + nia, then according to 

Lemma 5.2, 
K 

(mi + nia) c(uix + ti) + e, (5.5) 

where mi, ni EZ and aE R\Q, is dense in sums of the form of Expression 5.4, and 

consequently dense on compacta in C(R). Since mi, ni E Z, they can be absorbed in 

the sums Ii 

a(uix + ti) +a or(uix + ti) + e, (5.6) 

where I, JEN. It should be noted here that the last step requires a(-) to be a bipolar 

function to account for negative values of mi and ni. Now by substituting V)(. ) for 

"This lemma is in Chapter 2, its proof, however, is presented in Appendix A, where it is known as 

Lemma A. 4. 

7tanh(. ) is superanalytic everywhere except at 0. 
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aa(. ), and making some cosmetic changes, the final result is achieved: 

a(aix + bi) 0(cjx + dj) + 

which is same as the 1 of Equation 5.2 and now has been shown to be dense on compacta 

in C(R). Theorem 5.1 is proved. 0 

The MFN existence theorem, Theorem 5.1, guarantees that an arbitrary continu- 

ous function of one variable can be approximated to any desired degree of accuracy 

with the feedforward network of Figure 5.2. This network trades off the complexity 

of individual neurons with a possible increase in their number. Learning algorithms 

similar to the one proposed in Chapter 3 can be used to train networks of this type. 

Although the complexity of the learning algorithm is increased by the presence of two 

distinct activation functions in the hidden layer, it is some what compensated for by 

the complete lack of weights in the output layer. 

The constraints placed upon the network weights may result in an increase in the 

necessary number of hidden neurons required to achieve a given degree of accuracy 

on most learning tasks. In addition, the hidden layer is not homogeneous in the pro- 

posed model, and requires two types of neurons - differing, however, in their activation 

functions only. Conventionally, these activation functions have been implemented in 

hardware with look-up tables. If the MFN is implemented as a distributed processing 

system then each hidden neuron will have its own look-up table. In that case, the 

requirement of two types of hidden neurons will not result in any additional hardware- 

complexity. 

5.3 MIMO Multiplier-free Networks 

The universal approximation result that was proved in the last section was for a SISO 

networO No theoretical evidence for universal approximation in C(Rd), i. e. universal 

approximation of multivariable continuous functions, with similar networks is currently 

'This SISO result implies universal approximation for the SIMO (single-input multiple-output) case 

as any SIMO network can be constructed as an ensemble of SISO networks. 
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available, although the author conjectures it to be true. This conjecture was tested with 

a series of experiments with MIMO MFNs. The MIMO MFNs used for these experi- 

ments differed with the SISO MFNs of the last section in two ways: first, they were 

allowed to have output layer weights, and these weights were restricted to {- 1,0,1} to 

preserve the multiplier-free functionality of the network; secondly, the a of Figure 5.2 

was set equal to 1, which resulted in a homogeneous hidden layer. Neither step was 

necessary for the success of these experiments, but they were taken to improve the 

size and speed of the implementation: the first step makes unnecessary the redundant 

presence of two hidden neurons with outputs differing in polarity only and allows the 

flexibility of not connecting some hidden neurons to some of the output neurons; the 

second step makes unnecessary the presence of two separate types of hidden neurons, 

without noticeably degrading the learning performance during the experiments. 

5.4 Multiplier-free Learning 

The collection of heuristics used for the MIMO MFN simulations is a modified version 

of the one described in Chapter 3- the modifications being that the synapses are now 

restricted to {-1,0,11 instead of J-3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3} and that the offsets are not 

discretised and are modified solely according to the conventional BP procedure. 

It is worthwhile to note here that, like IWNs, MFNs are more suitable for learning 

classification tasks than function approximation tasks. 'This conclusion can be drawn 

by examining the decision boundaries of the 2-input multiplier-free perceptron (Fig- 

ure 5.1). These boundaries have only four possible slopes, and all other slopes required 

for a given learning task have to be formed using a combination of these four. This, 

in general, will result in an impractically large number of hidden neurons to meet the 

finer error tolerance requirements of function approximation tasks. 

5.5 Functionality Tests 

The functionality of MFN learning was checked by performing 25 simulations each 

on the XOR, and 4: 2: 4 and 8: 3: 8 encoder/decoder problems. The setup for these 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of CWN and MFN Learninz et)ochs 
Problem Config. Network Min. Max. Avg. Median 

2: 2: 1 CWN 9 127 32 22 
XOR 

2: 3: 1 MFN 53 2778 792 467 

CWN 7 31 14 12 
Encoder/Decoder-4 4: 2: 4 

MFN 17 116 39 33 

CWN 75 1241 269 172 
Encoder/Decoder-8 8: 3: 8 

MFN 90 544 199 133 

simulations was the same as the one used in Chapter 3. The results are shown in 

Table 5.1. 

The training runs on the XOR problem with a 2: 2: 1 MFN were not successful - 

the E,,,. did not meet the c requirement of 0.4 after numerous runs. The minimum 

achievable E,,,,. was 0.42. The inability of the 2: 2: 1 network to learn the XOR problem 

can be explained in terms of the maximum allowed strengths for the synapses. This 

maximum strength and the slope of the linear region in the middle of the neuron 

activation functions (see Figure 1.2) are interchangeable quantities. The steepness of 

the slope determines the sharpness of the decision surface close to the decision boundary. 

This sharpness, in turn, determines the error in the decision close to the decision 

boundary. Correct decisions that are located close to the decision boundary result in 

small errors if the slope of the activation function is large. For CWNs and IWNs, 

the larger allowed strengths of synapses result in sharper effective slopes for activation 

functions, which in turn results in smaller possible E,,. In the MFN case, however, the 

maximum magnitude of synapses is limited to one. It is clear from Figure 5.1 that the 

MFN does possess the appropriate dichotomies in its repertoire that can separate the 

training points of the XOR problem successfully. The decision surfaces around those 

dichotomies are, however, not steep enough to result in an acceptable E"'.. In the 2: 3: 1 

case, the total input to the output neuron is larger because of the increased fan-in, 

and therefore, the network is able to create sharp enough decision surfaces around the 
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dichotomy that result in low enough E,,,.. The number of learning epochs is, however, 

still large. This is due to the small number of possible solutions present in the weight 

space. Any further increase in the number of hidden neurons will certainly result in a 

smaller number of epochs. 

5.6 Discussion 

The new feedforward network paradigm proposed in this chapter lends itself to very 

efficient hardware implementation because it does not require a conventional multiplier 

for its operation - the expensive and/or slow multiplication operation has been sim- 

plified to a single sign-adjustment instruction. This was accomplished by restricting 

all synaptic values to {-1,0,1}. This synapse scheme has the added benefit of storage 

efficiency. 

The multiplier-free networks are, in general, expected to be larger than their con- 

ventional counterparts in terms of the number of 'hidden neurons, but should be more 

compact in hardware due to the absence of the conventional multipliers. The total 

number of multiplication operations required for a forward pass is equal to the number 

of non-zero synapses, S: Ao, in each network. Experimental results of this and the next 

chapter show that CWN and MFN require similar number of non-zero synapses to 

achieve similar performances. To achieve the fastest forward pass, the CWN requires 

O(n 2) transistors to implement each n-bit fixed- 'point flash multiplication operation, 

whereas the MFN requires 0(1) transistors for a single 1-bit conditional sign-changer. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that for similar execution speeds, the cost of implement- 

ing the multiplication operations in a CWN is O(n2Si4o) compared with O(S56o) for 

the MFN. 

An MFN existence theorem was also presented in this chapter. This theorem 

guarantees that a feedforward network with no output layer synapses, bipolar-binary 

synapses in the hidden layer, unrestricted offsets, and a single hidden layer of neurons 

requiring only sign adjustment, addition, and hyperbolic tangent activation functions, 

can approximate all functions of one variable with any desired accuracy. A multivari- 
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able extension on this theorem is currently not available, but the experimental evidence 

of this chapter points toward its existence. 

MFNs require high-resolution arithmetic during the training phase. This makes 

them unsuitable for in-situ learning. Many commercial feedforward network applica- 

tions (for example [135]), however, do not require in-situ training. The possibly large 

number of learning epochs required for MFNs as compared with CWNs should not be a 

deterrent to their use as, in many practical applications [159], the learning period occu- 

pies only a, small fraction of a network's lifetime usage. When products incorporating 

such applications are mass produced, e. g. a neural network controlled microwave oven, 

the length of training time becomes a completely insignificant part of the combined 

design and manufacture process. 

In general, discrete weights are expected to result in larger networks. Because of 

their larger size, the complexity of the discrete-weight networks is more granular than 

that of CWNs. This finer granularity can be exploited to select a network with a 

complexity that matches more closely with the complexity of the learning task. This 

should result in improved generalisation performance. A comparison of the generali- 

sation performance of MFNs with that of CWNs and IWNs will be presented in the 

next chapter. These results will show that the MFNs are as effective generalisers as 

conventional CWNs- 



Generalisation Experiments 

6.1 Generalisation Performance 

This chapter is concerned with comparing the generalisation performance of the two 

new paradigms proposed in this thesis, IWN and MFN, with that of the conventional 

continuous weight feedforward network. Although ease of implementation and learn- 

ing time are important factors which influence the choice of a feedforward network 

paradigm, generalisation performance - the accuracy of a trained network on unseen 

datal [151 - is the key metric which determines a paradigm's usefulness. 

A trained network will be a good generaliser if it has learned the concept embedded 

in the training data [161. Training a network which will be a good generaliser is not 

a trivial task because most real-life applications demand training with noisy data. A 

good generaliser will have a smooth input to output mapping, which generally means 

that it will not have many large weights [161. Also, its complexity will match that of 

the 'noise-free' version of the mapping embedded in the training data. 

The weights of IWNs and synapses of MFNs are limited in their magnitudes. They 

also usually have larger hidden layers, compared with their CWN counterparts. Because 

'Unseen data is the data that was not used to train that network. 

92 
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of the larger number of hidden neurons in their hidden layers, their complexity is more 

finely selectable than that of CWNs. This finer granularity can be exploited to select 

a network with a complexity that matches more closely with the complexity of the 

learning task at hand. It was found in Chapters 3&5 that some of the weights of 

the trained IWNs and MFNs have zero values. This reduces the number of superfluous 

parameters in the model. These three factors - smaller weights, a more finely granular 

complexity, and zero weights - point towards a simpler model, which should result in 

IWNs and MFNs having a generalisation performance better than or equal to that of 

the CWNs- 

The methodology of the generalisation experiments presented here was to train 

many CWNs, IWNs, and MFNs on a given set of data in similar circumstances, to 

pick as representative of each of the three paradigms the network which was the best 

generaliser, and compare the performances of those representatives. Three data sets, 

exemplifying three very different of fields of feedforward network applications, were 

used for these experiments. All of these sets - the MONK's benchmark, the Pima 

Indian diabetes database, and the handwritten numeral recognition database - are 

publicly available and have been used in the past by many other researchers for the 

benchmarking purpose [9,21,25,31,44,47,48,93,113,134,143,145,146,149,150,1621. 

This chapter provides experimental evidence that IWNs and MFNs, despite having 

severely constrained weights, are as effective generalisers as conventional feedforward 

networks. It starts by discussing the techniques that are commonly used for estimating 

the generalisation performance. Various regularisation techniques used for tailoring the 

complexity of a network with respect to the learning task at hand are then presented. 

The target network of the generalisation experiments, the optimal network, is then 

defined. After presenting the methodology of the learning experiments, this chapter 

concludes with the results on the three data sets. 
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6.2 Estimation of Generalisation Performance 

Moody [97] has proposed the following relationship for estimating the error on test 

data, E,,,., from the sum-of-squares error on T training examples, E,,,, (T) [161: 

E 'I 
2E,,,,. (T) 2 Wcff 

,, ts = -T + 2a 'T 

where Wff is the number of effective weights in the CWN, and a2 the variance of the 

noise on the training examples. The number of effective weights is usually smaller 

than the total number of weights in the CWN [97] and has to be estimated. The 

effective number of training examples may also differ from the actual. a is another 

parameter that needs to be estimated. The difficulty of accurately calculating these 

three estimates makes the prediction of E,,,, using Equation 6.1 infeasible. Useful 

conclusions can however be drawn from the form of this relationship. For achieving the 

best generalisation, i. e. the lowest E,,,. to E,,,,. ratio: 

1. The number of training examples should be maximised. 

2. The variance of noise on training examples should be minimised. 

3. The number of effective weights, or the total number of (non-zero) weights in 

general, should be minimised. 

The third conclusion points towards the better suitability of the IWN and MFN as 

generalisers as compared with the CWN. 

6.2.1 Empirical Estimation 

Comparative experiments for the empirical estimation of generalisation performance 

can be set up in one of three ways [95,1531: 

1. Train-and-test A random sample containing one half of the total number of exam- 

ples is selected. This subset is used to train the network, while the remaining 

examples are used to test the network once it has been trained. The perfor- 

mance of the trained network on the test set is an estimate of the generalisation 

performance. 
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2. Cross-validation The data set is divided equally into k randomly selected, mutually 

exclusive subsets called folds. k-1 networks are trained sequentially on all 

combinations of k-1 folds, while the performance of the trained networks is 

tested on the one remaining fold. The average of k-1 such errors is an estimate 

of the generalisation performance metric. 

3. Bootstrap A random sample is selected by sampling with replacement2 from 

the data set and is used to train the network. The trained network is then tested 

on the remaining data. This procedure is repeated a large number of times. The 

average of all such test errors is an estimate of the generalisation performance 

metric. 

The train-and-test technique is recommended for large (>1000 samples) data sets, cross- 

validation for ones with intermediate sizes, and bootstrap for small data sets [95]. For 

classification learning tasks, the size of data sets should be measured by the number of 

examples of the smallest classification group, which is termed as the effective sample 

size. The generalisation performances estimated by the three techniques converge as 

the size of the data sets grow. In terms of implementation efficiency, train-and test 

is the fastest of the three, bootstrap the slowest. The latter two techniques are quite 

useful for comparing the relative performances of a given set of network paradigms but 

they fail to deliver a single network representing the paradigm that will be the best 

generaliser? The train-and-test technique, however, does produce such a network - the 

one having the best performance on the test data. 

It should be noted here that the test data subset mentioned in the train-and-test 

experimental setup for estimating the generalisation performance is not used in any 

way during training, and that this test data is not the same test subset as is used for 

'Sampling with replacements may result in successive samples being not mutually exclusive, some 

of the examples may never appear in any of the samples, and there may be repetitions within an 

individual sample. 
3The outputs of the k-1 cross-validation networks can however be combined with the help of a 

second level 'master' network, trained with respect to the desired outputs of the training data, to form 

a large single network [163]. This technique is called 'stacked generalisation'. 
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(optimal stopping of training' to be discussed in the next section. 

6.3 Regularisation Techniques 

Regularisation techniques avoid over-fitting and automate the model selection process. 

They result in smoother models, which in turn, results in better generalisation perfor- 

mance. Regularisation is achieved by enforcing smoothing and complexity minimising 

constraints on the model so that the resultant is the least complex model which fits a 

given set of training data [16]. Common regularisation methods are: 

1. Weight decay is the technique in which a penalty term is added to the training 

cost function which penalises large weights. A common penalty term is the sum 

of the square of weights [57]. This technique is known as penalised ridging in the 

statistical literature. 

2. Weight elimination is the technique in which the number of non-zero weights is the 

penalty term [51,81,110,152]. The integer-weight learning procedure presented 

in Chapter 3 incorporates an implicit weight elimination mechanism. 

3. Weight sharing is the technique in which the number of independent weights is the 

penalty term [105,122]. 

4. Addition of noise to weights during training results in robust internal representa- 

tions which have better generalisation performances [99,1001. 

5. Addition of noise to inputs during training yields a smoother function by provid- 

ing small variations to the input [73,131]. This technique is known as smoothed 

ridging in the statistical literature. 

6. Optimal stopping of training uses two sets of data during training, one for training 

and the other for testing, to stop the training when error on the test data hits a 

minimum. It has been successfully tested in many experiments where the number 

of examples is relatively large compared with the number of adjustable parameters 

in the network [103,130,1511. 
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7. Bayesian methods define a set of model regularisation parameters, e. g. the strength 

of the weight decay mechanism, and make the estimation of the optimal values 

of those parameters a part of the learning process. This is the most recent, and 

potentially the most useful, technique for training feedforward networks. The 

texact' implementation of this technique suffers from the slow speed of training, 

the recent 'approximate' implementations, however, hold much promise [87,130, 

141]. 

The regularisation method selected for the experiments presented here is 'optimal stop- 

ping of training'. This popular technique is fast, works well with larger-than-necessary 

networks, and does not require the introduction of any new training parameters ex- 

cept the ratio of train/test data split [1301. The CWN experiments presented here use 

weight decay in addition to optimal stopping of training. Weight decay was used to 

stop weights from reaching excessively large values. This makes the comparison be- 

tween IWN and MFN, and CWNs more meaningful, because IWNs and MFNs are not 

allowed to have large weight values. Avoiding large weights assures that the network 

learns smooth mappings [16]. 

6.4 Optimal Network 

The definition of the optimal network used for the experiments presented here is based 

on the conjecture called Ockham's Razor 4 [141]: 

If two different models have similar performances on a 

set of data then the simpler of the two should be preferred. 

The optimal configuration is therefore defined to be the network configuration with the 

smallest number of hidden neurons which results in the lowest number of misclassifica- 

tions: on the test data set. It should be noted that for CWNs, the test data performance 

may not degrade if the number of hidden neurons is increased beyond the optimal num- 

ber provided that the 'optimal stopping of training' method is used [130]. There is, 

"This conjecture, also known as Occam's Razor, about economy in explanations, was systematically 

applied, but never explicitly stated by the 13th century philosopher, William of Ockham [141]. 
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however, a problem with using larger than optimal networks - although smaller net- 

works are not guaranteed to be better in general, Baum and Haussler have shown in [71 

that for a given training set and training error, the worst-case error bounds on unseen 

data vary proportionally with the number of weights in a network. Moreover, larger- 

than-optimal networks are slower and demand more storage space. It will be shown 

experimentally bellow that, for IWNs and MFNs, if larger than the necessary number 

of hidden neurons are used then the number of zero weights increases automatically to 

reduce the effective complexity of the network. 

6.5 Generalisation Experiments 

All three data sets used for the experiments presented here are publicly available and 

have been used by many other researchers for benchmarking. They represent three 

very different of fields of feedforward network applications. The first one, MONK's 

benchmark, is an artificial set and was designed to compare the capabilities of a number 

of learning algorithms, consists of three separate classification tasks, one of which is 

noisy, and each of which has binary-coded inputs and a single binary output [143, 

146,162]. The second set, onset of diabetes prediction data set, has both discrete 

and continuous inputs, may have some irrelevant inputs, may have much noise in the 

inputs, may have a high degree of correlation between inputs, and has a single binary 

output [9,25,93,113,134,145,149,150]. The final set, handwritten numeral recognition 

data set, is a representative of the image processing applications, has a high degree of 

information redundancy, has discrete inputs, and many binary outputs [21,31,44,47,48]. 

6.5.1 Methodology 

The only goal of the experiments presented in chapter is to compare the generalisation 

capability of the three paradigms, CWN, IWN, and MFN, in similar circumstances. 

Keeping this in mind, the classification error probability on the test data was used as 
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56 the metric of comparison, not sensitivity or specificity, as the goal is to compare 

learning capability of three paradigms and not the usefulness of the model. 

The train-and-test technique was chosen to estimate the generalisation performance 

because of its simplicity of implementation. Only two, instead of the recommended 

three, data subsets were, however, used for this purpose - the first one for training, and 

the second one for optimal stopping of training as well as estimating the generalisation 

performance. The dual use of the second subset is not strictly appropriate as it has 

been used during training and therefore the performance metric extracted from it is not 

an unbiased estimate of the generalisation performance of the trained network [125]. 

In the case of the experiments discussed here, however, the emphasis is on comparing 

the generalisation ability of the three paradigms in similar circumstances, and not esti- 

mating their true generalisation performance. This particular emphasis on comparison 

was the main reason for the use of just two data subsets. Moreover, all of the previous 

results cited here on MONK's benchmark and the handwritten numeral recognition 

database have used the same strategy [31,47,143,146]. 

The train-and-test method has another use in addition to the optimal stopping of 

training - network size or complexity selection. Figure 6.1 shows how a network can 

can be evaluated on the test data after every training epoch for optimal stopping of 

training. If training is continued any further, there is a risk that the network will become 

over-trained and therefore over-fit the training data, resulting in poor generalisation 

performance. The second use of train-and-test is shown in Figure 6.2. Here, networks of 

various complexities, i. e. sizes in terms of the number of hidden neurons, are evaluated 

on the test data after training has been completed to select the network with the 

best test data performance. For CWNs, however, this test data performance may not 

degrade if the network size is increased beyond the optimal provided that the train- 

and-test method is used for optimal stopping of training [1301. 

'Sensitivity of a decision is the likelihood that an event will be detected if it occurs. it is the ratio of 

true positives to the sum of true positives and false negatives. This metric is especially of importance 

when it is critical that an event be detected. Also known as True Positive Ratio [341. 

'Specificity of a decision is the likelihood that the absence of an event is detected given that it is- 

present. it is the ratio of the true negatives to all negatives. Also known as True Negative Ratio 1341. 
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A: Optimal network 
B: Under-fitted network 
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Figure 6.1 Using train and test-every-epoch for optimal stopping of training. 
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Figure 6.2 Using train and test-at-the-end to select network size or complexity. 
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The IWN and MFN were tested after they had converged to a discrete solution. 

If the performance on the test data was not satisfactory then the BP learning rate 77 

was temporarily boosted by a factor of k, 7 for one epoch to push them out of the local 

minimum and. training was continued until the next discrete solution. If the network did 

not converge in CR epochs, the training procedure was reinitialised without reinitialising 

the training epochs counter, Cr. Network configurations with zero hidden neurons 

were tested first, and then hidden neurons were added until the network performance 

on test data failed to improve. At least a hundred training runs were performed for 

each network configuration, and many hundreds for promising ones. Test data results 

reported here represent the best performance of the optimal configurations. 

6.5.2 MONK's Benchmark 

The MONK's benchmark 7 was proposed by Wnek et al. [160-162] and has been used 

for comparing the generalisation performances of 25 learning techniques by the creators 

or advocates of those techniques [143,1461. These techniques included both machine 

learning and feedforward network paradigms. The feedforward network paradigms were 

conventional BP, BP with weight decay, Cascade-correlation [1431, and AlopeX8 [146]. 

This benchmark is based upon an artificial robot domain. Each robot in this domain 

can be described by specifying values for a set of six attributes. Each one of these 

six discrete attributes can have one of 3,3,2,3,4, and 2 values, respectively, which 

results in 432 possible combinations, which constitutes the total data set. The learning 

benchmark consists of three binary classification problems. Each of these problems is 

concerned with determining the membership of a robot to a particular class. The goal 

is to learn the logical class description from only a subset of the description of the 432 

robots that can be classified. 
7 This benchmark is publicly available in the directory ftp: //ics. uci. edu/pub/machine-le&rn- 

ing-databases/monks-problems/ [981 

'Alopex is a stochastic learning procedure which uses local correlations between changes in individual 

weights and changes in the cost function to update those weights. This procedure predates the current 

resurgence in neural network learning by more than a decade and was originally proposed for-mapping 

visual receptive fields 1146]. 
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Table 6.1 

used a slig 

Network configurations for the MONK's benchmark. The Alopex simulations 
htly different input encoding resulting in 15 inputs only 

CWN trained with 

BP BP with Weight Cascade Alopex 

Problem [1421 Decay [142] Correlation [36] [146] IWN MFN 

1 17: 3: 1 17: 2: 1 17: 1: 1 15: 3: 1 17: 4: 1 17: 3: 1 

2 17: 2: 1 17: 2: 1 17: 1: 1 15: 3: 1 17: 3: 1 17: 2: 1 

3 17: 4: 1 17: 2: 1 17: 3: 1 15: 3: 1 17: 1 17: 2: 1 

Problem 1 (Attribute 1= Attribute 2) OR (Attribute 5= 1) 

This problem is in standard Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). 124 examples were 

selected randomly from the data set for training, while the remaining 308 were 

used for testing. 

Problem 2 Only two attributes =1 
This problem is similar to the parity problem and is difficult to describe in DNF 

or Conjunctive Normal Form. 169 examples were selected randomly from the 

data set for training, while the rest were used for testing. 

Problem 3 (Attribute 53 AND Attribute 4 1) OR 

(Attribute 54 AND Attribute 2 3) with added noise 

This problem is also DNF but with 5% deliberate misclassifications in the training 

data set which consists of 122 examples. The remaining 310 examples were used 

for testing. 

For meaningful comparisons, the simulations discussed here use the same training/test 

data subsets as were used in [143,1461. Each possible value of every attribute was 

assigned a single bipolar-binary input, resulting in a total of 17 inputs. The L. - 

norm, E,,,,,, was used as the error function for the first two problems as they are 

noise-free, whereas the L2-norm, was used for the third one as it contains some 

misclassifications. IWNs and MFNs with various 17: q: 1 configurations were trained 

and the configurations resulting in the best generalisation performance are shown in 
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Table 6.2 Comparison of generalisation performance on the MONK's benchmark 

CWN trained with 

BP BP with Weight Cascade Alopex 

Problem [142] Decay [1421 Correlation [36] [146] IWN MFN 

1 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

2 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

3 93.1% 97.2% 97.2% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 6.1. A comparison of the generalisation performance of the IWN, MFN, and 

CWNs on the MONK's benchmark is presented in Table 6.2. It is clear from this table 

that IWNs and MFNs are at least as capable generalisers as the best generated by 

continuous-weight learning algorithms. 

It is very interesting to note that the IWN solution for problem 3 does not involve 

any hidden neurons, suggesting that the problem is linearly separable9 - which in fact 

is the case if the deliberate misclassifications; are removed from the training data [36]. 

This result points towards the robustness of IWNs for handling noise in the training 

data. The IWN only captures the main features of the training data in its discrete- 

valued weights. The small number of noisy examples present in the training data cannot 

perturb the discrete weights, because these weights require relatively large variations 

in the input data in order to jump from one discrete value to another. The networks 

having continuous synapses or offsets, and trained by steepest descent techniques, are 

obliged to vary their weights by very tiny amounts so that the average error in the 

outputs is minimised. This results in their failure to capture the. concept embedded in 

the training data, and fitting to the noise instead. 

It was stated in Chapters 3&5 that the proposed integer-weight learning procedure 

generates IWNs and MFNs with many weights having a value of zero and that the 

number of zero-weights is higher if larger-than-optimal networks are used for training. 

'Linear separability is the property of a classification task by which the members of every class can 

be separated from the ones from all other classes by a single hyperplane. 
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Table 6.3 Zero valued weights in the IWNs and MFNs trained on the MONK's benchmark 

Configuration Weights 

Network Problem Startup After Training Zero Effective 

1 17: 4: 1 no change 52 25 

IWN 2 17: 4: 1 17: 3: 1 20 38 

3 17: 1 no change 12 6 

1 17: 3: 1 no change 24 34 

MFN 2 17: 3: 1 17: 2: 1 2 37 

3 17: 7: 1 17: 2: 1 23 16 

This statement is well supported by these simulations on the MONK's benchmark as can 

be seen in Table 6.3. Averaging over the three problems, 55% of the IWN weights have 

a values of zero. The equivalent figure for MFNs is 36%. These figures are for effective 

network configurations obtained after training, and not for configurations at the start 

of training, as some of the hidden neurons had zero valued synaptic connections with 

the output neuron, and therefore did not have an active role in the final configuration. 

6.5.3 Forecasting the Onset of Diabetes Mellitus 

This data set10 is concerned with a group of adult women belonging to the Pima Indian 

tribe and was collected by the U. S. National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and 

Kidney Diseases [8,71,72]. The learning task is to forecast the onset of diabetes mellitus 

according to the World Health Organisation criterion" within five years of a clinical 

examination. A set of eight risk factors, which were recorded during that clinical 

examination, are used to make this prediction. 768 such clinical histories constitute 

the data set out of which 268 are for patients who tested positive for diabetes within 

five years of the clinical examination and the rest were found to be healthy. 

IoThe data set is publicly available in the directory ftp: //ics. uci. edu/pub/machine-learning- 

-databases/pima-indians-diabetes/ [981 

"The patient has diabetes mellitus if the plasma glucose concentration after 2 hours in an oral 

glucose tolerance test is 200mg/dI. 
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49% of the 768 clinical records had zero values for attributes which cannot be 

zero. These are most probably missing values [114]. Moreover, it should be noted that 

this database may be very noisy: some of the attributes may be unimportant. Some 

attributes may have been measured incorrectly, some of the most important attributes 

may have been completely missing, and one of the attributes, the diabetes pedigree 

function, is based on the heuristic combination of many pieces of information. The 

complete list of the input variables is as follows: 

1. Number of times pregnant. 

2. Plasma glucose concentration after 2 hours in an oral glucose tolerance test. This 

is the standard test for diagnosing diabetes. 

3. Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg). An above normal value is a risk factor. 

4. Triceps skin fold thickness (mm). It indicates the degree of obesity. 

5.2-hour serum insulin (mu U/ml). It is below normal for insulin dependent dia- 

betics but not for non-insulin dependent diabetics, and therefore, is not a good 

predictor [101]. This was the attributes missing in most of the cases with missing 

attribute values. 

6. Body mass index (kg/M2). It also indicates the degree of obesity. 

7. Diabetes pedigree function. It represents the hereditary risk factor. 

8. Age (years). 

From a clinical point of view, the glucose concentration, diabetes pedigree, age, and 

obesity are the major risk factors, the insulin level is of some importance, and the blood 

pressure and number of pregnancies are the least important indicators [1011. It will be 

interesting to compare this ranking with the weight structure of the trained networks. 

This database has been analysed with the help of connectionist tools in [9,25,93, 

113,134,145,149,150]. Smith et al. used the ADAP algorithm, a neural-like algorithm 

which uses Hebbian learning to build associative models, to learn from a randomly 
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selected subset of 576 cases, and have reported a sensitivity and specificity of 76% on 

the test set consisting of the remaining 192 cases. This equality of the two figures 

was achieved by thresholding the continuous 0-1 output of the model at 0.448 [134]. 

Michie et al. used a set of 22 machine learning, neural, and statistical techniques to 

analyse this data [96]. They used 12-fold cross-validation to determine generalisation 

performance. They achieved their best results of 87.7% with logistic discriminant 

12 analysis, whereas a figure of 75.2% was obtained with a CWN trained using BP. 

Wahaba et al. [150] used 500 cases for training and 252 for testing with a smoothing 

spline model'13 and report a generalisation performance of 76%. This study deleted 

16 cases from the database because those cases had some attributes with impossible 

values. Bioch et al. [9] used the same data configuration and a Bayesian classifier 14 

which resulted in a generalisation performance of 88.7%. Carpenter and Markuzon [25] 

have also analysed this database and have reported a generalisation performance of 77% 

15 -EMAP, 16 and 81% with ARTMAP- with k-nearest neighbours, 78% with ART 

107 Ripley [115] used 200 cases for training and 332 for testing, and ignored the 

rest because of missing values. The study reports that the best CWN results were 

obtained without a hidden layer of neurons. The best overall results of this study was 

a generalisation performance of 81% obtained by using a mixture representation 18 

12 Logistic discriminant analysis chooses classification hyperplanes with respect to maximising a con- 
ditional likelihood cost-function and not optimising a quadratic cost function which is the case for 

linear discriminant analysis (93]. 
13 Smoothing spline modelling is piecewise approximation by polynomials of degree n with the re- 

quirement that the derivatives of the polynomials are continuous up to degree n-1 at the junctions [20]. 

14 Bayesian classifier assigns a class to an object in such a way that the expectation value of misclas- 

sification is minimised. Also known as the minimum risk classifier, and belief network. 

"k-nearest neighbours is a clustering algorithm that minimises the the sum of squares of distances 

between the training data and k points. 
16ARTMAP with added spatial and temporal evidence accumulation processes. ARTMAP is a 

supervised learning procedure explicitly based on neurobiology. 
17ARTMAP with an instance counting procedure and a new match tracking algorithm. 

"Mixture representations of data use a linear combination of Gaussian distributions to represent 

arbitrary distributions [10]. 
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Table 6.4 Comparison of generalisation performance on the forecasting diabetes database 

Network Configuration Zero Weights Effective Weights Gen. Perform. 

CWN 8: 2: 1 - 21 78.4% 

IWN 8: 6: 1 26 35 76.9% 

MFN 8: 3: 1 6 25 78.0% 

and the EM algorithm19 [116]. 

For the simulation results presented here, a balanced data set, i. e. a set having 

equal number of positive and negative cases, of 536 cases was randomly selected. This 

set was then split into two equal, balanced subsets for training and testing. All eight 

attributes were then standardised to zero mean and unit variance [13]. 

/, x 
UX 

where ji., is the calculated mean, and a,, the standard deviation. All attribute values 

outside the [-1,11 range were truncated to f-1,11. The standardisation of inputs 

to zero-means and small magnitudes along with initialising the network with small 

uniformly distributed weights has the advantage that most of hidden neurons start 

with their outputs in the linear region of the activation functions, where the learn- 

ing progresses the fastest [129]. Moreover, Le Cun et al. have analytically shown that 

standardising the inputs to zero mean improves the convergence properties of BP learn- 

ing [82]. 

A comparison of the generalisation performance of the best IWN, MFN, and CWN 

on the diabetes database is presented in Table 6.4. The three generalisation perfor- 

mances are within 1.5% of each other, with CWN being the best and IWN the worst. 

One expects IWN to be the worst performer, but why is the MFN, with its smooth 

and simple mappings due to the presence of weights with small magnitudes and many 

zero weights, not performing better or equal to the CWN? Is it because the universal 

approximation conjecture about its capabilities is wrong? That is a possible reason. 

'9Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm calculates the probability density of observations based 

on parameters and not observations. 
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Another possible reason may have to do with a fault on account of the experimental 

procedure: it is possible that the two hyperplanes drawn by the hidden neurons of the 

CWN are positioned in such a way that it requires the superpositioning of a large num- 

ber of MFN hidden neurons to emulate them. The MFN experiments were performed 

with a maximum of 19 hidden neurons and the best solution that was found used only 

a fraction of those 19 as that was the best that can be found with up to 19 hidden 

neurons. It is possible that with more hidden neurons a better solution can be found 

but the price of that minute increase in accuracy is an impractically large hidden layer. 

Keeping in mind the discussion about the noise-immunity characteristic of the IWN 

on the MONK's problem 3, a valid question to ask here is that why did the IWN not 

outperform the other two paradigms on this diabetes data set? This data set, just like 

MONK's problem 3, is noisy and therefore should result in better performance with 

the IWN. The answer to this question may lie in the amount of noise present in the 

data - MONK's 3 had only 5% corrupted examples, whereas in the present case the 

number, although unknown, is likely to be higher, as is indicated by the large number 

of misclassification on both training and testing data. 

As an aside, it was found that all three paradigms agreed in rating the glucose con- 

centration test and age to be the most important attributes. This first-order approxi- 

mate rating was determined by summing of the absolute values of synapses connecting 

the inputs to the hidden neurons. 

6.5.4 Handwritten Numeral Recognition 

The numeral database 20 used for these simulations was collected at Bell Labs [21,31, 

44,47,481. It consists of 1200 isolated handwritten samples of numerals OA. Twelve 

individuals were asked to provide 100 samples each while following a given writing style, 

resulting in 120 examples of each numeral. The sample style given to the writers was 

similar to the one required for the U. S. Internal Revenue Service's machine readable 

tax form 1040EZ [11 (see Figure 6.3). The raw images of those samples were normalised 

"This database has been kindly made publicly available by Isabelle Guyon at f tp: //hope. calte ch. - 

edu/pub/mackay/data/att. database 
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98765432 10 
Figure 6.3 Sample style for writing numerals on the machine readable U. S. Internal Rev- 

enue Service tax form 1040EZ [1]. 

and then thresholded to fit a 16 x 16 binary pixel grid. This database was then carved 
into two subsets of 600 samples each - the first five samples of each numeral from every 

writer were used for training and the rest for testing (see Figures 6.5 & 6.6). Guyon et 

al. [47], and Druker and Le Cun [31], both have reported a generalisation performance of 
97% with a 256: 20: 10 network trained using conventional BP, and a 256: 40: 10 network 

trained using 'double backpropagation', respectively. For the simulations presented 
here, the 256 element matrices were transformed into 32 element vectors by summing 

the rows and columns as shown in Figure 6.4. Each element of the these 32-element 

vectors was then transformed as 
x 

The distributions of the resultant input features are shown in Figure 6.7 for all ten 

numerals, for both training and testing data. It should be noted that in that figure, to 

the human eye, each of the ten numerals is clearly distinguishable from all others even 

after this 256 -+ 32 inputs transform. Although this 8-fold reduction in input dimension 

did cause a 4% reduction in generalisation performance (compared with [31,47]), it 

made the running of many more simulations possible due to the reduced memory and 

CPU requirements. The numeral classification decisions were taken according to the 

neuron with the maximum signal in the output layer. 

CWNs, IWNs, and MFNs with various 32: q: 10 configurations were trained and 

the results for the best performing networks are shown in Table 6.5. The lack of the 

universal approximation property in a IWN may be the cause of the slightly lower 

performance of the IWN, whereas the finer control over network complexity may have 

caused the slightly better performance of the MFN. It should, however, be stressed that 

the differences between the generalisation performance of the networks representing the 

three paradigms are not significant enough to claim the superiority of one over any of 
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Figure 6.4 Feature reduction (256 -+ 32) of the handwritten numeral data. The 32 row 

and column sums instead of the 256 pixel values were used for both training and testing. 

the rest. Nevertheless, it can be concluded from these results that the very strong 

constraints placed on the weights of IWNs and MFNs have not significantly hampered 

their performance. 

Table 6.6 shows the details of the errors made by the three networks of Table 6.5. 

The number of misclassification on each numeral are similar for the CWN, IWN, and 

MFN for all save one numeral: V. In this case, the CWN made 10 mistakes out of a 

total of 60 Ws it was tested on, the IWN 4, and the MFN none. These differences of 

6 and 10 between the performances of IWN and MFN with that of the CWN are the 

top two differences over all numerals. The next highest difference is 4 for the numeral 

V, and the average differenCC21 over all 10 numerals is 1.5 and 2.3, respectively. Why 

is the CWN making very much higher than average mistakes on 'T compared with 

the IWN and MFN? It may have to do with the amount of noise in the training data, 

2 'This average difference is the average of the sum of absolute difference between the mistakes made 

by the CWN & IWN, and CWN & MFN, respectively. 
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Figure 6.5 Training data for handwritten numeral recognition 

and the previously stated hypothesis that networks with discrete synapses outperform 

the CWN on test data when low-level noise is present in the training data. Visual 

inspection of the 'T features of Figure 6.7, however, does not prove or disprove this 

explanation. 

The number of zero weights in the best performing IWN and MFN is quite large, 

38% and 32%, respectively. There are only 271 non-zero weights in the case of the 

IWN. As each of these weights is 3 bits deep, the complexity of the network is 813 

bitS? 2 This means that the network requires approximately 82 bits to store the non- 

parametric characteristics of each numeral to give a generalisation performance of about 

92%. In the case of the MFN, 307 single bit synapses and 21 high-resolution offsets 

22 The effective complexity, in fact, is somewhat lower than this, as only seven of the eight available 

states with 3 bits are being used. 
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Figure 6.6 Test data for handwritten numeral recognition 

are needed. This leads to a figure of 64 or 81 bits per numeral depending upon the 

fixed-point offset resolution of 16 or 24 bits. The equivalent figures for the CWN are 

498 or 746 bits per numeral. The above calculations lead to the inference that for 

similar generalisation performances, the ranking in terms of storage efficiency is MFN, 

IWN, and CWN, with MFN being the most efficient. 

6.6 Discussion 

Experiments were performed to compare the generalisation performances of the three 

feedforward network paradigms, CWN, IWN, and MFN, in similar circumstances. 

These experiments used three very different learning benchmarks for the comparison: 

the MONK's benchmark, an artificial set designed to compare the capabilities of learn- 

ing algorithms, the 'onset of diabetes mellitus' prediction data set, a realistic set with 
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Figure 6.7 Distributions of the individual row and column features obtained after prepro- 

cessing the handwritten numeral training (left) and testing (right) data according to the 

scheme depicted in Figure 6.4. The line passes through the average value of each feature. 
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Table 6.5 Comparison of generalisation performance on handwritten numeral recognition 
Network Configuration Zero Weights Effective Weights Gen. Perform. 

CWN 32: 7: 10 - 311 92.3% 

IWN 32: 10: 10 169 271 91.8% 

MFN 32: 11: 10 155 328 93.2% 

very noisy attributes, and finally the handwritten numeral recognition database, a re- 

alistic but very structured data set. 

The learning procedure used for these generalisation experiments incorporates an 

implicit weight elimination mechanism. This feature simplifies the choice of the start-up 

network configuration for training as the procedure eliminates any superfluous weights, 

and consequently any surplus hidden neurons, leading to the optimal network of Sec- 

tion 6.4 automatically. Not only that, the number of training epochs was generally 

smaller for larger start-up configurations. 

The IWN was shown not to have the universal approximation capability in Chap- 

ter 3, whereas it was conjectured in Chapter 5 that the MIMO MFN is a universal 

approximator. This suggests that the learning ability, and therefore the generalisation 

performance, of the former should not be any better than that of the latter. The exper- 

imental results of on all three benchmarks support this suggestion. This criterion also 

suggests that the generalisation performance of MFN and CWN should be similar. The 

MFN, however, has synapses which are small in magnitude and some of them have zero 

values. These two factors discourage over-fitting and lead to the learning of smoother 

and simpler mappings, and hence to better generalisation performance. The experi- 

ments were inconclusive in confirming this trend - on the MONK's artificial benchmark 

the performance was equal, on the very noisy forecasting the onset of diabetes the CWN 

was better by 0.4%, and on the larger but less noisy handwritten numeral recognition 

MFN was better by 0.9%. These differences, and those with respect to the IWN, are 

nevertheless too small to manifest the supremacy of any one of the three paradigms 

over the other two. 
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Table 6.6 Classification chart for the test data showing the actual handwritten numerals 

and the numerals predicted by the three feedforward networks. 
Actual Predicted Numeral Errors for Errors for 

Network Numeral 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 the Numeral all Numerals 

0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 2 0 53 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 7 

3 0 0 2 50 0 2 1 0 5 0 10 

CWN 4 0 1 0 0 58 0 0 0 0 1 2 46 

5 3 1 4 6 0 43 0 0 3 0 17 

6 0 0 1 0 0 0 59 0 0 0 1 

7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 59 0 0 1 

8 0 0 1 3 0 2 0 0 54 0 5 

9 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 57 3 

0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 59 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

2 1 0 52 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 8 

3 0 0 1 57 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 

IWN 4 0 0 0 0 57 0 0 1 0 2 3 49 

5 0 5 5 6 0 42 0 1 1 0 18 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 0 1 0 1 

7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 58 0 0 2 

8 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 0 53 0 7 

9 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 55 5 

0 59 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

1 0 59 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

2 0 0 54 1 0 2 3 0 0 0 6 

3 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MFN 4 0 0 0 0 59 0 0 0 0 1 1 41 

5 5 1 4 10 0 39 0 0 1 0 21 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 56 0 0 4 

8 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 56 0 4 

9 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 57 3 
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The IWN solution for MONK's problem 3 points towards a potentially very useful 

feature of discrete-weight networks: the IWN only captures the main features of the 

training data in its discrete-valued weights. The small number of noisy examples present 

in the training data cannot perturb the discrete weights, because these weights require 

relatively large number of variations in the input data in order to jump from one 

discrete value to another. This noise rejection feature was not conclusively observed 

for the MFN, probably because not all of its weights are discrete. 

In conclusion, the results of this chapter indicate that the IWN and MFN, despite 

having strong constraints on their weights, have generalisation performances similar to 

that of the CWN. Moreover, for similar generalisation performances, the ranking in 

terms of weight storage efficiency in descending order is: MFN, IWN, and CWN. In an 

application where the number of learning epochs is not of consequence, and the cost 

and speed of the hardware implementation is the critical factor, both IWN and MFN 

hold a clear advantage over the CWN due to the storage efficiency of their weights and 

the elegance of the way they implement their internal multiplication operation. 



7 
Conclusions and Further Work 

7.1 Achievements and Conclusions 

Three new ideas were presented in this thesis: feedforward networks having integer- 

valued weights only, multiplier-free feedforward networks, and the integer-weight learn- 

ing procedure. Their merits and limitations will now be summaxised. 

The integer-weight feedforward networks proposed in this thesis take all their weight 

values from the set {-3, -2, -1,0,1,2,31. These integer weights can be represented by 

just 3 binary bits. This property reduces the amount of memory required for weight 

storage in digital-electronic implementations. It also simplifies the digital multiplica- 

tion operation as multiplying any number with this 3-bit weight requires a maximum 

of three basic instructions - one shift, one add, and one sign-change. In analogue elec- 

tronic implementations, where weights can be stored as resistances, the integer-weight 

scheme requires only 3 distinct resistance values, which streamlines the manufacture 

by avoiding the expensive trimming schemes required to achieve the precise resistances 

for conventional networks. In optically implemented networks, where weight values can 

be represented as grey-scale masks or voltage levels for spatial light modulator, the 

complexity of implementation is again reduced because of integer valued weights. The 
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presence of zero valued weights simplifies the design of optical as well as all other forms 

of hardware. 

These networks may have beneficial generalisation properties due to their simpler 

structure, but the hardware implementation advantage on its own makes them suffi- 

ciently attractive to make it worthwhile to investigate their properties. This thesis has 

provided experimental evidence that these networks are a viable alternative to networks 

having continuous weights. Although lacking the universal approximation capability, 

they can implement learning tasks, especially classification tasks, to reasonable accu- 

racies. Experiments indicate that they take relatively longer to train, but have similar 

generalisation performance to their continuous-weight counterparts. 

Discretisation schemes other than integers were also explored. Decision and error 

surfaces were used to explore the discrete-weight approximation of continuous-weight 

networks. The results suggest that provided a suitable discretisation interval is chosen, 

a discrete-weight network can be found which performs as well as a continuous-weight 

networks, but that it may require more hidden neurons than its continuous-weight 

counterpart. 

The continuous-weight network can store an infinite variety of information, where- 

as the discrete-weight network's storage is finite and depends upon the resolution of 

weights. Changing the discretisation scheme of the weights of a fixed-size network, 

or keeping a fixed discretisation scheme while changing the size of the network, are 

alternative techniques for determining the amount of network complexity required for 

approximating the response of a continuous-weight network to a specified tolerance. 

This extra level of control available on the complexity of discrete-weight networks can be 

beneficially exploited. Whereas the continuous-weight network has only one parameter, 

the number of hidden neurons, that can be used to adjust its complexity, the discrete- 

weight network has two: number of hidden neurons and the weight depth. Using the 

additional selectivity of the weight depth, the network designer can choose a network 

with a complexity that matches more closely the complexity of the learning task. 

The new multiplier-free feedforward network paradigm proposed in this thesis lends 

itself to efficient hardware implementation because it does not require a conventional 
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multiplier for its operation - the expensive and/or slow multiplication operation has 

been simplified to a single sign-adjustment instruction. This was accomplished by 

restricting all synaptic values to I-1,0,11. The number of multiplication operations 

required for a forward pass in a feedforward network is equal to the number of synapses 

in that network. Replacement of all these operations with simple sign adjustments 

can greatly speed up the that operation: in software and in hardware, on sequential 

systems and on parallel systems. The {- 1,0,11 synapse scheme has the added benefit 

of storage efficiency. These multiplier-free networks are, in general, expected to be 

larger than their conventional counterparts in terms of the number of hidden neurons, 

but should be more compact in hardware. 

It is possible that the severity of the {-1,0,11 synapse restrictions may weaken 

the approximation capability of this network, but experiments on classification tasks 

indicate otherwise. Comfort is also provided by the theoretical result on approximation 

in C(R) presented in this thesis. That result guarantees that networks with input-layer 

synapses from the set {- 1,11, no output-layer synapses, and continuous offsets can 

approximate all continuous function of one variable to any desired accuracy. 

The new integer-weight learning procedure proposed in this thesis starts off like 

conventional error backpropagation, but becomes more and more discretised in its be- 

haviour as the network gets closer to an error minimum. It does not, however, make the 

assumption that the acceptable error minima for both the integer-weight network and 

the continuous-weight one are located at the same location. Mainly based on steepest 

descent, it also has a perturbation mechanism to avoid getting trapped in local min- 

ima. Moreover, it has a separate mechanism for rounding off 'near integers'. This same 

integer-weight learning procedure was used to train the synapses of the multiplier-free 

networks - the offsets were trained using conventional error backpropagation. The 

structure of this procedure is such that it can be readily adapted for weight discretisa- 

tion schemes other than {-3, -2, -1,0,1,2,31 and {- 1,0,11. 

The learning procedure incorporates an implicit weight elimination mechanism. 

This feature simplifies the choice of the start-up network configuration for training 

as the procedure eliminates any superfluous weights, and consequently any surplus hid- 
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den neurons, leading to a network of an optimal configuration automatically. Moreover, 

the number of training epochs was generally smaller for larger- t han-necessary start-up 

configurations. 

On the other hand, the new learning procedure requires high-resolution arithmetic 

which makes it unsuitable for in-situ learning. Many commercial feedforward network 

applications, however, do not require in-situ training. The possibly large number of 

learning epochs required for integer-weight networks, compared with continuous-weight 

ones, should not be a deterrent to their use as, in many practical applications, the 

learning period occupies only a small fraction of a network's lifetime usage. When 

products incorporating such applications are mass produced, the length of training 

time becomes an insignificant part of the combined design and manufacture process. 

Experiments were performed to compare the generalisation performances of the 

three feedforward network paradigms, conventional, integer-weight, and multiplier- free, 

in similar circumstances. These experiments used three very different learning bench- 

marks for the comparison: the MONK's benchmark, an artificial set designed to com- 

pare the capabilities of learning algorithms, the 'onset of diabetes mellitus' prediction 

data set, a realistic set with very noisy attributes, and finally the handwritten numeral 

recognition database, a realistic but very structured data set. 

The results indicate that the integer-weight and multiplier-free networks, despite 

having strong constraints On their weights, have generalisation performances similar to 

that of their conventional counterpart. In an application where the number of learning 

epochs is not of consequence, and the size and speed of the hardware implementation is 

the critical factor, these networks with constrained weights hold a clear advantage over 

the conventional network due to the storage efficiency of their weights and the elegance 

of the way they implement their internal multiplication operation. 

7.2 Future Work 

The following five projects are suggested to further the line of investigation presented 

in this thesis. 
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More work is needed on discrete but non-integer weights, and the investigation into 

the improvement in approximation capabilities with the reduction of the discretisation 

interval. A study analysing the tradeoff between the increase in the cost of hardware 

due to the decrease in the discretisation interval and the resultant improvement in 

approximation capability will be very useful. 

The multiplier-free network was shown to be a universal approximator on the space of 

continuous function of one variable in Chapter 5. The extension of this result to the 

space of continuous functions of many variables will be very valuable. 

There is an inverse relationship between the number of hidden neurons required to 

learn a particular task with an acceptable error and the weight depth. A procedure 

that could simultaneously vary these two parameters during training will be beneficial 

in determining the most cost-effective combination for implementation in hardware. 

The Bayesian framework has been employed to automatically determine the optimal 

values for weight decay parameters during training to achieve optimal generalisation 

performance [1411. As weight discretisation is similar to weight decay, in that it is also a 

constraint on weights [1401, the optimal values for weight discretisation parameters can 

also be determined using Bayesian techniques which will result in optimal generalisation 

performance for these constrained-weight networks. 

The fast forward-pass capability of a multiplier-free network, implemented on an in- 

expensive microcontroller, can be exploited for the non-linear closed-loop control of a 

magnetic-bearing spindle system which has an unstable open-loop response. This spin- 

dle can replace the conventional ball-bearing spindle in a high speed machining process 

to achieve better cutting stability [1581. 
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Activation function is the transform applied to the weighted sum of inputs plus offset 

for computing the output of a neuron. Also known as the squashing function. 

Affine group invariance. The property of a group due to which it stays unchanged 

after the application of an affine transform. 

Affine transform is a transform from the set of rotations, shifts, scalings, or any com- 

binations thereoL 

Algebra. A set of functions A is an algebra if f, 9EA, 19 ER ==* f+gEA, f-gE 

A, and Vf EA 

Alopex is a stochastic learning procedure which uses local correlations between changes 

in individual weights and changes in the cost function to update weights. This pro- 

cedure predates the current resurgence in neural network learning by more than 

a decade and was originally proposed for mapping visual receptive fields 1146]. 

Approximation property, Universal, is the ability of a set functions to approximate a 

specific class of functions to any desired accuracy. 

Approximation property, Best, is the property of an approximation scheme on a set 

of functions to select a function that is at a minimum 'distance' from the function 

to be approximated. 

Some of the terms are not explicitly mentioned in this dissertation but are included because of 

their usefulness in understanding the cited literature. 
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ART-EMAP is ARTMAP with added spatial and temporal evidence accumulation 

processes [25]. 

ARTMAP is a supervised learning procedure explicitly based on neurobiology. 

ARTMAP-IC is ARTMAP with an instance counting procedure and a match tracking 

algorithm [251. 

Attribute is an element of the input vector. Also known as a feature. 

Autoassociator A system for which the desired output response is the same as the 

input. 

Backpropagation, Error is an procedure in which the difference between the actual 

and desired responses of the neurons in the output layer is minimised using the 

steep est-descent heuristic. 

Balanced data set is set in which all classes are equally represented. 

Bayesian classifier assigns a class to an object in such a way that the expectation value 

of misclassification is minimised. Also known as the minimum risk classifier, and 

belief network. 

Bayesian statistics differs from the conventional 'frequentist' approach to statistics in 

that it allows the probability of an event to be expressed as 'degree of belief' in 

a particular outcome instead of basing it solely on a set of observations [151. 

Bayes's theorem allows prior estimates of the probability of an event to be revised in 

accordance with new observations. It states that probability of an event A given 

another event B, P(AIB), is equal to P(BIA)P(A)/P(B). 

Black-hole mechanism is a rounding mechanism for 'nearly discrete' weights. 

Black-hole radius. If the value of a weight gets within this radius of a discrete value, 

it becomes that discrete value. 

Bootstrap. A random sample is selected by sampling with replacement from the data 

set and is used to train the network. The trained network is then tested on the 
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remaining data. This procedure is repeated a large number of times. The average 

of all such test errors is an estimate of the generalisation performance metric. 

Borel measurable functions. Just about all functions that one may encounter are Borel 

measurable. Functions that are not Borel measurable do exist but are known to 

mathematicians only as mathematical peculiarities. 

Cascade-correlation learning method starts with a network without any hidden neu- 

rons and systematically increases their number during training until the required 

performance is achieved. 

Cauchy sequence is a sequence la,, } of real numbers for which for every c>0, there 

exists a positive integer no such that la,,, - a.,, l < E, whenever m>n> no. 

Classification is a task in which the desired responses are restricted to a finite set of 

values. 

Closure. CI(A) =AU ILimit points of A). 

Compact set. A closed and bounded subset of W. Also known as a compact. 

Compact in R. A is a compact in R7 if it is a subset of RI, is a closed set, and is a 

bounded set [90]. 

Convergence, Pointwise. If {a,, l is a sequence of non-random real variables then a,, 

converges to a, i. e., a,, -+ a as n -+ oo, if there exists a real number a such that 

for any E>0, there exists an integer N, sufficiently large that Ian - al <c for all 

n ý! N, [155]. Also known as deterministic convergence. 

Convergence in distribution. If I&,, ) is a sequence of random variables having a distri- 

bution function {F : F,, (a) =- P[&,, < al then &,, converges to F in distribution, 

i. e. &, -ý+ F, iff IF,, (a) - F(a)l -4 0 for every continuity point a of F [1551. 

Convergence in probability. If (6,,, ) is a sequence of random variables then tt,, con- 

verges to a in probability, i. e. h,, Pýa, if there exists a real number a such that 

for any c>0, P[I&,, - al < E] -+ 1 as n -+ oo. Also known as weak conver- 

gence [1551. 
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Convergence in the mean. If {&,, I is a sequence of random variables then &,, converges 
1* 

to a in the mean if a. '-'+oo E Jl&n 
- all = 0, where E(a) represents the estimated 

value of a. 

Convergence in the mean squared sense. If [&.,, } is a sequence of random variables 

IM then an converges to a in the mean squared sense if E (Ian - al2l = 0, 

where E{aj represents the estimated value of a. 

Convergence with probability 1. If {a,, ) is a sequence of random variables then a,, 

Im converges with probability 1 to a, i. e. &,, -4 a as n -+ oo or (in 
ffý 

a, if 
n'*-+oo 

PP,, = a] =1 for some real number a. Also known as almost sure convergence, 

convergence almost everywhere, and strong convergence. [155] 

Convergence, Uniform The property that all of a family of functions or series on a 

given set converge at the same rate throughout the set; that is, for every c 

there is a single N such that for all points in the set , If,,, (x) - f,, (x)l <c for all 

m, n>N and similarly for uniform convergence as x tends to a value a [20). 

Cost function is the quantity that is to be minimised in an optimisation experiment. 

In the case of feedforward networks this quantity is usually the RMS error in the 

output of the network. Also known as error measure. 

Cover of a set A is a collection of sets jTjj whose union contains A [90]. 

Cover, Open. It is an open cover of (Ti} if each Ti is open [90]. 

Cover, Sub- of a given cover is a subcollection whose union also contains A [901. 

Cross-validation, n-fold. The data set is divided equally into k randomly selected, 

mutually exclusive subsets called folds. k-1 networks are trained sequentially 

on all combinations of k-1 folds, while the performance of the trained networks is 

tested on the one remaining folds. The average of k-1 such errors is an estimate 

of the generalisation performance metric. 

Decision sensitivity is the likelihood that an event will be detected if it occurs. It is 

the ratio of true positives to the sum of true positives and false negatives. This 
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metric is especially of importance when it is critical that a an event be detected. 

Also known as True Positive Ratio [34]. 

Decision specificity is the likelihood that the absence of an even is detected given that 

it is present. It is the ratio of the true negatives to all negatives. Also known as 

'Rue Negative Ratio [34]. 

Decision surface is the plot of the response of an output neuron with respect to the 

inputs. 

Denseness. A set A is dense in a set S if ACS and CI(A) = S. 

Denseness, Uniform. A set of functions A is uniformly dense in C(R) on the compact 

set K C: Rd if for all fE C(Rd) and every c>0 there exists fEA such that 

sup{lf (x) - 
1(x)1 :xE KI <e [137]. 

Denseness, Uniform on compacta. A set of functions A is uniformly dense on com- 

pacta in C(Rý) if it is uniformly dense on every compact subset of W [1371. 

Disjunctive normal form (DNF). The form of a logical expression consisting of a single 

conjunction (-) of a set of disjunctions(+). All logical expressions are expressible 

in this form [611. 

Effective sample size (for classification learning tasks) is the number of examples rep- 

resenting the smallest classification group [951. 

EM algorithm. Expectation Maximisation algorithm calculates the probability density 

of observations based on parameters and not observations [1171. 

Epoch is the cycle in which all examples in the training set are presented to the net- 

work. 

Ergodic process. A random process is ergodic if its ensemble and temporal averages 

are the same. 

Error surface is the plot of the cost-function with respect to all of the weights in a 

network. 
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Feedforward network consists of a layer of inputs, zero or more layers of hidden neu- 

rons, and an output layer of neurons. Generally all neurons in adjacent layers 

are fully connected to each other with feedforward synapses only. There are no 
intra-layer synapses. Also known as the multilayer perceptron. 

Fit, Over- An over-fit is due to the trained network having a higher complexity than 

the concept embedded in the training data. Also known as memorisation and 

over-specialisation. 

Fit, Under- An under-fit is caused by the trained network having a complexity lower 

than that of the concept embedded in the training data. 

Forward pass. The process by which a network computes the output vector in response 

to an input vector. Also known as recall. 

Function, Analytic. fE C(R) is analytic at aER with a radius of convergence r> 

0 if there is an infinite sequence of real numbers, IcnI, n>0, such that for 

Ix - al < r, EýýO c,, (x - a)' converges and f (x) FMO cn(x - a)" [137] n= n= 

Function, Superanalytic. fE C(R) is superanalytic at aER with a radius of conver- 

gence r>0 if there is an infinite sequence of real numbers, {c,, ), n>0, and if 

for every n>1, cn 54 0, such that for Ix - al < r, E"O 0 cn (x - a)n n= converges 

and f (x) = EZ=o cn(x - a)' [137] n= 

Function approximation is a task in which the desired output values are continuous. 

Also known as regression. 

Functional is a scalar-valued continuous linear function defined on a normed linear 

space. 

Functional, Linear on a linear space E over R is a linear transformation of E into R 

Functional, linear, Bounded. A bounded linear transformation of a normed linear sp- 

ace E over R into the normed linear space R is called a bounded linear functional 

on 
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Generalisation performance is the accuracy of decision of a trained network on a set 

of data which is similar to but not the same as the training data set. 

Hahn-Banach theorem. Let M be a linear subspace of a normed linear space N, and 

let f be a functional defined on M. Then f can be extended to a functional fo 

defined on the whole space N such that 11foll - lif 11. 

If M, is a closed linear subspace of N and xo is a vector not in M,, then there exists 

a functional fo in the conjugate space N* such that fo(M, ) =0 and fo(xo) :A 

0 [133]. 

Hebbian learning. The main idea behind Hebbian learning is that the synapse between 

two neurons should be strengthened if they fire simultaneously. 

Hidden layer is the layer of neurons which is not directly connected to the network 

inputs or outputs. 

Homogeneity property. A set of functions A fulfils the homogeneity property if fEA 

and t9 ER ==* Of EA 

Inequality, triangle. ja + bi :! ý jal + JbI 

k-nearest neighbours is a clustering algorithm that minimises the the sum of squares 

of distances between the training data and k points. 

Lp-norm measures is a popular form of the cost function for feedforward networks. 

I 
jp 

E Itj - ojlP p=1,2 W, (7.1) 

where tj is the target or desired value of the jth output, and oj is its value 

computed by the network. 

Learning is the process in which a feedforward network is forced to adjust its weights 

such that the network's response to a given input vector becomes closer to the 

desired response. 
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Learning, Batch. The type of learning during which weights are updated at the end 

of every epoch. Also known as off-line learning. 

Learning, In-situ differs from on-line learning in that the former is the property of a 

network requiring the deployed network to have adaptive weights, whereas the 

later is a property of the learning procedure, requiring the weights to be updated 

on the presentation of every example. 

Learning, On-line. The type of learning during which weights are updated after the 

presentation of every training example. Also known as pattern and incremental 

learning. 

Learning, Supervised The learning process in which a system's internal parameters 

are modified in order to minimise the error in its output with respect to a desired 

value. 

Learning, Unsupervised The learning process in which a system's internal parameters 

are modified so that similar input patterns result in similar outputs. 

Learning rate determines the size of the weight modification at each training step. 

Likelihood is the probability density of observations calculated from parameters and 

not observations [1171. 

Limit Point. A point p is a limit point of A if every neighbourhood of p contains a 

point q0p such that qEA. 

Linear separability. The property of a classification task by which the members of one 

class can be separated from the ones from all other classes by a single hyperplane. 

Loading problem, The. The problem of finding the optimal weight values for a given 

network such that the network performs the required mapping. 

Logistic discriminant analysis chooses classification hyperplanes with respect to max- 

imising a conditional likelihood cost-function and not optimising a quadratic cost- 

function which is the case for linear discriminant analysis [931. 
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Margin, c,,,. Error in the output of a neuron is not backpropagated if it is within this 

small margin [1391. 

Minima, Global. The points of minimum error on an error surface. 

Minima, Local. The points of zero gradient on an error surface which are not global 

minima. 

Mixture representation of data use a linear combination of Gaussian distributions to 

represent arbitrary distributions [10). 

Momentum is a training parameter used in a very common variation on standard 

error backpropagation learning procedure. It controls the effect of the last weight 

modification on the current weight update. 

n-layer network is a feedforward network with n-1 hidden layers. 

NP-complete problems. (non-polynomial time problems) The time required to find 

the optimal solution for this class of problems grows exponentially with the size 

of the problem. Also known as intractable problems. 

Neural network. Artificial is a set of interconnected artificial neurons. 

Neuron, Artificial is the fundamental processing element in an artificial neural net- 

work. It performs a weighted sum of its inputs, adds the offset value to that 

sum, and then outputs a certain transform of that sum. Also known as node and 

processing element (PE). 

Ockham's Razor is the conjecture that if, for a given problem, two solutions with 

similar performances are available then the one with the lower computational 

complexity should be preferred. 

offset is the value added to the weighted sum before the transform is applied to com- 

pute a neuron's output. Also known as threshold and bias. 

Over-trained networks have a complexity higher than what is required to learn the 

concept embedded in training data. They act as look-up tables for the training 
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data and are poor generalisers. 

Perceptron is a feedforward network with no hidden neurons. 

Probability, Prior is the probability assigned to an event in advance of any empirical 

evidence. Also known as 'a priori' probability. 

Probability, Posterior is the probability assigned to an event based on observations. 

Also known as 'a posteriori' probability. 

Projection pursuit regression is a generalisation of the feedforward network in that it 

allows more than one type of activation function in the hidden layer. These non- 

homogeneous activation functions are data-dependent and constructed during 

learning [66]. 

Regularisation A class of methods designed to avoid overfitting to the training data 

by enforcing smoothness of the fit. 

Ridge regression. The precision of least-squares estimates gets worse with with an 

increase in dependence between the input variables. Ridge regression estimators 

are more precise in those situations and are obtained as the estimators whose 

distance to an ellipsoid (the 'ridge') centred at a least-squares estimate from the 

origin of a parameter space is a minimum [46]. 

Ridging, Constrained. Optimisation procedure in which some norm of the weights is 

constrained to a specific value [1301. 

Ridging, Penalised. Optimisation procedure in which the cost function is augmented 

by a penalty term [130]. 

Ridging, Smoothed. Optimisation procedure in which noise is introduced in the in- 

puts [130]. 

Riesz representation theorem. Let x* be a bounded linear functional on the Banach 

space CR([a, b]). Then there is a real-valued function a of bounded variation on 

[a, b] such that x* (f )=f. b f da for all fE CR Qa, bl). Further, if x* is a positive 

linear functional, then a is increasing on [a, b] [231. 
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RMS error, is computed by summing the output layer errors for all examples 

in a training or test set, dividing the sum by the total number of examples and the 

number of the output layer neurons, and taking the square root of the resultant. 

The output layer error is computed by summing the squares of the individual 

neuron errors with respect to the desired output. An individual output-layer 

neuron's error is set to zero if it is less than the margin. 

Sampling with replacement may result in successive samples being not mutually ex- 

clusive, some of the examples may never appear in any of the samples, and there 

may be repetitions within an individual sample. 

Separates points. A family of functions A separates points on a set S if for every 

x, yES, x yL- y, there exists fEA such that f (x) 0f (y) [136]. 

Set, Closed. A subset M of metric space N is a closed set if it contains each of its 

limit points. 

Set, Finite. A is finite if all of its elements can be displayed as fal, a2, .... a,, I for some 

integer n [901. 

Set, Open is the subset G of the metric space X if each point of G is the centre of 

some open sphere contained in G. 

Shattered. If a set of functions F includes all possible dichotomies on a set S of points, 

then S is said to be shattered by F. [6] 

Shrinkage. The difference between the training set accuracy of a network and its ac- 

curacy on a test set. 

Sigrnoidal functions. Definitions vary but are generally taken to be bounded, mono- 

tone, and continuous, e. g. logistic and tanh(-) functions. 

Simulated annealing is a stochastic optimisation technique inspired by the physical 

process of annealing. 
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Skip-layer synapses. Synapses connecting neurons in two non-adjacent layers. Also 

known as short-cut synapses [781. Known as main effects in the statistical litera- 

ture [127]. 

Smoothing spline modelling is piecewise approximation by polynomials of degree n 

with the requirement that the derivatives of the polynomials are continuous up 

to degree n-1 at the junctions [20]. 

Softmax. The purpose of the softmax activation function is to make the sum of the 

output neuron responses equal to one, so that the outputs are interpretable as 

posterior probabilities. Also known as the multiple-logistic function. 

Space, Banach is a complete normed linear space. 

Space, Compact is a topological space in which every open cover has a finite subcover. 

Space, Complete metric is a metric space in which every Cauchy sequence is conver- 

gent. 

Space, Conjugate. N* is the set of all continuous linear transforms of the normed 

linear space N into IR. 

Space, Eucledian is the metric space (R, d) such that d(x, y) = (E' 1 
(X, 

- - Yr )2)1/2 
r= 

Space, Hausdorff is a topological space, T, in which any two given distinct points x, y 

are such that there exist disjoint open subsets U, V containing x, y respectively. 

Space, Lp consists of all measurable functions f defined on a measure space M with 

measure m which are such that If (x)IP is integrable, with the norm taken as 

Ilf Ilp = (f If (x)lPdm(x)) "P. 

Space, Normed linear over R is a pair JE, 11 - 111, where E is linear space over R and 

11 - 11 is a norm on E. Normed linear space is a metric space with the metric being 

llx 
- Yll. 

Space, Topological is a pair (X, T), where Xa non-empty set and T is collection 

of subsets of X such that the subsets are closed under union and intersection 
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operations. 

Span of a set of functions. For any function fE C(R) and r>0, f 1(-r, r) de- 

notes the restriction of f to the interval (-r, r), and for any class of function 

Y, YJ (-r, r) denotes If I (-r, r) :fE F}. For any Y defined on a set 0, the 

span of F, sp(Y), denotes the closure of the set of finite linear combinations 

of elements of F in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of 

0 [1371. 

Sphere, Open. S, (xo) with centre x0 and radius r is the subset of the metric space X 

with metric D defined by S, (xo) = Ix : d(x, xo) <r1. 

Stationary, strongly. If a random variable X is strongly stationary then the distribu- 

tion of X(t) is independent of the time t [451. 

Subset, Proper. A is a proper subset of B if ACB and B lZ A. 

Subspace, Linear is the non-empty subset, M, of a linear space if (x+y) EM whenever 

xEM and yEM, and if ax EM whenever xEM, where a is a scalar. 

Supremum is the least upper bound for a set. 

Synapse is a measure of the effect that a neuron's output has on the output of another 

neuron at the other end of the synapse. Also known as connection, edge, and 

weight. 

Testing is the process of verifying the function of a trained network against a set of 

examples which is different from the training examples set. 

Train-and-test. A random sample containing one half of the total number of examples 

is selected. This subset is used to train the network while the remaining examples 

are used to test the network once it has been trained. The performance of the 

trained network on the test set is an estimate of the generalisation performance 

metric. 

Training See Learning. 
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Training example is a pair: an input vector, and the desired response to that input 

vector. 

Vanishes at no point. A family of functions A vanishes at no point of the set S if for 

each xES there exists fEA such that f (x) ý4- 0 [1361. 

Weight is the value of a synapse or an offset. 

Weight decay is a common regularisation technique used in feedforward network train- 

ing in which the cost-function is augmented with a term which penalises large 

weight values. 

Weight depth is the number of binary bits in a weight. 

Weight elimination is a regularisation technique used in feedforward network training 

in which the cost-function is augmented with a term which penalises the number 

of non-zero weights [51,81,110,152]. 

Weight perturbation is a hardware- friendly alternative to BP learning. In this meth- 

od, all of the weights are perturbed in turn and the associated change in the 

output of the network is used to approximate local gradients [59]. 

Weight sharing is a regularisation technique used in feedforward network training in 

which the cost-function is augmented with a term which penalises the number of 

independent weights [105,122]. 
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A 
Mathematical Proofs for Chapter 2 

This appendix is an expanded version of Section 2.2.2. The added details include 

definitions, explanations, intermediate results, and proofs of the theorems and lemmas 

of Section 2.2.2 

This appendix will follow closely the approach chosen by Stinchcombe and White 

[1371, in which they enforced some restrictions on activation functions to achieve the 

universal approximation property for networks with bounded weights. The results of 

this appendix were used in the proof for multiplier-free network existence theorem of 

Section 5.2.1. 

Consider the approximation of functions fE C(Rd) with a 2-layer feedforward 

network Ard(o-, B), where o, is the continuous hidden layer activation function and 

B, 0<B< oo, is the maximum allowed weight magnitude. Let Ad be the set of real 

affine transforms' on Rd, A: Rd -+ R, i. e. A(x) =w-x+0, where WE Rd, 0EP, 

and JAI = max{Iwil, 101). A d-input feedforward network is defined as 
q 

jVd (a, B) j(X) E wj'a (Aj (x)): Ai E Ad, and 
j=l 

I Itotations, shifts, and scalings, or any combination thereof, are affine transforms. 
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max {Iwj'l, JAjj: 1<j: 5 q) < Bl. 

where, q is the number of hidden neurons, x is the d-dimensional input vector, wj is 

the input layer synaptic vector for the jth hidden neuron, Oj is the offset and Wj' ER 

the output layer synapse of that hidden neuron. This network is the same as that of 

Figure 1.3 except for the restriction on the magnitude of the weights. 

A network JV is defined to have the universal approximation property over C(Rd) 

if Ar is dense 2,3 in C(R1). Ard(a, B) is said to be uniformly dense in C(Rd) on the 

compact set KC R' if for all fE C(R1) and every c>0 there exists 1E Ard(a, B) such 

that sup(If (x) - 1(x)j :xE K} < c. In this case, Ard(a, B) is also uniformly dense in 

C(K). Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on compacta in C(Rd) if it is uniformly dense 

in C(Rd) on every compact K. The goal of this appendix is to prove this 'uniform 

denseness on compacta' property for the CWN with bounded weights. 

The following theorem can be used to simplify the investigation into the universal 

approximation property. It shows that the existence of a universal approximation proof 

in 1-dimension guarantees its extension in d-dimensions. 

Theorem A. 1 (Theorem 2.1) Let o, :R -+ R be a Borel measurable function and let 

0<B< oo. If Arl(a, B) is uniformly dense in C(R) on some non-empty compact 

interval [-s, S), s>0, then for dEN, Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on compacta in 

C(R') -0 

The proof of Theorem A. 1 requires the following theorem: 

Theorem A. 2 (Stone-Weierstrass Theorem) Let A be an algebra4 of real continuous 

functions on a compact set K. If A separates pointsS on K and if A vanishes at no 

'A set A is dense in a set S if ACS and CI(A) = S. 

3 For example, rational numbers are dense in irrational numbers. That means between any two 

irrational numbers there is a rational one or alternatively any irrational number can be approximated 

within any desired tolerance with a rational number. 

4A set of functions A is an algebra if f, gEA, 0ERf+9EA, f-gEA, and Of EA 

"A set of functions A separates points on a set S if for every x, y E Sx ik y, there exists fEA such 

that fW0f (Y) [1361. 
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poine of K, then the uniform closure B of A consists of all real continuous functions 

on K (i. e. a function in A can approximate any real continuous function on K to any 

desired degree of accuracy) 1136]. 0 

Proof of Theorem A. 1 Let KC Rd be a compact set and let f (x) = sin x. Let 'F be 

the set of finite linear combinations of elements of {f (A(. )) :fE C(R), AE Ad 1. 'W 

is an algebra that separates points and contains the constants. The Stone-Weierstrass 

theorem implies that Y is uniformly dense on compacta in C(Rd). Thus it is sufficient 

to show that for every AE Ad, f (A(-)) can be uniformly approximated on K by 

functions in gd(a, B). Pick N>0 sufficiently large that A(K) C [-s - N, s- N] 

and JAIIN < B. Note that the range of affine functions A* = AIN is contained 

in [-s, sl and that f (A(x)) =f (N - A* (x)). It is possible to pick jE Jvd(a, B) 

such that sup{li(, \) - f(N - \)I E [-s, s]) < c. This implies immediately that 

j(A* (-)) E Ard(o,, B) and sup (I I(A* (x)) -f (A(x)) xE K} < c. 0 

The main result of this appendix is that enforcing bounds on the weights does not de- 

stroy the universal approximation capability of a network as long as the activation func- 

tion is superanalytic at some point with a positive radius of convergence. aE C(R) is 

defined to be analytic at aER with a radius of convergence r>0 if there is an infinite 

sequence of real numbers, {cn), n >_ 0, such that for Ix - al < r, j: ' - a)n con- n=O Cn(X 

n= . Furthermore, this analytic function a is defined verges and or(x) 0 cn(x - a)n 

to be superanalytic at a with a radius of convergence r if for every n>1, Cn 0 0. By 

the next lemma, this superanalyticity property holds if a is analytic at a with radiusr 

and cn 00 for infinitely many n. 

Lemma A. 1 (Lemma 2.1) If a is analytic at aER with radius r>0, a(A) 

F 00 )n 
, n=O Cn(A -a, IA - al < r, and cn 0- 0 for infinitely many n then for every b in 

a dense subset of (a - r, a+ r), a is superanalytic at b with radius of convergence 

'A set of functions A vanishes at no point of the set S if for each xES there exists fEA such that 

f (x) 00 [1361. The set of all polynomials in one variable does have this property. The set of all odd 

polynomials does not have this property, say on since f (-x) (x) for every odd function 

f 1119). 
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minib - (a - r), (a + r) - bl. 0 

Proof There is no loss of generality in setting a=0. Rudin [120] shows that 0, 

can be expanded in a power series about any b in (-r, r). Specifically, for every xE 

(b-s, b+s), or(x) = E" O(n! )-10, (n)(b)(x 
- b)n where Or(n)(X) is the nth derivative of n= 

a at x. Rudin [1211 shows that a(k)(X) n'=k n(n - (n -k+ 1)cnxn-k. As a is 

analytic at a with a with radius r>0 and cn 5ý 0 for infinitely many n, S(k) = {x E 

): Or(k)(X) 91 01 is an open dense subset of (-r, r). By Baire's theoreM7 the (-r, r 

intersection of S(k) is dense in (-r, r) and the result follows. 

Some examples of functions that are superanalytic almost everywhere are sine, cosine, 

logistic, and hyperbolic tangent functions. Finite polynomials are examples of functions 

which are analytic but not superanalytic. 

The statement of the main result: 

Theorem A. 3 (Theorem 2.2) If for some aEP., aE C(R) is superanalytic at a, with 

radius of convergence r>0, then Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on compacta in C(Rý) 

for any B ý: max(jal, 11. 

For the proof of this theorem it will be assumed that a=0. This is done by shifting the 

=0 cx". argument of a and abusing notation. Thus, for every -r <x<r, or(x) Ea' 

The proof makes use of the following lemma. 

Lemma A. 2 If or E C(R) is analytic at 0 with a radius of convergence r>0, a(x) = 

EOOO c,, x* for IxI < r, then for every k>0 there is a sequence of functions Un, k E 

Afl(ar, 1)1 converging uniformlV to CkX k on compacta. 0 

7Baire's theorem states that the intersection of any countable family of open dense sets in a locally 

compact space is dense [321 

8 Uniform convergence is the property that all of a family of functions or series on a given set converge 

at the same rate throughout the set; that is, for every c>0 there is a single N such that for all points 

in the set , 
If,. (x) - f,, (x)l <c for all m, n >N and similarly for uniform convergence as x tends to a 

value a [201. 
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Proof A double array of functions Un, k E Arl (a, 1) :n>1, k> 0) is constructed 

having the desired properties using functions {h,,, k E Arl (a, 1) 1 such that 

nkh,,,, k(x/n) and hn, k+l(X) = hn, k(X) - 
in, k(X)- 

First thing to note is that if hn, o E Arl (a, 1), then in, 
jc E Arl (a, 1), k >- 0, n >- 1, 

kk because n hn. k(x/n) = Ejn=l hn, k(x/n) belongs to Arl(a, i) if hn, k does. A general 

construction will be exhibited here such that in, k -+ CkX k uniformly on compacta, 

and then it will be verified that h,,, o can be selected to belong to Arl (a, 1). (In fact, 

hn, O ý-- 6-) 

To obtain the desired construction let {qna, 0 :ný: 1, a> 0) be a double array such 

that 0<q,,,,,, o :51 for all integers n ý: 1, a>0, and for each a>0, qn,,,, o f 1, i. e. qn, a, o 

approaches 1 from bellow, as n -+ oo. For each k>1 recursively define the double 

array {qn, c,, o :, n', R! 1, a> k) with qn, a, k+l = qn, a, k (1 -nk /nc), k>0, a>k+1. Note 

that 05 qn,., k :51 for all integers n>1, a>k. Also, for each ot >k+ 11 qn,,, k f1 as 

n -+ oo. 

Because o, is analytic at zero with radius r>0, for xE (-r, r) and n ý: 1, k>0, 

a function h., k(X) can be defined as 00 Faa=k qn, a, kCaXa; the behaviour of h,,, k outside of 
k is of no concern. Putting fn, k(x) =nh., k(x/n), it is clear that in, 

k is analytic 

at 0 with radius (-nr, nr). Further, hn, k+l(X) = hn, k(X) - 
jn, 

k(x) holds on (-r, r) by 

choice Of {qn, a, klg as a direct calculation verifies. 

Now for xE (-nr, nr), 

q� kkCkXk f"k (x)= 
,, 

= q,,, k, kCkXk 

00 

En k-aqn, 
a, kCa-T a 

a=k+l 
00 

a a+k n- qn, a+k, kCa+kX 
a=l 

Given a compact set KCKn can be chosen sufficiently large such that Kc (-nr, nr). 

Therefore, taking suprema over xEK, 

SUP li,, k(X)-CkXkl 

00 
sup lq,,, k, k - 11 . ICkl . 1XIk + sup EIq,,, 

a+k, k I*I Ca+k I. 1XIk - Ix/nl". 

a=l 

Because q,, k, k T li ICkl < oo, and xEK, the first term vanishes as n -+ oo. For 
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jn, k(-'C) -+ CkX k uniformly on K, it suffices that the second term vanish also. Now, 

00 
Z IC�+kl. iXik. ix/ni" 

.., 
lqn, 

cg+k, kl 

ci=l 

00 
iXik+In-1 lqn, 

ct+k, kl » ICcg+kl - Ix/nI"-I 
cg=l 

The analyticity of a implies that Eý! 
-O 

b,,,,, y", where bn, 
a ý lqn, 

ct+k+l, k I- IC., 
+k+l 1, 

of _= 

defines a function analytic at 0 with radius r. Because Ix/nI <r for all xEK and n 

sufficiently large, SUPxEK Ea=i lqn, 
a+k, kl - jca+kj - Ix/nIa-1 < oo. As SUPxEK jXjk+I < 

oo and n-1 -+ 0, the second term vanishes as required, so that in, 
k(X) -+ CkXk uniformly 

on compacta. Finally, one may choose hn, O =a by taking qn,, 7,, O = 1, n>1, a>0, 

thus ensuring that jn, k E Arl (a, 1). 11 

Proof of Theorem A. 3 This follows immediately from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 

using Lemma A. 2 and the observations that Arl (a, B) contains the constants, and that 

for every n-a 1, cn 0 0. ID 

The activation functions are required to be superanalytic so that they can be repre- 

sented as an infinite power series containing all powers of x. This 'infinite and complete 

polynomial' nature of these function makes them dense in all continuous functions. 

The next theorem allows further restrictions on the weight values without sacrificing 

the universal approximation characteristic. The input layer synaptic vectors wi can be 

confined to the unit sphere S" at the expense of limiting the superanalytic activation 

functions to those whose derivatives form a basis for the continuous functions. This is 

due to the Stone-Weierstrass theorem which implies that the set of polynomials in a 

- which in the present case is formed by the derivatives of a- is uniformly dense in 

C(R). 

The following theorem uses the term span of a clasS'of functions. For any function 

fE C(R) and r>0, fI (-r, r) denotes the restriction of f to the interval (-r, r), and for 

any set of functions Y, Yl(-r, r) denotes (f I (-r, r) :fE )17}. For any Y defined on a 

set 0, the span of Y, sp(Y), denotes the closure of the set of finite linear combinations 

of elements of Y in the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of 0. 
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Theorem AA (Theorem 2.3) If the conditions of Theorem A. 3 hold and Wj E S' U{01 

then. Arl (a, B) is uniformly dense on compact subsets of (-r, r) in sp({cr(k)1(-r, r) :k> 

0}) for any B>1 where 0, (k) is the k-th derivative of or. If in addition SP({a(k) I (-r, r) : 

k 2: 01) = C(R)I(-r, r) then for wj E Sd U {01, Ard(a, B) is uniformly dense on 

compacta in C(Rd). 0 

The proof of this theorem requires some new terminology and a lemma. For every 
I fE C(R), and hi 96 0 define A(h, )f by (A(hl)f)(x) = hT'(f (x + hi) -f (x)). Suppose 
I11 

that A(k-')f has been defined for every h* (hl,..., hk-, ) E Rk-l\{O). For h h* 

(h*, hk) E Rý\{O) define A(k)f by (A(k)f)(x) (A(1)A(k-I)f)(X). hh hA: h* 

Lemma A. 3 Let aE C(R) have infinitely many derivatives on the set (-r, r). For 

every k ý: 1, there is a sequence h' -+ 0 such that A(k)o, converges to Jor(k) uniformly hn 

on compact subsets of (-r, r) as n -+ oo. 0 

Proof It will be proved through induction. The result is true for k=1 because a has 

a continuous first derivative, and pointwise convergence9 of continuous functions to 

a continuous function implies uniform convergence on compacta. Now it will be shown 

that the theorem is true for k based on the assumption that it is true for k-1. 

Let K be a compact subset of (-r, r) and let c>0. It will be shown that there 

exists an h= (h*, hk), h* E Rk-1 \(O), hk 34 0 such that 

-1 KAh 1)a)(X)l 
_ a(k)(X)l :xEK sup (hk) (ý-')a)(x + hk) - 

(A(ht- 
h* h* < C. 

Pick hk such that KC (-r+lhk I, r- lhk I) and 

sup 
11(hk)-l [0, (k-1)(I + hk) 0, 

(k-1)(X)l 
_ a(k)(X)l :x I< 

This can be done because K is a compact subset of (-r, r), a has k continuous deriva- 

tives, and pointwise convergence of continuous functions to a continuous function im- 

plies uniform convergence on compacta. By the induction hypothesis it is possible to 

91f (a. 1 is a sequence of non-random real variables then an converges to a, i-C-, an -+ a as n -+ 00, 

if there exists a real number a such that for any c>0, there exists an integer N, sufficiently large that 

Ia. - al <e for all n>N. 11551. Also known as deterministic convergence. 
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pick h* E Rý-'\{Oj such that 

SUP (A(ht* -1)a)(X) _ a(k-1)(X)l :xE [-r + lhll, r - lhklll < jhkj -I 3* 

Combining the last two inequalities and applying the triangle inequality completes the 

prooL 11 

Proof of Theorem A. 4 The first part of the theorem follows from Lemma A. 3 and the 

observation that A(k)f E Arl (a, B). The second part follows from Theorem A. 1. C] h 

Theorem A. 4 states that the superanalyticity requirement for a, although necessary, 

is not sufficient for universal approximation if synaptic vectors in the input layer are 

restricted to the unit-sphere. Consider the case of sine function, which is superanalytic 

everywhere except at 0, but the span of its derivatives is not dense, and therefore 

uniform approximation by Ard(o-, B) with input-layer synapses on the unit-sphere fails. 

This can be easily illustrated in the 1-dimension case. Let a(. ) = sin(. ) and consider 

the set 
q 

JVl (sin, Sl) I: j(x) = ý., 'wj' sin(±x + Oj), 1<n, nEN, Oj ER 
j=l 

I- 

By the addition formulas for the sine function, any such 1 must be of the form cl sin(x)+ 

C2 COSW for some C1 v C2 ER This set of functions, , V1 (sin, Sl), is clearly not dense on 

compacta in C(R), being unable, for example, to universally approximate sin(20x) on 

H, 11. 

An application of Theorem A. 4 provides the following very useful result: 

Lemma A. 4 (Lemma 2.2) If or is the logistic function then for wj E SdU{O), , Vd (a, B) 

is uniformly dense in compacta in C(R). 

proof For this it is sufficient to show that sp(la(k)l(-r, r) :k> 01) = C(R)I(-r, r). By 

the Stone-Weierstrass theorem it is known that for any continuous and strictly mono- 

tonic or the set of polynomials in a, I Ek Ck (7k :0<k<j :5n, nE NJ is uniformly 

dense in compacta in C(R). Direct calculation shows that a(l) = o, - (1 - or) = or _ Or2 

and that the derivative of ork is k. Ork-I . or _ (1 _ or) =k- (ak - ak+'). This implies 
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that the set of finite linear combinations of the derivative of a is exactly the set of 

polynomials in a. 0 

similar application of Theorem A. 4 was used in Chapter 5 to prove the universal 

approximation property of the multiplier-free net. 



Training Procedure and Parameters 

This appendix contains the details of the integer-weight learning procedure which was 

first presented in Table 3.3. It also displays the parameters values for all of the training 

runs whose results have been used in this thesis. 
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Table B. 1 Abbreviations and symbols used in this appendix only' 
C Continuous weight net 

E Error controlling the values of X and p. It can either 

be or E,,,, 

Integer weight net 

M Multiplier-free net 

N Network type 

-'n Neuron error margin (Error in the output of a 

neuron is not backpropagated if it is within this 

margin [139]) 

k, j BP learning rate boost factor (The learning rate is 

boosted by this factor for one epoch if E. =0 

and E,, >c 

ko, r a'(. ) offset (Constant added to the derivative of the 

activation function if the error in the output of a 

neuron is large [35]) 

A Weight decay coefficient 

Numerous values (Consult main text for the reason) 
'See Page xi for the definitions of all other abbreviations and symbols. 
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Table B. 2 Integer-weight learni 

procedure IntegerWeightLearning 

repeat 

initialise weights with values selected randomly 

from a uniform distribution on the interval (-0.5,0.5); 

repeat 

x- 
p 4- 

shuffle training examples 

repeat 

choose next training pair (x, t); let the 01h layer be uO = x; 

ForwardPass; 

ComputeGradients; 

UpdateWeights; 

until all training examples have been used 

if E,,, =0 and E,, >c then 

boost 77 by a factor of k. for the next epoch only; 
increment epochs; 

until (E,, <r and E. 0) or (epochs modulo CR = 0); 

until epochs modulo CR 0 

end; {IntegerWeightLearningl 

I subroutine ForwardPass 

for layer =1 to L do 

for neuron =1 to Ni,, y,, do 

Ulayer, neuron +- tanh 
i=0 Wtayer, neuron, iUlayer-l, i); 

enddo 

enddo 

end; {ForwardPass) 
2Notation and style adapted from [651. (Continued on next page) 
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Table B. 2 (continued 

subroutine ComputeGradients 

for layer =L to 1 do 

for neuron 1 to Mayer do 

if layer L then 

eL, neurone +- UL, neuron - tneuron; 

if eL, neurone < En then eL, neurone 

else 
elayer, neuron 'ý- 

Ni. v., +l (1 _ U2 FIm=1 elayer+lj layer+ I, m) Wlayer+ 1, m, neuron; 

enddo 

for all weights in layer layer do 

if elayeri < 0.75 then 
2 glayer, j, i +- elayerj(l - Ulayerj)Ulayer-W; 

else 

- U2 glayer, j, i 4- elayerj (1 
layerj + k,, )Ulayer-l, 

i; 

enddo 

enddo 

end; {ComputeGradientsl 

subroutine UpdateWeights 

for all weights w1j, i do 

WIj, i 4- Wjj, j - 77g1j, j + 

WIJ, i WIJ, i - X' (WIJ, i - Qprac(Wij, i)) tan(RND); 

Wj, j, j S(Wjj, j); 

enddo 

end; tUpdateWeightsl 
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Table B. 3 Training parameters for Chapter 3 

Experiment N Confg q it A kar ax ap E kq 6 cn CIZ CT 

Table 3.5 XOR C 2: 2: 1 0.1 0.85 0 0.4 0 0 Eom 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 2: 1 0.1 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eom 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

E/D4 C 4: 2: 4 0.05 0.9 0 0.4 0 0 Eo n 
10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 4: 2: 4 0.1 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

E/D8 C 8: 3: 8 0.0075 0.9 0 0.4 0 0 Eo,,, 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 8: 3: 8 0.0075 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eom 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Table B. 4 Training parameters for Chapter 4 and Appendix C 

Experiment N Confg 77 it A ko,, ax ap E kil 6 fn CR CT 

Figure 4.3 1 2: 3: 1 - 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 E 0.. 10 - - 500 - 

1 2: 4: 1 - 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 EO,, 10 - - 500 - 

Figure C. 1 C 2: 1 0.05 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,, 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 1 0.05 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo., 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C. 2 C 2: 1 0.05 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,, 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 1 0.05 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eom 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C. 3 C 2: 2: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo, 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 2: 1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo. 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure CA C 2: 2: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo, 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 2: 1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 EOn 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C. 5 C 2: 3: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,, 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 3: 1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,,, 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C. 6 C 2: 3: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo.. 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 2: 3: 1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure 4.7 C 2: 4: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 EOn 0 0.4 0.4 1500 - 

1 2: 4: 1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,,, 10 0.4 0.4 1500 - 
(Continu ed on next page) 
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Table B. 4 (continued) 

Experiment N Confg 77 it A ka, ax ctp E k?, c c, CR CT 

Figure 4.8 C 2: 4: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 E,,,,, 0 0.4 0.4 1500 - 
1 2: 4: 1 0.009 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 1500 - 

Figure C. 7 C 2: 4: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo.. 0 0.4 0.4 3000 - 
1 2: 4: 1 0.005 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 3000 - 

Figure C. 8 C 2: 4: 1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo.. 0 0.4 0.4 3000 - 
1 2: 5: 1 0.005 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 3000 - 

Figure C-9 C 1.1 2. 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 E,, 
ý, 

0 0.4 0.4 500 - 
I 2T. 11--- 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C-10 c 2-11 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,,, 0 0.4 0.4 - 500 

I 2T. 11-- 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C-11 C 2 
. 
1.1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,. 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

I 2-T-1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure C. 12 C 2.1.1 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,,, 0 0.4 0.4 500 - 

1 --- 2: 1-1 0.01 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo 
.. 

10 0.4 0.4 500 - 

Figure 4.9 C 2F-. 2-, '. l 0.011 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo 
.. 

0 0.4 0.4 1500 - 
1 -- 2.2-1 0.011 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo 

.. 
10 0.4 0.4 1500 - 

Figure 4.10 C 2-21 22. 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo 
.. 

0 0.4 0.4 1500 - 

1 2--3.1 0.0075 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,,, 10 0.4 0.4 1500 - 

Figure C. 13 C -- 2 .I 22. 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,, 0 0.4 0.4 3000 - 

I 2-T. 1 0.009 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,,, 10 0.4 0.4 3000 - 

Figure C. 14 C -- 2: 2 0.01 0.99 10-3 0.4 0 0 Eo,,, 0 0.4 0.4 3000 - 

1 2.5-1 
10.01 

0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo 
.. 

10 0.4 0.4 3000 - 

Table 4.2 and I 2F-'l-.. 0.01 0.99 0 0 10-3 0.1 Eo 
.. 

5 0.4 0.4 1000 - 

Figure 4.6 1 2.2,. t 0.01 0.99 0 0 10-3 0.1 Eo 
.. 

5 0.4 0.4 1000 - 
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Table B. 5 Training parameters for Chapter 5 

Experiment Confg 77 pA kat ax ao E k17 c fn CR CT 

Table 5.1 XOR 2: 3: 1 0.005 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 E O'n 
10 0.4 0.4 100 - 

E/D4 4: 2: 4 0.008 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo.. 10 0.4 0.4 200 - 
E/D8 8: 3: 8 0.011 0.99 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo.. 10 0.4 0.4 200 - 

Table B. 6 Training parameters for Chapter 6 

Experiment N Confg 77 it A ka, ax ap E k, 
7 c fn CR CT 

Table 6.2 #1 1 17: 4: 1 0.05 0.15 00 10-3 0.1 E On 
10 0.4 0.4 200 171 

M 17: 3: 1 0.01 0.9 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo 9.9 0.1 0.4 200 44 

#2 1 17: 4*: l 0.1 0.075 0 0 10-3 0.1 Eo 
.. 10 0.4 0.4 200 52 

M 17: 3*: l 0.01 0.9 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 9.9 0.1 0.4 200 22 

#3 1 17: 1 0.1 0.05 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 
",. 10 0.48 0.75 200 26 

M 17: 7*: 1 0.01 0.9 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 Eo,.,.. 10 0.4 0.4 200 11 

Table 6.4 C 8: 2: 1 0.005 0.8 10-4 000 Eo,,,,, 0 0 0 50 590 

I 8: 12*: l 0.005 0.8 00 10-3 0.1 E,,,.,. 10 0.75 0.4 50 84 

M 8: 10*: 1 0.005 0.8 0 0 10-3 0.1 E,,,,,,, 10 0.75 0.4 50 183 

Table 6.5 C 32: 7: 10 0.05 0.5 10-4 0 00 Eo,.,,,, 0 0.4 0.4 200 112 

1 32: 10: 10 0.025 0.8 00 10-3 0.1 Eo,. 
",. 

1.5 0.05 0.4 200 3960 

M 32: 11: 10 0.0105 0.9 0 0.4 10-3 0.1 E,,,,.. 1.5 0.05 0.4 200 3500 

*The number of hidden neurons is the one used at the start of simulations. Some of the hidden 

neurons were killed off during learning and the number of effective neurons is shown in the relevant 

table in the main text. 
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Decision Surfaces of Chapter 4 

This appendix displays the decision surfaces mentioned but not shown in Chapter 4. 
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Publications from This Thesis 

This appendix includes the two papers which have been published as a result of the 

author's work on this thesis. The material presented in these papers is a condensed 

version of Chapters 3 and 4. The first paper also includes Chapter 6's IWN results on 

the MONK's benchmark. 

A. H. Khan and E. L. Hines. Integer-weight neural nets. Electronics Letters, 30(15): 

1237-1238, July 1994. 

A. H. Khan and R. G. Wilson. Integer-weight approximation of continuous-weight 

multilayer feedforward nets. Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on 

Neural Networks, volume 1, pages 392-397, Washington, DC, June 1996. IEEE Press, 

New York, NY. 

The following review also appeared during the author's work on this thesis. 

A. H. Khan. Book Review: Fausett, L., Fundamentals of Neural Networks, (Prentice- 

Hall, 1994) in The Computer Journal, 37(5): 472,1994. 
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